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9 Geneviève Bergeron 
Helèn Colgan 
Nathalie Croteau 
Barbara Daigneault 
Anne-Marie Edward 
Maud Haviernick 
Barbara Maria Kleuznick 
Maaryse Leclair 
Maryse Leganière 
Anne-Marie Lemay 
Sonia Pelletier 
Michèle Richard 
Anne St.-Arneault 
Annette Turcotte

If it were between countries, we’d call it 
war. If it we’re a disease, we’d call it an 
epidemic. If it were an oil spill, we’d call 
it a disaster. But it’s happening to women, 
and it’s just an everyday affair. It is 
violence against women. It is rape at 
home and on dates. It is the beating or 

the blow that one out of four Canadian 
women receive in their lifetime. It is 
sexual harassment at work and sexual abuse
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rWhether words, blows, or bullets, violence kills. 
This December 6th women and men throughout the 
York community will be mourning the Montreal 
massacre. Although this anniversary has become a 
momentous symbol for us all, we must remember 
that the murder of these 14 women is not an isolated 
incident.

of the young. It is murder.
...excerpt from The White 

Ribbon Campaign statement

Sixty-two per cent of all women 
murdered in Canada have died 
as a result of male violence in the 
home. Ninety per cent of women 
with disabilities have been 
sexually assaulted. Violence 
against women is endemic in the 
sower structures and power re- 
ations of our society. It is mani

fest in issues of race, class, sexual 
orientation, ability and age. The 
university is by no means im
mune to these forms of systemic 
discrimination against women. 
This discrimination is an all-too- 
easily accepted reality, and it 
must end.

th

We ask all men at York to wear a white ribbon or 
armband from now until December 6th. The white 
band acts as a symbolic truce to the war against their 
sisters.

Women are asked to wear black ribbons or armbands 
to mourn the 14 women killed on Dec. 6,1989 at 
L’école polytechnique de Montréal and all women who 
have been victims of men’s violence against women.

Both kinds of ribbons will be available Thursday and 
Friday from the YFS office.

I STOP THE VIOLENCE IA message from the
YORK FEDERATION OF STUDENTS

and the
GRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION.

AGAINST



Men take to streets in campaign against male violence i»
According to Hancock, theorganization aims 

to break the silence of men who are against 
violence of other men, but arc afraid to speak organization's efforts, 
out.

Hancock stressed the importance of not _ 
Centre at York, said she highly commends the blowing his ideas out of proportion. “Our £

efforts being labelled as a ‘men's movement’ is 
horseshit.” _

The organization is funded out of their own 
pockets and through donations, which have ® 
been very limited so far, according to Hancock. -S 

“We ’re only asking for $ 100 per man. That’s s 
only $ 1.95 a week, which is less than one beer " *5 

“So far, only 40 men have sent money,” 2 
Hancock added. “Our largest donation came • 
from a woman rape survivor, which says 
something about the permanency of men's at
titudes."

Kathryn Boyd, an associate of the Women’s

by Corey Goldman

“It’s about time men did something. Men 
don’t know what it’s like, or how a woman feels 
walking by herself at night. 1 just hope they’re 
really doing something instead of just trying to 
gain the sympathy of women.”

Rob Centa, external vice president for the 
York Federation of Students, said he feels the 
program is an excellent endeavour, and hopes 
the YFS will vote to support the cause.

Rape, abuse, harassment, discrimination and 
inequality are issues that women fight every being seen as men against violence directed at
day. Now the battle to end violence against women, then we can make some changes.”
women is taking a different twist. Hancock’s main goal is to break the silence.

Men Walking Against Male Violence but as realistically as possible. “No man will 
(MWAMV) is an organization planning long- , admit that they [men] are the problem. We have 
distance walks next spring around Ontario in to change this attitude in men of all walks of life 
remembrance of the 14 women killed in the 
1989 Montreal massacre.

“It’s our hope that if we’re out on the streets

in order to deal with the problem.”
“Walks through small rural towns help draw 

The campaign is being launched in an effort attention on a local level. We believe this is “I'mreally hoping that the YFS will endorse
to have men lay down their arms in the war most effective, reaching out to the people and this. It is a necessary effort for men, particularly Hancock said university support for the 
against women, said Ken Hancock, organizer addressing the issue,” Hancock explained. 0,1 *h*s campus, to recognize and deal with the MWAMV should come from administration,
of the White Ribbon campaign and member of “All our moves are made after consulting problems of violence against women.”
MWAMV. with women’s organizations,” said Matthew According to Hancock, the first step to endi ng administration level. Campuses all over the

To kick off the campaign lorthe walk against Behrens, another member of MWAMV. “An violence against women is understanding vio- country are getting bed reps because of male
male violence, white ribbons will be worn by end to the violence is our key priority." lence as a tool of power. violence, which they’re afraid will lead to de
men tor six days starting Dec. 1. “The responsibility is up to men to end the “Violence against women in our society is creases in enrolment. It's bad P R for them, so

We dont want men wearing the white violence against women and children,” Hancock very much like apartheid,” said Hancock. “Men they condone our [MWAMV's] efforts for their
ribbon as a badge. They have to accept the said. “Women can support the cause, but it’s are not going to end their privilege and power, own benefit.”
problem as a male problem, rather than an not up to them to make the change. They’ve just like the Whites are not going to end their
individual problem, said Hancock. done enough already.” power over the Blacks.”

“The main problem on campuses is at the

The first walk is scheduled for mid-May in 
Toronto.

York accused of blocking subway plan
6

by Doug Saunders Metro councillors want to see a short serve people. Why are we spending 
and relatively inexpensive loop which billions of dollars if it doesn’t serve 

A Metro Toronto councillor accused will connect Finch and Wilson stations people?” 
the university last week of attempting to ease pressure on the congested
to delay a subway construction project Yonge line,
which would bring the Spadina line 
closer to York.
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Bob Richardson, director of pub
lic affairs for York and spokesperson 

"There’s an advantage to extend- for the Loop Group, said a subway 
ing it [the subway | to York University station is the only solution to York’s 

In a Nov. 25 letter to York Presi- in time,” said Bev Salmon, councillor parking problems, 
dent Harry Arthurs, Metro Council- for North York Centre, "but in 20 to “Most importantly, we have three 
lor Howard Moscoc described his 30 years. It’s a very expensive to five million cars coming onto 
“dismay” and “disgust" after a York- project.” campus every year. We're trying to
led lobby group asked the Minister of “Something has to be done in the get improved service for York staff, 
the Environment to withhold approval short term to offer relief to the Yonge students and faculty. The broadergoal 
of a proposed new subway line pend- line," Salmon added, 
ing further study.

The line, running from Wilson councillor for York-Eglinton, the 
station to the corner of Sheppard and province cannot afford to construct jection could ruin chances of York

winning the battle for a campus sub
way stop.

“The Steeles loop, that’s not going “Filing this objection is no way to
to happen. I tell people, wake up and get the subway to York University.
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is we’re trying to get the subway 
According to Mike Colle, Metro extended as far west as possible."

Moscoe said the Loop Group ob-

Dufferin, is part of a proposal to link the longer Steeles loop in the near 
the Spadina and Yonge subway lines future, 
via Finch Avenue. Construction was
expected to begin in January.

In his letter, Moscoe said York’s smell the economy. Do they have any Because what it will do is turn off 
objection will “serve to delay the idea it will cost $20 billion?” 
project by a minimumof one year and 
cost a recession-damaged Metro includes the City of Vavghan, York make the decision on where that 
economy some 700 jobs.”

As a member of the year-old Loop velopers, as well as York University) that my colleagues on Metro Council 
Group, York has been supporting an and many urban planners are calling are furious.” 
alternative ‘Steeles loop,’ which for a long-term and large-scale ap- 
would travel from W il son station past proach, expanding the subway to serve 
the York campus to Steeles before the outer regions of Metro Toronto, 
turning east and joining the Yonge 
line.

members of Metro Council who are
But Loop Group members (which the ones who are going to ultimately

Aiok Shame

Jewish students light a Meaorah outside Vanier College December 2 to celebrate 
Chanukah, the 'Festival of Lights.' An eight-day celebration, Chanukah lasts until 
December 9.

Region and numerous property de- subway goes. And I want to tell you

Students threaten rape in classified ad“The [Dufferin-Finch] loop was 
designed in order to turn trains 

The Loop Group’s objection, filed around," said Tony Turrittin, a board 
in an Oct. 30 letter to Ruth Grier, member of Transport 2000 Ontario, a 
Ministerof the Environment, asks the lobby group which supports public 
minister to postpone the construction transit. “This is short-sighted. We 
of the subway extension until an envi- want a grid reaching into the north- 
ronmental assessment of the Steeles west."

CANADIAN UNIVERSITY PRESS ening phone calls. She also found a Marlin Gerson, one of the origi-
Vancouver A Vancouvei Com- note in her knapsack asking her il she imi committee members, said the
munity College student who was wanted to be raped, she said. policy should he in place in the new
threatened with rape in a campus “I’m constantly having to defend year, once an advisor is hired, 

loop proposa has been completed. It ■ s only a means of turning newspaper classified ad is dropping myself," she said. “Defend why the The complain, process Jarzebiak
Moscoe told L\caliburhe teels the rains, ha s a false economy. We rc out ot school following persistent ha- ad was wrong, why I’m angry, why I is following usually deals with ad-

Ix,op Group s objection makes no trying to get more people to stop rassmenl. wan. them [writers of the ad| ex- ministrative problems, he said,
sense whatsoever, and that York is dr,vicars and star, taking transit, »r m tired ot deali„g with it.” said pelted.” “For example, students who don't
primarily interested in making real and for that we need subway]!, nes.o Kim Anda Jarzebiak, a first-year arts The 19-year-old student said she like the content of a course have used
estate profits by selling campus lands the east and west. The Duffer,n loop student. has had enough and is dropping out a. it," he said. "It's more limited to in-
located near subway stations. ,s no solution. “I need some rest. I want to dis- the end of the semester this month.

“All that York cares about, as far Moscoe argued that the Duffenn appear for a few months and get away
as I can see, is the opportunity to put loop could easily serve York students from politics ”
mega-density mega-buildingsontheir and Jane-Finch residents by con

struction and services provided by
Langara principal David Crane the college." 

has told Jarzebiak the men who 
rhe ad, published in the Oct. 3 threatened her will attend a seminar 

Keele Street campus, most of which nect.ng to a dedicated bus route run- edition of the Gleaner, was written by on sexism, and a temporary record of
are totally unrelated to the purpose of "'ng along the hydro corridor to the two male staff members who knew the case will be added to school files.
1 e oscoesaid. s< u‘ campus. that Jarzebiak was raped last summer. In a Nov. 18 letter to Jarzebiak, office last week tocomplain about the

York President Harry Arthurs We can put a rapid transit line The men have been kicked off the Cane said the college considers the way the case has been handled,
denied York s interest m the bringing through that hydro corridor, using newspaper. discipline adequate and the matter 1. was also a warning that women
the subway York has anyth,ng to do express buses on a dedicated nght-of- J^zebiak had objected to another resolved. Bu, a special grievance on campus are going to take action,

, . , way. for one-tenth the cost [of a ad one week before which referred to committee has since been struck to she said
I think it s an outrageous insult to subway] - and ,t s an option that Ubcral MP Sheila Copps as a “slut.” investigate the case

the 50,000 of us who spend time on would better serve the campus ” She said she took the threat very Linda Holmes, dean of adminis- a lack of action sets a precedent which
<n°a ,S’i 'WrSai s a c leap s propose , e [ ee es] oop seriously. tration and student services, said the makes thecampus unsafe for women"

political shot. The university has been will never even get to the campus “If someone is sick enough to college sexual harassment policy was She has contacted the provincial
working on get.mg a subway for de- Moscoe added. It s questionable if ,t write about it, they’re sick enough to not in place when Jarzebiak filed her ombudsman and said a letter-writing
Cat*TS wl ,even 1,1 ee c ,trCCt' VCI' 1. doit, she said. It snot a joke. People complaint. Instead, a student griev- campaign has been started across

Arthurs said York objected to the you re only going to the south end ol say, ‘you don’t think it’ll happen, do a nee procedure is being followed, in Canada 
Sheppard expansion because “it fixes the campus, it would be a half-hour you?’ How do I know?” addition to the special committee’s Even though other women are
the future direction of the Spadina wal£- Following widespread media work, she said. rallying to support her. Jarzebiak still
line, and makes any possibility ol a But l umttin said a dedicated bus coverage of the rape threat, Jarzebiak A VCC committee is finalizing a expects personal harassment, 
campus subway station unlikely. route would fail to attract students to said male students have called her a sexual harassment policy, and is hir- “Anytime a woman speaks out,

Behind this conflict lies a long- the subway. ... ‘‘-slut" and a “hitch," and asked her if ing a sexual harassment advisor. A anytime a woman is where society
standing debate over the tuture of I hat is stupid. It s beneficial in she wants to be raped. Jarzebiak said volunteer committee began work on doesn’t think is acceptable, there is
I oronto s subway system. Most terms of money only. But it doesn’t she has received anonymous threat- the policy four years ago. going to be backlash.”

Jessie Sutherland, a second-year 
VCC arts student, is one of many 
women lobbying for more action. She 
said seven women went to Crane’s

with property investment.

“Women are complaining because



BREAKING MEN'S SILENCE chance to work abroad? Then visit the MSEC office
TO END MEN'S VIOLENCE at 007 Administrative Studies, or cal! 736-2100 

White Ribbon Campaign by the Men's Network for ext.6398.
Change. A national men's response against men's 
violence against women asking men across Canada 
to hang a white ribbon from their house, car or at their Lutheran, Presbyterian, Quaker.Join us for ecu- 
workplace and to wear a white ribbon or armband menkal worship, Thursdays at 1 p.m. in Scott 
from Sunday, December 1 to Friday December 6, the Religious Centre Chapel. Organized by York Student 
second anniversary of the Montreal massacre. For Christian Movement, 
more information contact Ron Sulser at 927-8099.

I.D.A. GALLERY 
EXHEBITIONS

CHANGES by Barbara Nymen, Clara Ursitn. De
cember 2-6. Reception on the 6th at 5 p.m. The 
I.DJL. Gallery is on the main floor Fine Arts Center.

YORK UNIVERSITY GREENS
Meet every second Wednesday at 5 p.m. in Ross 
South 777. Next meeting is one week from today.
For more information leave message at the Student 
Federation Office or coll 727-8348.
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL 

GENERAL MEETINGS
Every Thursday at 5 p.m. in 110 Founders College.
All welcome.
UNITED INDIAN STUDENTS

Samosa Party! Dec 6 in 307 Student Centre. For 
more information go to UIS in the Student Centre.

FOCUS ON KENYA 
"Prospects for Genuine Pand Economic Change in 
Africa" A conference marking Kenya's Independence 
Day. Saturday, December 21 in Belhune College,
3:30-6:30 p.m. DINNER AND DANCE, some place, 7- 
1 p.m. Admission $5. For more information call 650- 
5266/0482;66S-1372or736-2100 Ext. 20435.

ANNUAL FUNDRAISING 
DINNER

The Centre for Refugee Studies annual dinner will be 
held on Thusday, February 6, 1992 in the China 
Town International Restaurant, 421-429 Dundas St.
West at 6:30 p.m. Tickets are $60, students $30.
For more information contact The Centre for Refugee 
Studies, 322 York Lanes, or call 736-5663.

LINGUISTICS CLUB SOCIAL 
EVENT

To be held at The Olive Garden. R.S.V.P. is a must by 
today. Call 406-0817 if interested. All Linguistics 
enthusiasts are wekome!

UNITED INDIAN STUDENTS 
(U.I.S.)

India's funniest home videos contest. Deadline is 
January 10, 1992. First prize is a trip for two to 
Florida or $500. For more information call U.I.S of 
York at 329-0681.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT 
SERIES

Faculty of Arts will hold the following events: Getting 
into Law School-Tuesday January 21. Developing a 
Career in Communkalions-Tuesday, February 25.
Career Planning-Mondoy Match 9. All events held 
from 4-5:30 p.m. in the Senate Chamber, Ross 
South 519.

ANGLICAN, UNITED; 
CATHOLIC, BAPTIST

ENVIROSCOPE
A student newspaper for environmental and social 
issues. Copy, photos and graphics needed for the f irst 
issue in 1992. Please send submissions to Enviroscope 
c/o TASC, Education Centre 155 College st. Toronto, 
M5T1P6. For more information call Jason at 229-
0023.
FIRST NATION STUDENTS

We want to get to know each other to share 
information on education and hold social events. 
We are First Nation Law Students. Please leave 
your name and number at Environmental Studies, 
736-5252

LESBIAN AND BISEXUAL 
WOMEN AT YORK

General meetings every second Wednesday at 5 
p.m. in the Women's Centre, 328 Student Centre. 
Next gathering is today. For more information con
tact Lucy at 736-2100 ext.20494.

PARKING PROBLEMS?
Have you paid for reserved parking but can't find a 
reserved spot? Want to complain? Call Mrs. Bertrand 
at 736-2100 ext.77283.

PLENTY CANADA 
Are you looking for a volunteer opportunity on 
campus which will expose you to global issues and 
link you to an international development organiza
tion ? If so consider working for Plenty Canada ! There 
is much to be done: organizing, participating in 
events, learning and talking about development, 
hosting speakers. Please join us. For more informa
tion coll (613) 278-2215.

TEL - AIDE
Jewish Distress Line. Lonely? Trouble at work? Feel 
like blowing off steam? Please call 636-9610. 
Sensitive people are available to listen. All Tel - Aide 
volunteer Listeners have token an extensive training 
course and are available to listen.

THE WRITERS READ SERIES 
A student ran workshop designed for poets, prose 
writers, muskians, drama students & anyone else 
interested in giving readings of their work outside the 
classroom. Held Mondays form 4-6 p. m. and the first 
Wednesday of each month, 4-6 p.m., in Vanier 
College Senior Fellow Common Room. Special Event 
on Tuesday, November 26 with Toronto Poet Ann 
Mkhaek. For more information contact Zaf or Fil in 
Vanier Student Council Office.

THE YORK DEBATING 
SOCIETY

Weekly meetings on Mondays from 4-6 p.m. in Ross 
South 701.

MICRO YORK Authorized Kdiivetloiml Dealer VISA
PACKARD BELLServing York University Administration, Faculty, Staff and Students

Sale prices are valid until Dec 20/91 or while supplies 
Iasi. Items must he picked up no later than Dec 20/91 
Items sold on a first-come, first-served basis Prices 
subject to change without notice

Micro York will be closed from 
December 21, 1991 until January 6, 1992

MICRO York Lanes, 2nd floor of Bookstore
Store Hours

Monday to Friday 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

YORK
COMPUTERS 
YORK UNIVERSITY, 

BOOKSTORE

VANIER GAMES CLUB
Wargames, RPG's, T.A.G. General Meetings Thurs
days at 4:30 p.m. in Vanier College Junior Common 
Room. For more information call 748-6772.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 
A few hours per week can make a difference to 
someone with a developmental handicap. For more 
information call Joanne Fine at Metro Association for 
Community Living, 225-7166.

YORK FENCING CLUB 
Holds practices on Mondays al6 p.m. in Tail McKenzie 
Upper Gym, and Wedne sday af 6 p.m. in the Double 
Squash Court in fait McKenzie.

A TASTE FOR JUSTICE
Support Third World cooperatives. We have 
Bridgehead coffees and teas. Student Christian 
Movement, Room 214 Scott Religious Centre, 
736-2100, ext. 77275.

AIKIDO YOSHINKAI
A Japanese Martial Artist will hold classes on Mon
days, Wednesdays and Fridays from 1 -2 p.m. in the 
Judo/Wrestling room, Tail McKenzie, Spectators 
wekome.

AIESEC-YORK
Interested in international business? Want to have a

EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
FACULTY OF ARTS, EDUCATION, FINE ARTS AND SCIENCE

Please note that this is a re-publication of the Exam Schedule Corrections
published November 27, 1991.

Please verify your Examination details.

ADDITIONS
AS/HIST 3710 06A 
AS/SC/MATH 3241 03A 
AS/PHED 4010 03A(Lab) 
ED/CMYR 2400 03A,B 
FA/THEA 4270A 03

Thu. Dec. 19/91 
Wed. Dec. 18/91 
Tue. Dec. 10/91 
Wed. Dec. 18/91 
Fri. Dec. 13/91

12noon-3:00pm 
8 :3Oam-10:30am 
3 :30pm-5: 30pm 
12noon-3:00pm 
12noon-3:00pm

Curtis J 
Curtis E 
Stedman A 
Tait Upper Gym 
Admin Studies 030

CANCELLATIONS
AS/GEOG 3110 06A 
AS/HIST 3120 06A 
AS/HUMA 1110 06A 
AS/HUMA 2850 06A 
SC/EATS 1010 03

Thu. Dec. 19/91 
Wed. Dec. 18/91 
Thu. Dec. 19/91 
Thu. Dec. 12/91 
Mon. Dec. 16/91

3: 30pm-5:30pm 
8 : 30am-10:30am 
12noon-3:00pm 
8 :30am-10: 30am 
12noon-2:00pm

Stedman A,D 
Curtis H 
Curtis I 
Curtis B 
Curtis L

CHANGES
AS/SC/COSC 1020 03A,B,C Wed. Dec. 11/91 8:30am-ll:30am Tait Upper Gym, 

Tait 316 
Curtis K 
Curtis E 
Curtis I,L 
Curtis D 
Curtis K 
Curtis D,F 

Vanier Dining Hall 
Tait Upper Gym 
Tait 316,401 
Tait Upper Gym 
Tait 316,401 
Tait Upper Gym 
Tait 316 
Curtis B 
Tait Upper Gym 
Tait 316,401 
Tait Upper Gym 
Tait 316,401 
Ross South 201 
Tait Upper Gym 
Tait 316,401 
Curtis I,L,F 
Ross North 203 
Petrie 312A
Tait Upper Gym 
Tait 316,401 
Tait Upper Gym 
Tait 316,401

AS/SC/COSC 2031 03 
AS/SC/COSC 3121 03A 
AS/ECON 1000 03C 
AS/ECON 3140 03B 
AS/ECON 3140 03C 
AS/HIST 2100 06A 
AS/SC/MATH 1000 03A,B 
AS/SC/MATH 1120 03

A, B, C, D, E 
AS/SC/MATH 1300 03

B, C,D,E,G,H 
AS/SC/PSYC 1010 06N

Tue. Dec. 10/91 
Wed. Dec. 18/91 
Tue. Dec. 10/91 
Thu. Dec. 12/91 
Thu. Dec. 12/91 
Tue. Dec. 17/91 
Thu. Dec. 12/91 
Fri. Dec. 20/91

3 :30pm-5: 30pm 
8 :30am-10:30am 
8 :30am-ll: 30am 
12noon-2:00pm 
12noon-3:00pm 
12noon-2:00pm 
3:30pm-6:30pm 
8 :30am-ll: 30am

Mon. Dec. 16/91 3:30pm-6:30pm
Wed. Dec. 18/91 8 :30am-ll: 30am

AS/SC/PSYC 3140 03A 
AS/SOCI 3810 06A,B

Thu. Dec. 12/91 
Mon. Dec. 16/91

3 :30pm-6: 30pm 
8 :30am-ll: 30am

AS/SOSC 2310 06A Tue. Dec. 17/91 3 :30pm-6: 30pm
FA/VISA 3560 03 
SC/BIOL 1010 06

Tue. Dec. 10/91 
Thu. Dec. 19/91

9:30am-ll:30am 
8 :30am-10: 30am

SC/CHEM 1010 06(LAB) 
SC/CHEM 4020 03 
SC/COSC 4111 03

Thu. Dec. 12/91 
Fri. Dec. 13/91 
Tue. Dec. 10/91
Thu. Dec 19/91

12noon-l:00pm 
12noon-3:00pm 
12noon-2:00pm
3 : 30pm-5: 30pmSC/NATS 1610 06

SC/PHYS 1410 06 Tue. Dec. 17/91 8 : 30am-10: 30am

Special Price Special Price
• 80386DX CIMJ. 33MHz
• 4MB RAM, expan. to 32MB
• 3.5" & 5.25" floppy drives
• 130MB Hard Disk (20ms)
• 2 serial. I parallel port
• Serial mouse
• I<>-bit Extended VC,A ( 1024x768) ,
• 14" Colour VGA Display (.28m dot)

SL iS", • MS-DOS 5.0 & Lotus Works ™

$ 1,999• 80386SX CPU, 20MII/.
• 16KB cache memory
• 2MB RAM. expandable to I 6MB
• 3.5" & 5.25" floppy drives
• 125MB Hard Disk (20ms)
• 2 serial, I parallel and mouse port
• 16-hit Extended VGA ( 1024x768)
• 14" Colour VGA Display (.28m dot ; ï’
• MS-DOS 5.0 & Lotus Works

Software

$ 2,499
1
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Software

Special Price Special Price

$ 2,769 $ 3,359• 80486SX GPU, 20Mllz
• 4MB RAM, expandable to 32MB
• I 6-hil Extended VGA (1024x768)
• 13" Colour VGA Display (.28m dot) ■|||

• Socket for I 28K external cache mem
• 3.5" & 5.25" floppy drives
• 130MB Hard Disk (20ms)
• Serial, Parallel port + mouse
• MS-DOS 5.0 & Windows V3.0
• Lotus 123 for Windows & l.otusWrite

• 80486DX CPU, 33MHz
• 4MB RAM. expandable to 32MB
• 16-hit Extended VGA ( 1024x768)
• 13" Colour VGA Display (,28m dot)
• Socket for I 28K external cache mem 

.-zr $ ‘ -v-s" & 5-25" ‘loppy drives
• 20()MH llald l)isk (20ms)

;C. :• • Serial, Parallel port + mouse
. MS-DOS 5.0 & Windows V3.0
• Lotus 123 for Windows & LotusWrite
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• 80C286 CPU, 12MHz
• I MB RAM. expandable to 8MB
• 3.5" floppy drives
• 20MB Hard Disk (28ms)
• Serial, parallel and VGA port
• LCD VGA display (640x480)
• 16 shades of gray, backlight
• MS-DOS 4.01 Software
• Weights 6.7lhs

mm• 80G386 CPU. 16MHz
• 2MB RAM, expandable to 8MB
• 3.5" floppy drives
• 40M II I lard I )isk ( 28ms)
• Serial, parallel and VGA port
• LCD VGA display (640x480)
• 32 shades of gray, backlight

, • MS-DOS 5.0 Software
Ç> 1,649 • Weights 6.7lhs
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$ 2,425

Packard Bell Holiday Specials
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Women reporting sexual harassment in record numbers]i

$
by Sara Singer 
and Christine F. de Leon “7n ^ « ‘h« University harassment. b„, also the nttmb,, of women who _

feminists sloX suel^n I Montreal two years ago when fourteen women fear for their safely and their lives on campus -
Reports of sexual harassment against women Lh™ mlnf " read U$ were gunned down in a violent and consequently avoid using "

are sweeping across Canadian university cam- The letter listed the names of the eioht “D Vt , . In the survey Moms writes, Women sim- 5
puses. More women than ever before are be- women on the editorial staff to whom fhe R^™benn® what he fMark said P]y do not usc ‘he campuses in the evening "I
ginning to report cases of abuse, from death mes^ge was adc^essed as he shot the women , was more than hkely att because they are too afraid to make their way to 2
Threats to verbal and physical assaults. Earliest October a woman in Halifax at * ‘Tv ** ^ thcir Car or bus Tbis is a cIear impairment of -5

ïrsàx: iE9E2—" s-^ 5
“The rise is due to more reporting, not an story,” she faid ? * 81"8 my Qcloier witMhVÏhl^nf^^^ ^ pr°mpted ^the membcrs lhe Women’s

in“r^nrifch:inSin^ngdeXf infCh When she chan8ed her statemeilt duri"g a Nice Girls a, the UndergroSoze'nsof phone control iftitefr ownsaSy^ ** ‘° ^

Acci rding to C humming, incidents of ha- second interview, the police accused her of calls were made complaining about the pro- fhe statUHrs fr>m ,i ^ a ,
rassment in the past two years have been linked lying, questioned her extensively and charged gramming of a “dyke band8” while posters mien t v . r î T® C°nSe'
increasingly to anti-feminist backlash. her with mischief The police “used words like -utvprtkino th^ ht, ^ ■ a a P . qULnt|y been used in fighting the administra-“We've seen more anti-feminist graffiti ■paloney^ndtll wïlo .««.ta The

triggered by the publicity of the ‘no means no’ what happened,” she said. *Td say ^incidents are anti feminist Ii , f telePh°nes in olf,ces was one °f

campaign at Queen’s where the posters were In the same month at Carleton University in r^aiiv«™ Î „ n ? ant';Çmm.st. It the many recommendations made in the report,defaced by things ». t» meaner; and

no means kick her in the teeth, she said. campus carrying the message “Rape Girls.”
“With more work done for equity, somegroups begin „ exhibit a stmng reaction di- th JmtogX^lt'u^i^S

’“S OcTS^r^re made "1^ 7

‘Twix linked dtese incidents to the magic

Students flock to food 
bonks os aid falls short

El
.
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by Krishna Rau

CANADIAN UNIVERSITY PRESS
Last week a food bank opened on 

the Uni versity of Alberta campus after 
the Graduate Students’ Association 

Toronto — Thousands of university found some students could not afford 
students in Toronto arc being forced enough food, 
to use food banks.According to Getrard Kennedy. ^ food bank atSi

the director of the Daily Bread Food bia and the llnil"®» of Bri»?h

tak'-sS^ntTelSnS^ C°IUmbi* had °» “« P“> '

or university. This year, the campus ministry at
Kennedy said that amounts to Concordia University in Montreal has 

about 4,000 people. bcen g,vinS ouf approximately $500
"There’s no question that students a monlb *n *ood stamps. Money for

this program comes from Christmas 
fundraisers.

mon

iâ A,

» *4!

are using the food banks," he said. “It 
puts a little edge to the poor student 
tiling.” IM|

Deanne Fisher, the liaison officer 
He said even more students are a* University of Toronto s part

using other food banks and shelters, time students association, said the 
People tend not to realize how badly majority of students using food banks 
off many students are, he added. are probably part-timers, many of 

“There’s almost a casual thing whom would be single parents, 
about students being poor. This shows 
the lassitude in various social agencies have a lot more responsibility and 
that allows this to happen,even though aren’t dependent on their parents.”
they (students) don't fit the stereo
typical image.”

Kennedy said a recent survey of situations, 
the bank’s users showed 18 per cent

g »

“They’re generally people who

Fisher said Canada’s student aid
WT.programs do not help students in those «

/“Both the (Ontario Student As- 
have some level of post-secondary sistance Program) and Canada Student 
education. He said 43 per cent of the Loans are very youth-oriented pro- 
people have graduated from high grams. They’re for people who can 
school, compared to 13 per cent in live with their parents or hold part- 
1^87- time jobs.”

:

* ^ »
8 :

Aye&oJk^jFatin Juma (left) and Nancy Battu wave the Palestinean flag on Palestine Day, November 27, in the Student C
entre.

Black students doubt police shooting story„ 1

break-in at a warehouse in Etobicoke, against Black people, specifically 
They arrived and found three men Black youth,” Fredricks said, 
loading video equipment into a car. “The police make you feel that 
The men ran from the scene, a chase being Black is a crime,” added Dia-

nity are expressing anger and disbe- ensued and a shot was fired. mond Tobin-West, president of the
J ,ief over tbe recent shooting of Police reports also state that African Students Association.
L. Johnathon Phillip Howell by a Metro Howell was unarmed and crouching CS A member Michelle Malcolm 
yj police officer. near a fence when Sololowski acci- said, “The police are just using Blacks

Howell, 22, was shot in the head dentally “tripped or stumbled” over as target practice.”
on the morning of Nov. 9 at approxi- Howell and the gun went off. CSA Political Coordinator
mately 4.30 am, by 41-year-old De- According to the Police Act police Hannibal X stressed that despite the 
tective Constable Carl Sololowski, a officers arc not allowed to draw a recurring shootings and the feelings
21-year veteran of the force. revolver unless their life is being of helplessness Blacks must still fight

Howell became the fifth Black threatened. for justice. “We can't let the court
Alwyn Fredricks, president of the decisions (acquittals of police offic- 

onto over the last three years. In all Caribbean Students Association and ers accused of shooting Blacks] be
five incidents, the police have claimed a friend of Howell, expressed disbe- our reason to quit," he said.

- , , W/ *• ,he shootings were accidents or acts lief at the police reports. Hannibal said he has been attend-
hÜjLÎÎl up 010 ,#od °" DuHerhl S,reet hi dowitowi Toroato. Ihrat par emit of self-defense. “I find it very difficult to see how ing forums to discuss the shootings

•MamIbaahuiarfaralauaivarjityortoBaga—■HmyalHmaipwMimartmItaUfrytag According to police reports, someone can trip and shoot someone and meeting with other community 
#r ** *"* Sololowski and other officers were in the head. It’s just another example groups. He said he hopes to coortii-

responding to a tip about a possible of the police practicing genocide nate a massive protest.

nm
by Trtvor Burnell
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Members of York’s Black commu-k’
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person shot by police in Metro Tor-



is true; no one is denying that. How
ever, I would have thought that all 
student groups within the centre who 
have a direct interest in its long-term 
viability, including those at Excalibur, 
would work towards promoting the 
restaurant so that the cultural and 
musical events I. N. speaks of can be 
returned as expeditiously as possible. 
Unfortunately, I. N.’s ill-thoughtout 
comments are singularly and narrowly 
negative.

1 To remember is 1 
§ not to glorify hr]i

I

o. Dear Editor,

I r F t ¥■
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I am writing this letter in response to j 
_£ the article that appeared in the Nov. ]
| 13 issue of Excalibur, titled “Student 

in chains protests Remembrance Day 
^ event". The article dealt with the I 
5 protest of an Osgoode student against 1 
"g the 21-gun salute displayed in memo- 1 
2 rial of those who died by the Royal 

Canadian Artillery. j
I fail to see how a tribute to the 

men and women who died in the wars 
of the past is an example of the “glo- J 
rification of war", or worse, an ex- Ü 
ample of “how we are socialized into 
thinking that violence against others 
is a sign of maturity”, as Mr. Nkombe 
said. The 21-gun salute is a reminder 
of pain that knows no glory. It re
minds us of bloodshed and fear, but 
mostly of those who gave their lives 
for their country. They cared that 
much. I can guarantee, Mr. Nkombe, 
that they did not face raining fire to be 
“mature" or because they wanted to 
prove their strength. They faced death your policy regarding advertising, 
for their families, for you, for me, for There is no excuse for having these 
the earth that they stood on. And to glossy inserts in your paper. At Er
nie, in a world where life is so short, calibur, you are continually writing

progressive articles that attempt to 
enhance attitudes relating to cultures, 
economics, and other prominent is
sues. Well, as we say, this is all fine 
and dandy, but what type of environ
ment are we all going to live in if our 
environmental attitudes do not

A- A gSM*

L - ~
;

H Gary McNeely 
SCC Chairperson

I

Israel should 
think twiceV

Dear Editor,
... . -M

A recent ad discussing Israel’s secu
rity concerns raised an important di
lemma. On the one hand, Isrealis 
(like Arabs, we hope) are sick of the 
fighting that has surrounded the 
Jewish state since the Jews returned 
to the Holy Land. One the other hand, 
from 1948-1967, before there was an 
“occupied territory” and “land for 
peace”, the Israelis suffered from 
constant warfare and anti-civilian 
terrorismon the part of the Arab states 
and terrorist groups. Even last year's 
SCUD attacks showed how vulnerable

f

Tom Sdmader

"White Oak Excavated in the Construction of the Common, York University" by Rodney Graham
among clubs and services. I am 
confident that our present GCSU 
would cherish giving all clubs and 
services all the money they require, 
but you can not give away what you 
do not have available.

It is interesting how the Women’s 
Centre translates GCSU support for it 
only in terms of financial commit
ments. At last week’s GCSU council 
meeting a new service presented it
self to the council, the Peer-Support 
network, soliciting council’s support. 
An organizer from this new group 
stated that they felt it was more im
portant for the GCSU to morally 
support them, not merely financially 
support them. I am glad to see that 
there are some people out there who 
do not translate moral support in terms 
of a pocket book. I know that the 
GCSU morally supports women’s is
sues.

though many of their services are 
duplications of existing and more 
professional services, they do provide 
some new and innovative services 
much needed on campus, such as a 
research centre and food bank. Let’s 
end this petty bickering and work 
together as concerned students.

Janies Pickering

Israel is from a simple geographic 
perspective. My grandparents live 
near Tel Aviv, and were there to be a 
Palestinian state, they would be in 

of hand-held missile

i

easy range 
launchers. If the history of the Arab- 
Israeli conflict is any indication of the 
future, the Israelis would do well to 
think twice before giving any land 
back. As Jewish supporters of Israel 
often say: “Better criticized than 
eulogized.”

Extol should 
support SCC

change. How can we expect govern
ments or industry to change if we, at 
universities, do not lead the way? 
Next time you throw a piece of trash 
on the ground, throw out a recyclable 
item or distribute any non-recyclable 

this sacrifice means everything. Like paper (including advertising, memos,
it or not, the driving force behind the correspondence, etc.) think about the

and last time you criticized a company for

Dear Editor,

I had intended to submit a letter to the 
Editor to be included in the Novem
ber 20 edition of Excalibur thanking 
Elaine Bellio for her “even” coverage 
of the SCC’s decision to lay off a 
number of its employees. Even it the 
article’s headline sensationalized the 
decision by announcing it as a “sack
ing” of staff to cut costs. The term 
maybe colloquially “correct”; how
ever, it gives the misleading impres
sion that the decision was done in 
haste and without thought as to the 
consequences and alternatives. 1 he 
decision was made by the Finance 
Committee after much thought and 
deliberation. No one liked taking 
such a step. Nonetheless, to secure 
our financial obligations with the 
University measures were required to 
meet that end. Since the SCC oper
ates on the premise that the various 
departments are to work together, all 
three, the Information Centre, the 
Underground, and the Programming 
Department, were down-sized. The 
aim still is to secure yet provide the 
greatest service but at a lower cost. 
The SCC endeavours always to fulfil 
that aim.

It was with a great deal of 
puzzlement then that I opened the 
Excal on Thursday Nov. 20 to read 
the Editorial. Were it not for the 
seriousness of the article's allega
tions I would not have stooped to 
reply. What I find in the selection is 
an elaborate ad hominem attack 
against the SCC Executive and Fi
nance committees. As the Arts Edi
tor, “I. N.” shows his personal bias 
and vested interests rather than a 
balanced presentation of the issues. I 
too lament the lay-offs;of course they 
affect people. Nonetheless, the diffi
cult decision was made so that the 
SCC would work to secure the centre’s 
long-term objectives. What I. N. fails 
to appreciate is that no one department 
in the operation has a special priority 
over another. Despite the article’s 
claim. Programming was not singled 
out for “amputation”. That The Un
derground is not as busy as projected

Israel Ellis
strength of these brave men 
women is the same force that compels polluting the environment. Docs the
people to protest endlessly in search word hypocrite pop into mind? Think 
of change and improvement. It moti- about it! 
vates hunger strikes and other forms 
of self-deprivation aimed at the sole 
goal of being heard. It is the strength a|l Ur® policies that we make. Ex

calibur, you disappoint me, with the 
lack of respect that you have for our 
environment.

Sheufton takes 
balanted viewWe must include thoughts of the 

environment in everything we do and
Last week’s Excalibur article 

(Nov. 27) showed that the York 
Women’s Centre receives $9,500 in 
student union funding compared to 
our student union's allotment of 
$1000. Excalibur failed to mention 
that on a per capita basis, as compared 
to the $0.30 per student funding allot
ted by the York’s Students’ Federa
tion, clearly our GCSU is more gen
erous than York Main.

It would be prudent for the centre 
to look towards doing some 
fundraising, which aside from creat
ing revenue, would make students 
more aware of their service, if not 
their existence. In conjunction with 
fundraising, they should look towards 
decreasing expenditures. For ex
ample, a Women’s Centre member 
said that “$500 won’t even cover (the) 
telephone bills.” When Bell phone 
services cost $42 a month, servicing 
costs would equate to less than $336 
for a eight month academic period, 
leaving over $164 for long distant 
calls. In fact, more money could be 
saved if the centre refrained from 
long distance calls and communicat
ing by means of a letter and a $0.40 
stamp. Refraining from having events 
in which approximately $ 150 is spent 
on coffee and doughnuts would also 
mitigate the centre’s financial prob
lems.

Dear Editor,
behind Nkombe’s protest, though he 
fails to realize it.

1 am thoroughly disgusted with 
Mr. Nkombe’s protest. And frus
trated. I consider myself to be a 
liberal person and I strongly believe 
in standing up against all injustices, fAMfrA
asdoesMr.Nkombe. Racism,tuition wllll v

funded fairly

I attended Dan Sheuftan’s presenta
tion on the Odds for Peace in the 
Middle East, and although I found 
him at times blunt, he was neither 
slanderous nor racist.

His comments on the violence in 
the Arab world (I do not remember 
him ever saying anything to the tune 
of “all Arabs are violent”) were justi
fied. He was speaking about the odds 
for peace, and his point was that the 
instability, and lack of peace within 
most Arab regimes (and he cited ex
amples such as Syria and Hama, Iraq 
and the Kurds, etc.) poses a problem. 
When questioned by a student, he 
clarified that he could not comment 
on the “nature” of Arabs, but simply 
on the events that have occurred over 
the last century.

Later during question period, 
Sheuftan did tell a student that he was 
either lying or ignorant. This student 
was denying that Palestinians in the 
West Bank supported Saddam 
Hussein’s SCUD missile attacks on 
Israel during the Gulf Crisis. Pales
tinians did support the SCUD attacks 
to the point where they were cheering 
on the roofs as the missiles flew over
head. Anyone who denies that this 
support existed is indeed either ig
norant of this support or lying.

Sheuftan was critical of all the 
players in the Middle East. He criti
cized Arab leaders, George Bush and 
even Israeli leaders. Sheuftan said 
that he does not support Shamir, and 
called Israeli housing minister Ariel 
Sharon “stupid”.

Sheuftan is an important Israeli 
academic with vast experience in the 
Middle East. He is in contact with

Continued on page 7

Rick Greater

hikes, environmental and ecological 
destruction...I’mthere. Iseeourworld
in a sad state, pain and suffering are a 
given as is persecution and fear. So in [)ear Editor, 
a time of such struggle, why is Mr.
Nkombe wasting his energy on the jn the past week, the Glendon 
protest against a symbol of hope? Women’sCentre’sfinancialsituation 
Against an event that provides a has figured prominently in Protem 
memory that is capable of restoring an(j Excalibur news coverage. Un- 
any lost hope in the strength of the fortunately, neither of these two 
unity of mankind? newspapers presented a fair and com-

Wake up, Mr. Nkombe. Sure, prehensive analysis in regards to the 
protest promotion of violent toys and jssue of the women’s centre’s 
portrayal of violence in movies. I m underfunding problems. It is time 
right behind you. But please don t tfiat the record be set straight, 
make the memories that November 
11 awakens and the events that honour

Like all clubs and services on
campus, the Women’s Centre has 

them fade. Please don’t make the found that it’s financial needs have 
struggles of the pasi, become those not been totally met by GCSU fund- 
doneinvain. Because these struggles, ing contributions. Outof the centre’s 
my friend, are what made it possible request to the GCSU for $4600, they 
for you to walk in chains, freely, to bave been afforded a commitment of 
protest in front of our government $1000. Due to the fact that the centre 
buildings. It is what makes it possible did not receive its full funding re
fer me to write this letter, freely. The centre’s financial problems 

might only by temporary; the GCSU 
has proposed a referenda concerning 
increased funding to the centre for 
next year, and in addition to that, 
GCSU President Mark Adlam is 
seeking out further sources of off- 
campus funding (eg: Government 
funding). Patience and budget re
straint would earn the centre more 
respect rather than automatically 
fighting pitch financial battles with 
our Student’s Union. The Women’s 
Centre is important to Glendon. Al-

quest, some members of the centre 
Here’s to the past. I-est we forget. now that the (3QJI J js uncon

cerned about women’s issues. It is 
important to note however, that none 
of Glendon’s clubs or services have 
received funding allotments which 
fully cover their operating expendi
tures. In fact many clubs havereceived 

s budget allotments which do not even 
come close to their minimal funding 
needs. Arc we now to say that because 
all clubs did not receive “adequate” 

You, Excalibur, and the stores in York funding that the GCSU only has a 
Lanes, should definitely re-examine limited amount of dollars to divvy up

Lisa Machado

Do os Extol soys 
not as it does!
Dear Editor,



disgust at the lecture presented by only a radical in that he ultimately 
Professor Dan Sheuftan on Nov 13, refuses to recognize the légitimât* 
and sponsored by the Jewish Student rights Df the Palestinian People to 
Federation. In his lecture, the Profes- self-determination, but a racist in that f 
sor was promoting discrimination and he succeeded in his pledge to dehu- ' 
hatred towards an entire nation. Re- manize an entire nation, the Arab 
marks such as “All Arabs are violent" Nation, 
and “Arabs want to poison baby Jews"

East-West border would be just nine another land, people and history, 
miles wide - an area smaller than the Being proud is not being elitist. It is
width of Toronto! Given the track affirming the underlying purpose of
record of the Arab countries sur
rounding Israel - can one forget 
Saddam Hussein’s SCUD attacks on 
Israeli civilians? - I don’t blame the 
Israelis for any toughness on the land 
question. Considering what’s at stake, 
they just have too much to lose.

Limore Noon

Continued from page 6

both Israeli and Arab intellectuals 
and leaders. His insight into the Odds 
for Peace was a wonderful opportu
nity for York students to learn about 
the problems that plague the area. It 
is terribly unfortunate that some stu
dents were hurt by Sheuftan's presen
tation, but his message was neither 
slanderous, nor racist. In fact accus
ing himof slander or racism is in itself 
racism and slander.

The core of Sheuftan’s message 
was that compromise is necessary. 
He called on the Arabs to recognize 
Israel and on Israel to withdraw from 
most of the Occupied Territories. 
Somehow this message has been mis
construed as intolerance. Actually, it 
was just the opposite. It is a shame 
that Sheuftan’s speech was not the 
springboard for useful discussion be
tween Arab and Jewish students. In
stead, it has become another item on 
the long list of misunderstandings 
and hostilities. Hopefully sometime 
in the future Arabs and Jews will have 
better things to talk about.

developing multicultural society - to 
preserve a plethora of opinions, atti
tudes and ideas in order to better
enhance the collective whole.

As a student, I am entirely con- ^ 
are not only unfounded and paint a vinced that the right education is the „ 
distorted image that is far, far from most effective instrument in combat- 
reality, they are basically a destruc- ing ignorance, which in my view is « 
live lie seeking to inflame emotions the major cause of racism and dis- -£ 
of blind hatred and unsubstantiated crimination.

Joey Felson

Sheuftan leaves 
bad impression

&
bigotry. I find the Dan Sheuftan lecture as *5

It is a painful paradox that at a time totally unacceptable because it 2 
when the peace process is being dishonours one of the most funda- 2 
vigourously pursued by all the parties mental beliefs I have seen raised on, 
concerned in the Middle East con- that all people are created equal, 
flict, a York University club (the 
J.S.F.) hosts a professor who is not

Zionism part of 
multiculturalism

Dear Editor,

I am writing this letter to express my 
deep dismay, disappointment and Samer Bawab

Dear Editor,

TOM by mcanI am tired of feeling like a persecuted 
minority within the country of my 
birth. I am tired of being placed on 
the defensive because I support Israel 
and I am proud to be Jewish. I am 
tired of being forced to play the role 
of victimizer just to satisfy the de
mands of those who wish to see a 
victim. I am not ashamed to call 
myself a Zionist. The strength of my 
conviction is derived from my iden
tity as a Canadian.

The values of democracy and 
freedom that I value in a Canadian 
context are the same values that force 
me to identify with the State of Israel. 
Israel is a democracy and has been 
such since its inception. Israel has 
spent its entire history in continuum 
struggling for its very existence and 
the right to be recognized. Israel was 
created as a Jewish homeland by the 
United Nations and yet that same 
body refers to Zionism, the national 
aspirations of the Jewish people, as 
racism.

I am a Zionist, not a racist. I 
should not be forced to deny my 
emotions as a Jew and as a Zionist, 
nor should I be accused of dual loy
alty hccauseof my double allegiances. 
Any member of any other ethnic 
identity also shares an affinity with
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Israel has too 
much to lose
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Dear Editor,

Odyssey by pincI’d like to comment on the Page 2 ad 
(Nov 19) sponsored by the Jewish 
Student Federation.

It’s important for the public to 
realize that for the current peace talks 
to succeed, Israel’s concerns must be 
recognized and addressed. Israel’s 
view of the Palestinian controversy is 
completely influenced by the fact that 
there occurred two Arab-launched 
wars against Israel before the West 
Bank, Gaza and Golan were captured. 
Furthermore, were Israel to just give 
back the West Bank, her complete
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PROBLEMS ËSÉ»
IN FINANCING CARS?

Brand Name Computer Products at Educational Prices

$ 95.00 
$ 99.00 
$ 99.00 
$ 95.00

Visual Basic - PC 
Windows V3.0 - PC 
Mouse Serial & PS/2 
Works for Windows 
PowerPoint for Windows $ 175.00

$ 199.00 
$ 199.00 
$ 150.00 
$ 1 15.00 
$ 115.00 
$ 199.00 
$ 87.00 
$ 99.00

• PageMaker - PC V4.0
• PageMaker - Mac V4.0
• FreeHand - Mac V3.0
• Presuasion - Mac
• Presuasion - PC
• Digital Darkroom - Mac
• Prsonal Press - Mac
• SuperCard - Mac

• PS410 Postscript $1950.00

696-6688
d&Â 375-2859(24hrs)PAGER 

STUDENT VISAS?
WORKING PERMIT?

NO CREDIT RECORDS?
BAD CREDIT?

• Teach Me DOS 5.0 $31.00
• Teach Me WP V5.1 $31.00
• Teach Me DBase IV $ 31.00
• Teach Me Lotus 123 $ 31.00

$ 56.00 
$ 165.00 
$ 99.00

Windows Productivity 
Ballpoint Mouse 
Publisher for Windows 
Windows Entertainment $ 35.00 
Excel & Word Windows $ 199.00 
Excel & Word Macintosh $ 199.00 $ 325.00• Harvard Graphics

• Typing Tutor V DOS $ 42.00
• Typing Tutor V Win $ 42.00
• Grammatik IV PC

$ 129.00 
$ 185.00 
$ 89.00 
$ 278.00 
$ 90.00 
$ 65.00 
$ 110.00

• Borland C++ - PC
• Turbo Pascal Windows
• Quattro Pro V3.0 - PC
• Paradox V3.5 - PC
• Paradox SQL Link - PC
• Reflex V2.0 - PC
• Turbo Debugger & Tools
• ObjectVision Windows $ 89.00

$ 85.00 
$ 109.00 
$ 82.00 
$ 64.00 
$ 110.00 
$ 100.00 
$ 165.00

• Norton Utilities - Mac
• Norton Utilities - PC
• Norton Backup - PC
• SAM Antivirus - Mac
• SUM II Utilities
• Think Pascal
• Think C

$ 56.00
$ 28.00 
$ 22.00 
$ 56.00 
$ 47.00 
$ 47.00 
$ 39.00 
$ 59.00 
$ 59.00

• Resume Kit
• Certificate Maker
• LSAT Software
• GMAT Software
• SAT Software
• One Person Office
• Quicken V5.0
• Quicken Windows

DOMINIC SAYS

NO PROBLEM!
• LaserJet IIP Plus (New Printer)$ 950.00
• LaserJet I IIP
• LaserJet III
• Deskjet 500
• Deskjet 500C (Colour)
• DeskWriter (Mac printer) $ 475.00
• DeskWriter C (Colour)

All our leasing agreements have no penalty for early buyout. 
Finance rates comparative with bank rates. $1200.00 

$1805.00 
$ 475.00 
$ 885.00

$ 149.00• WordPerfect V5.1
• WordPerfect for Windows $ 159.00

A MAX OF 48 HRS CRÉDIT APPROVAL! $ 149.00
• WordPerfect Office- PC $ 118.00
• WordPerfect Office- MAC$ 118.00

$ 149.00

• HyperCard Develp. $ 97.00
• Power Package

Filcmaker. MacWrile 11 A MacDraw II

• FileMaker Pro
• Resoleve
• Apple System 7

• WordPerfect Mac
$ 235.00

Hi, I am a York University Alumnus and now work for a profes
sional auto-financing and leasing company. We have access to 
all makes and models of cars, both brand new and second 
hand. Also, we ALWAYS beat the price of any car. sold by any 
dealer, at any time. Whether you are buying a new or a second
hand car, why not give me a call first? You have nothing to lose 
but a possible savings of a few thousand bucks!

mm±

$ 885.00 • DrawPerfect - PC $ 154.00 
$ 114.00 
$ 110.00• Lotus 123 for DOS V2.3 $ 149.00

• Lotus 123 for Winodws $ 179.00
• Lotus 123 for DOS V3.1 $ 149.00

$ 110.00

$ 230.00 
$ 230.00 
$ 202.00

• Ventura for Windows
• Ventura for Mac
• Formbase - PC

• Ami Pro V2.0



the full-time appointments of long- was hard to find and he had an ap- 
service part-timers) remain serious pointment to keep: 
about ending the program. If true,
that same battle will be fought again I BELIEVE PARKING FINES ARE 
in next year’s negotiations.

/fTV CUEW's links 
£ J I I ^ with the York

f MEZjP
=5

letters
continued

EXORBITANT AND UNREA
SONABLE!

?

Sincerely,
Margaret J. Watson Question:

I recognize the fines are posted in the 
Traffic Regulations but are not really 
noticed by the students until the day 
they are in alleged violation. I would 
like to raise the question as to how the 
amount of the fines are arrived at and 
how they compare with other uni
versities and the local Municipality.

I also see that the parking ticketing 
system is computerized. Are the 
revenues produced by traffic viola
tions so high as to justify such a 
sophisticated system?

How many other students find the 
parking fines exorbitant?

Who makes 
York's parking 
regulations 
anyway?

Jr no guarantees that appointments will 
be available.” On the contrary, there 

As your Nov. 6 article “Strike *s no sucb understanding.
Averted” makes clear, CUEW dodged
a bullet when we reached a tentative terms of the conversion program: for 
agreement with York University. 1991-92, there is no guaranteed mini- 
Mobilization among our own mem- mum of six appointments, and no 
bers and the links we built throughout maximum of $21,000 from the fund 
the York community allowed per appointment, but all the money in 
CUEW’s negotiating team both to the fund ($130,000) must be allo- 
fight off the concessions management cated. There may be fewer than six 
demanded, ^nd to make some gains, appointments this year, but appoint- 

• Most notably, we successfully de- ments there must be. The only cir- 
fended the conversion program, un- cumstances which would allow the 
der which 24 long-service high-in- University not to hire would be where 
tensity part-timers have been “con- no qualified candidates in the con
verted” to full time, tenure stream version pool came forward. The past We will publish, space permitting, any letters up to 400 words. They
faculty positions since 1987. four years of experience shows us must be typed, double spaced, and accompan ied by the writer’s name

No stranger to suds, I have reason to p disturbed me, therefore, to see that this wil1 not be the case- and telephone number. Material deemed libelous ordiscri minatory by
frequent many of the local (and dis- Paula O’Reilly, York University’s One can only read Ms. O’Reilly’s the staff of Exca//burwill be rejected. Letters may be mailed or deliv-
tant) brewing dispenseries, adorned chief negotiator, in the same No- comments as an indication that the ered to Excalibur *426 Student Centre «York University *4700 Keele
with varieties of cathode ray tubes vember 6 article, say that “it’s cer- upper levels of the administration (not Street • North York • Ontario • M3J 1P3
displaying myriad athletic activities, ta*n*y an understanding that there 
and indeed, one may readily view 
quaint memorabilia associated with 
these or similar athletic exertions. The 
Sports Pub. the Riddler rarely has to 
pay for his own drinks, however, and 
through the use of a series of Pub- 
Posers, wins brewskies from friendly 
pub frequenters (innocent rubes, 
suckers, fresh meat). In the vastness 
of my good fortune (not to mention a 
nasty hangover), I shall offer you 
these puzzles, that you, too, may scam 
and swindle form those who wallow

Dear Editor,
E
€> CUEW did compromise on the

o
X«

hr Dear Editor,X

The Riddler 
By David Gardner An open letter from a parent 

Re: Parking and traffic violation $75 
for “Parking on Hashmarks." Parking

From a parent of a student, 
Rhy Woodend

X\

Vt>
Volume VI

departments who yearly clamour forare

The Blue Cross 
Student Health Plan 

Certificates
HAVE ARRIVED!

^ a à

foolishly in naivity. May the brew 
flow freely, and your head swell and 
throb mightily...

1. Place a $5.00 bill flat on the table. 
Turn anempty beer bottle upside down 
so that it’s mouth rests on the centre 
of the note. Bet someone that you can 
remove the bill without tipping over 
the bottle or allowing anything to 
touch the bottle other than the note or 
the table.
2. Take two loonies and a nickel and 
arrange them as shown below. Now 
bet someone that you can get the 
right-hand looney into the middle 
position without moving the nickel or 
touching the left-hand looney.

\ as® ] \ m0
V■it

£uu 5gy

The Blue Cross Student Health Plan 
certificate gives full-time students 

100% coverage on prescription drugs.

Pick up your certificate at the 
YFS Office,York Student Centre.

3. Bet someone that you can hold a 
dinner napkin in two comers and, 
without letting go, tie it in a knot. 
Try these, and upon utter failure, tune 
in to The Riddler next week for in
toxicating inspiration.

Solutions to Volume V puzzles:

1. %

2. A
V «

York Federation of Students
V \ wsThe National Student 

Health Network
IP mu

Tilan mu \I didn’t say they all had to rest on a 
flat surface! Fédération des érudiant(e)s de York

Le Réseau National 
d’Assurance-Santé Étudiant3. Canadian 

Federation 
UFO o1 Students

Fédération M 
canadienne

des étudiantes ^^*1A service of the Canadian Federation of Students.
u



Former agent reveals secrets of CIA's agenda f
JÊKÊ/tK/ÊÊj^^ÊÊÊÊÊBttÊÊÊÊHÊKÊÊj^^ÊÊÊÊÊtÿ3KfSÊÊÊ!K(kf: States was the undis-

^■6 puled economic superpower at the
end of World War Two, and the » 
leaders have utterly squandered that —„ 
advantage so that the United States is ^

■ now a debtor nation with the largest _£ 
Hi debt in the history of the world,” said f 
B Stockwell.
B “The defense corporations, as we ^
■ call them, are not U.S companies.
Pi These are international, multinational 2 
HP corporations. They suck out of the « 
MM United States and its allies these 
^ enormous profits and invest the money I

0 ormer CIA operative John 
Stockwell, who predicted the 
Gulf war nine months before 

it happened as well as the invasions of 
Panama and Grenada, spoke in Tor
onto Oct. 22.

Up until his departure from the 
CIA in the late seventies, Stockwell 
was a high-ranking and distinguished 
member. In 1975-76, serving under 
then-CIA director George Bush, he 
conducted the United States’ secret 
war in Angola. It was at this time that 
Stockwell called into question the 
CIA’s activities and decided he had to 
get out.

“I came up eventually with the 
figure that six million people had died 
around the world as a result of CIA 
destabilization. These people would 
not have died if we had not been 
spending our money organizing these 
wars,” said Stockwell.

“The six million people that were 
killed — and that's got to be a mini
mum figure over fifty years — were 
people of the Mitumba mountains of 
the Congo and the jungles of South
east Asia and the hills of Nicaragua. 
They were people who had no capa
bility of doing physical harm to the 
United States and didn't seem to want 
to hurt the United States in most 
cases.”
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overseas in other countries that are 
building trade goods — so they’re 
bleeding us laterally through the trade 
deficits at the same time."

These economic problems provide 
American leaders with opportunities 
to shift the focus and go to war else
where. The recent war in the Gulf was 
a good example of this, as was the 
invasion of Panama. Was it a coinci
dence, Stockwell asked, that the 
bombing of Libya in 1986 occurred 
one week before the Tokyo economic 
summit where Reagan admitted for 
the first time that the United States 
was a debtor nation?

m

.. m.
m

Former CIA operative John Stockwell says Fidel Castro's days may be numbered as George Bush prepares to covertly overthrow Cuba.

they do they have incredible ways to 
rationalize the agency’s actions.

“Ninety per cent of the people in 
the CIA — the ones you meet and 
work with if you’re inside the head
quarters, inside the glamorous sta
tions, inside the embassies — are 
very nice, decent people. They are 
hired and screened to be nice people.
They believe in what they’re doing.
They do not see the evil of what 
they’re doing.

He also gave details of CIA pro- But beyond the CIA dirt and inter- 
grams in Latin America where local national conspiracies. Stock well’s 
police and military forces were taught main focus was a look at post-Reagan 
the techniques of population control, America and its place in the New 
repression and torture. “CIA officers World Order. Carefully reviewing the 
go to work with the police in Latin Reagan era, Stockwell maintained that 
and Central America and Asia and the economic problems of the United 
Africa and literally give them equip- States provided the rationale for 
ment for torture and teach classes in America to go to war in order to focus
the techniques of torture." attention away from domestic issues, leaders get a lot of help from the

His descriptions of the CIA’s do- American people when it is time for a
mestic activities were also quite lurid. Stockwell blamed the military- war. “I submit to you that in this war- 
For instance, the CIA had various industrial complex for the current loving country, the United States, the
professors in the United States on its economic declineof the UnitedStales. conditioning for war begins at the age
payroll to collect files on their stu- Ronald Reagan’s unprecedented

During his lecture at University of 
Toronto’s Convocation Hall, 
Stockwell provided the audience with 
shocking and sometimes gruesome 
details of the CIA’s activities. 
Throughout the CIA’s history it has 
undertaken up to thirteen thousand 
covert operations, ten thousand of 
which were considered minor ac
cording to its own classification. A 
minor operation could involve the 
assassination of a foreign head of 
state while a major operation consti
tuted such actions as the destabiliza
tion campaign launched against 
Nicaragua in the 1980s.

Stockwell indicated that American

“We human beings have an end
less capacity to rationalize what we
do to other people, especially people dents, as well as to have the CIA military buildup put tremendous
who are far away from us.” publish books lull of propaganda in economic and social strains on the

What was justified by the CIA as their own names. United States.
Stockwell said he was never fully necessary to fight communism is al- 

aware of the operations he was in- most too incredible to believe. “Ev- 
volved in. “I didn’t know what we’ve ery area of operations of the CIA — 
been part of. There were lots of people like southeast Asia, like Central 
better informed than I.”

of two when we put our kids in front

Continued on page 11
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Store Hours
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America, like Afghanistan—has left 
He maintains that most of the behind a major drug cartel that has 

people who work for the CIA do not been built up with CIA aircraft,” 
know what actually goes on and when Stockwell said.
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YORK UNIVERSITY. 

BOOKSTORE 5

Macintosh for the Holidays Specials

J'll 35. M. Æ Mac Classic & StyleWriter Package
• 68000 CPU. 8Mhz
• StyleWriter Ink Jet printer
• ClarisWorks Software (Spreadsheet, Database,

Wordprocessor and Graphics)

2MB fit 40MB HD

Mac Classic <6 LaserWriter LS Package
• 68000 CPU. 8Mhz
• Personal LaserWriter LS QuickDraw printer
• ClarisWorks Software (Spreadsheet, Database,

Wordprocessor and Graphics)
2MB & 40MB HD

THE WINDS RESTAURANT
w mSUPERB CHINESE FOOD 

DINING, TAKE-OUT & HOME DELIVERY 
UNIVERSITY CITY PLAZA 

59 FOUR WINDS DR., DOWNSVIEW ONT
PHONE: 736-4646

SUN-THURS, 11:30 a m.-12:00 midnight 
FRI & SAT, 11:30 a m.-1:00 a m.

1 $ 1,899
* xr. $ 2,499■mma

:*up
a» Special PriceSpecial Price WËÊËmm:

ii

Mac C l a s sic II dc StyleWriter l‘ a c k a g e
• 68030 CPU. I6MI)/
• StyleWriter Ink Jet printer
• ClarisWorks Software (Spreadsheet, Database.

Wordprocessor and Graphics)

Mac Classic it A LaserWriter L S Package

• 6X030 CPU, KSMhz
• Personal LaserWriter LS, QuickDraw printer
• ClarisWorks Software (Spreadsheet. Database.

Wordprocessor and Graphics)
Score well on the This Christmas, 

help protect an 
acre of rainforest 

for just $25.
With help from Canadians, 
World Wildlife Fund has 
protected thousands of 

acres of tropical forest — 
through the Guardian of 
the Rainforest campaign. 

But forests are being 
destroyed at the rate of 
one acre every second! 
To protect an acre for 

your friends and family 
this Christmas, call 
1-800-26-PANDA.

Special PricepàiiiiftÜl

:2L

Special PriceGMAT * 2MB & 40MB HD

~r—■—«
I

2MB & 40MB HD- ......$ 2,299 vr- $ 2,859I*
m 4MB fir 80MB HD::

4MB fir 80MB HDLSAT »s*eps $ 2,639 $ 3,219
Mac L C & StyleWriter Package

• 68020 CPU. 16Mhz
• StyleWriter Ink Jet printer
• ClarisWorks Software (Spreadsheet. Database.

Wordprocessor and Graphics)

Mac LC & LaserWriter LS Package
• 68020 CPU. IhMhz
• Personal LaserWriter I S. QuickDraw printer
• ClarisWorks Software (Spreadsheet. Database.

Wordprocessor and Graphics)GRE
Special Price Special Price

jite I
■ ■ ■ Slim

,,

nr—*
2MB & 40MB HD a»»™ s > isassmsafcv IIn Toronto: 

923-PREP (7737)

Outside Toronto: 
1-800-387-5519

2MB fit 40MB HD
$ 2,799 $ 3,395

HSSWL«L
WWF

4MB & 80MB HDWorld Wildlife Fund
V() Eglimon Ave. E. Suite 504
Toronto. ON M4P 2Z7

4MB fit 80MB HD
$ 3,259 $ 3,829



Student Centre Corporation says it will take a "mstfor change of 
stragegy" to stop the Underground pub from losing money.
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Excalibur
420, Student Centre 

York University 
4700 Keefe Street 

North York. Ontario
mi iP3

Telephone:
Advertising » 736-5238 

- Editorial * 736-523“

Excalibur is York University's 
community newspaper

The . ... . . . i -, if.m ^nln il i
Af hoard of n.ihLafeü» 

.......-
editor-in-chief as outlmed

in rh* mn<fi«„tion

Editor-in-chief Jeannine Amber 
Managing Editor Doug Saunders 

Production Manager Stephen Perry (Vegan) 
Production Assistant Pat Micetli 

• Archivists Maggie Borch end Aaron Dantowitz " 
' Dtstiribution Manager dames Oscar 

Mews Editor Christine F. de Leon
«SwSii,

ian X

rts—
' Feature Supplement Associate Editors NoahBunnett.ran a v .* ___. » x n

«a at
Communications Coordinators Patrick Davila and 

A"“

dim Hounslow. Brett Lamb, Morra MacDonald, Michael 
Nachotf, Wayne Morrow, Daniel Naccarato, Judy Passley, 
Robert Pincomb. Sam Putirtja, Cindy Reeves, Dave Rivait. 

Lee Romberg, Harry Rudolfs, Riccardo Safa. Tom 
Schneider. Jim Sheppard. Sydney St. Nicholas, Kassia 

Mrer y Teran.

Contributors Eric Alper, Prasad Bidaye, David Black, 
Michele Bosener, Clare Burke, Trevor Burnett, Rob 

Cabra). David Camfietd, Lilac Cana, Nick Davis, MC 900 
Ft. Matt Galloway. David Gardner, Nikki Gershbain, 

Michael Gilbert. Corey Goldman, Michelle Hammer, Leif 
Lahlinen, Steven Leung, Moira MacDonald, Jim Munroe, 

Daniel Naccarato. Michael Nachotf. DJ Nardo, Judy 
Passley, Anthony Pizzari. Heidi Priesnitz, Sam Putinja, 
Jennifer Rashleigh, Krishna Rau, Lee Romberg, Josh 

Rubrn, Riccardo Sala, Tom Schneider, Jason Schwartz, 
Jim Sheppard. Sara Singer. Jill Skorochod, Jackie T. 
Smith. Danielle Sawada, Clive Thompson. Paul Till 

*
Business Manager Merle Menzies 

Advertising Assistant Patty Milton-Rao ,
•

Chair, Board of Publications Nancy Phillips

■ ■»]

Wednesday December 4
Production Meeting at 12:00 pm

big tlm, unuegy meeting
Newswnters Meeting at 2:00 pm 

Year End General Meeting at 4:30 pm 
(All are welcome)

Thursday December 5
Editorial Board Meeting at 2:00 pm
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Confessions of an erstwhile anti-feminist o

Coming into consciousness: the writing is on the stalls*
should never taxe precedence over £ 
who we are. ~

Just yesterday, I saw some graffiti ^ 
scrawled on the wall of the tunnel that -g

What a shock.
These women were rational and

cal feminists.”“Ignorance is not innocence; it’s sin. ” Robert Browning I knew if they found out who I
, they would make my life a living intelligent, calmandcongenial. There

was no screaming, no extremities,
and no tension. They did not bash I, not too terribly long ago, could |

have written. It read “Dear Libbers; -S

was
marching for their rights, was be- hell, harass me, verbally and physi- 
cause they were so ugly. “Well, if I Cally assault me, follow me home and 
looked like that, I guess I d be a set my house on fire.

by Jill Skorochod

men, promote androgyny ordenounce 
heterosexual relation-

“Be proud to call yourself a Femi
nist.” The message, in blue magic whining feminist too, 
marker, screamed out at me, an unas- I reasoned, 
suming victim in the stall of a central I constantly extolled,
square washroom. Before I left the t° anyone who would
stall, I searched frantically for a pen listen, the innate and
to respond with my blinding, all-con
suming thought: “What?!? And 
support lesbian-led suppression?"

Giggling and snickering, I left the equal, I would rave, 
stall, taking note of its exact location, “s0 why should we be
vowing to return to examine the en- fighting for something that is never But just because I kept a lower
tourage of graffiti that would surely going to happen?” I just couldn’t profile, my attitude towards feminists
ensue. I was a self-possessed, know- make sense of it. 
it-all 19-year-old first-year student. I 
was an ardent anti-feminist, and I 
didn’t care who knew it.

-a
ships. They were not 
ugly, and judging from 
the free-spirited con
versation, most were 
quite satisfied with the 
quality of their sex lives, 
thank you very much.

So here I am, al-

~5

661 constantly extolled, to anyone who 

would listen, the innate and wonderful 

differences between men and women.

X

wonderful differences 
between men and 
women. “But we’re not

most three years after criticism • condemnation • diatribes • 
the graffiti incident: a little bit older, manifestoes • rants • discojfces • speeches
a little less ignorant, a little more • ideas • dialogues • polemics •
calm. And very ashamed. dictations • epistles • monologues •

I am beginning to understand the proclamations • accusations • declama-
issues that concern women. We (so ,lons * declarations • defences •

defenestrations • blatherings

did not change.
Two months ago, when asked toReturning to the washroom stall, 

there was enough backlash against j0jR the women’s caucus at Excali- 
my anti-feminist comment to fill all f}ur< j attempted to brush off the 
three walls. I responded in kind, with invitation with the excuse “I’m too 
things like “I’m sorry to see that you busy.” But I knew that the real reason

comfortable am I that I can identify 
with “We”) aren’t asking for the 
world. In fact, most of our wishes are 
pretty simple.

We want the freedom to walk the Stop fucking with a guy’s right to 
streets without being in fear, at any 
time of the day or night.

We want equal pay for equal work, 
as well as the opportunity to access all I didn’t ignore it. Instead, I marveled
positions in the workplace. at how far I have come and was sad-

We don’t want to be forced into an dened by the realization of how far 
ideal of beauty: what we look like we still have to go.

That’s not all.
I guarded myself in all conversa

tions with the catch-all phrase: “I’m are obviously in dire need of a good was because, like before, I didn’t agree
fuck. Good luck, sweetheart!” or with, understand or support the

women’s movement, and wanted no
not a feminist by any means.”

I spouted off what was really
wrong with the women’s movement: happened to us. Learn to appreciate part of it.
“All the feminists need is a really them!" As memories of my prior fears
good fuck, then they wouldn’t be Still, the volume and vehemence resurfaced, along with a desire not to 
running around bitching.” of the pro-feminist comments scared offend anyone my first month work-

I truly believed that the only rea- me. I quickly learned to shut up on jng at the paper, Î reluctantly agreed
son I ever saw women on the news, campus, in the face of so many radi- to participate.

grab a chick's ass... just because no 
one grabs yours.”

I didn’t laugh. I didn't agree. And

“Men are the best thing that ever

CIA veteran 
decries U.S. 
self-destruction

**************
LIVE ON CAMPUS
**************

Continued from page 9

of the one-eyed babysitter and turn it 
on.” York University Housing Services has a limited number of 

furnished bachelor and one bedroom apartments available NOW for 
occupancy.

Please note that priority will be given to:

1. Full-time Graduate/Law Students.
2. Full-time Married/Mature Undergraduate Students.

Stockwell cited studies which 
show that children are exposed to 
thousands of hours of military vio
lence on television. He also cited 
movies released in the 1980s such as 
Red Dawn, which its producers ad
mitted was made so the American 
people would warm up to the idea of 
war. This particular film was shown 
to U.S. troops in Honduras as they 
prepared for possible war with Nica
ragua.

For Stockwell, the current woes of
the United States are a formula for 
war. The government will try anything 
to divert the public’s attention away 
from the fact that nothing is being 
done about their economic plight. 
“Today the United States is no longer 
in control of its economic destiny,” 
he explained.

It is for this reason that Stockwell 
believes Bush may try to destabilize 
Cuba if he runs into problems with his 
re-election.

“They will do Fidel’s Cuba in the 
next six to nine months, before the 
’92 elections. They will either do it 
with a destabilization and a takeover 
— but one in which the exiles who 
were part of Batista’s society will go 
back, and they will take with them the 
instant death squads. They will purge 
the society. We will watch thousands 
and thousands of Cubans die.”

Stockwell ended his lecture by 
urging people to fight to influence 
what the New World Order will look 
like. He urged people to take steps to 
ensure politicians are not allowed to 
wage further wars against our envi
ronment, our economies and against 
other countries.

“The people of Cuba are now 
caught between George Bush's and 
Fidel Castro’s egos and political im
peratives, and if we don’t really get 
on that and make some noise about it 
and put pressure on them, a lot of 
Cubans are going to suffer and die."

Also there may be temporary accommodation till 15 August, 
1992 being offered to part-time students, post-docs, research 
assistants, faculty and staff.

All of the vacancies will be filled on a first come first served
basis.

***************

Please apply in person to:

Housing Services 
Room 101
4 Assiniboine Road 
(East entrance)
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.



HOSTILE ENVIRONMENT□

$
i Female students challenged by an unwelcoming campus
i*-— EHESSF^5 Imagine that you are a woman living in thPat come up on your terminal are "Kill As you debate the menteofjerb>
5 residence: Women." . ^ ing your reservabons aJa 1990 (also just weeks after
* x/ . * j vnur door is You walk to the reference section and students emphatically lend their support At the Ontario Institute for

-SSS *° As thi^class ends, your professorerL “ffiS
your building, ■inorder,o avoid being wo™wyougotoyourengHshlitera.ure coupes people to p,ck the,r own es y wilh the words:-Shoot them/'

tadtottCTStert^uttii^ouh"63 S" V class. Your professor is exptamm| why ^ what do you do? July 1990: During a "slave auction" at
Outside the door of your room — of a feminist critique of frivnnw that Do vou challenge the prof or his sup- the University of Waterloo, a woman is 

W^e -Ts a%o Means No", anti- notksitimate. You happen toknow rtud ^ lo lend legiti- (orced to read sexually explicit letters
dkite rape poster covered with shit. Mailer .s infamous for his anh-women ^oanDa^atjveanPa,ysiso(Ma,ler? aloud. She is threatened with abuse ,(

You walk to the library and you travel attitudes much Do you ask if you can write your paper she does not comply.

Yeah, nght. dence find "invitations" under their
You are a woman on a campus full of doors wrjtten by 22 men. The invitations

Norman Mailers. Perhaps you are a jnclude threats of rape and violence such
feminist, but chances are that you are ag; ,^e will pound your cervix into a
not. Either way, you are a potential . „ and "We will suck your nipples 
target for rape, violence, and verbal abuse untd ty,ey bleed."

LOVED HONOURED AND BRUISED — just because you are a woman.
A newlv-released National Film Board production dealing with violence against ^ environment that women expe- September 1990 - May 1991: At York
women in relationships. Discussion to follow. Facilitator Roxanne Go w. StudentCentre rience on our university campuses (yes, University, a rash of misogynist graffiti

D 19 nnnn that includes this university campus), is is found on construction boards around
Common Room. 12 noon. Sne^cably lintei lo how we think, feel campus. What is perhaps one of the

and behave. When this environment is m0re disturbing comments asks; bo 
misogynist in nature, women respond what if I want to have sex with a con- 
with silence and fear: the last thing we senting four year old?"
vulnerable and exposed than^eahTady August 1991: At a hockey game at the 

v University of Waterloo, men hold up a

The disasttous result of this self-œn-
^„X°"^'eXPenenCe harder", mimicking .he slogan used by 

In one Excalibur editorial this year,
examples of misogyny on Canadian uni- September 1991: At York University, 
versity campuses were given. For a more „No Means No" posters hung up in Stong 
thorough (although certainly not ex- College residence are tom down. They 
haustive) calender of recent misogynist are found COVered in excrement and 
events, consider these examples:

MEMORIAL CALENDER
WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 4

™LTop(r™™rr^™r!a, ^0,=w«,„=,
Montreal. Student Centre Common Room, 2 p m.

CELEBRATING OUR VICTORIES
Women at York University are invited to join together for a special opportun! y o 
celebrate our accomplishments in the struggle to end violence against women and 
children Featuring Nicole, a Native Indian Poet reading from her own work, and Anita 
Smith, a folk singer and musician, in performance. All women welcome (A women-only 

event.) Student Centre Common Room, 4-7 p.m.

are.

at Queen's a year earlier.men

THURSDAY DECEMBER 5
vomit.

A^ halfhour documentary of the events which unfolded after the Montreal Massac^ 

Discussion to follow. Facilitators: Jennifer Lawrence and Ellen Baptie. Student Centr 

Common Room, 12 noon.

BLACK WOMEN IN STRUGGLE
Activists Judy Montreuil and Karen Carter invite you to work toward an understanding 
of Black women’s experiences in the Women’s Movement and the Black community. 
Graduate Student Lounge, Student Centre room 430, 1 p.m.

THE RAPE SHIELD LAW „
Kimberly Armstrong of CLASP discusses the defeat of the Rape Shield Law

Lounge, Room 430 Student Centre, 3 p.m.

Anewly-release(UMational Film Board Production dealing with child abuse and incest 
Discussion to follow. Facilitator: Ruth Pentiga. (Women-only event) York Women 

Centre, Room 328 Student Centre, 5 p.m.

September 1989: At Wilfred Laurier September 1991: In both York and UofT 
University, an organized panty raid library computer terminals, a virus is 
culminates when male students hang a created that repeats, over and over again, 
banner of women's underwear in the "Kill Women."
dining hall. Slogans like "Do you take z
Visa?" accompany the artwork. The September 1991: At Carleton, the men s 
underwear is smeared with ketchup and lacrosse team is overheard during their 
chocolate pudding, intended to resemble initiation chanting "Chain the pregnant

to the bed, fuck her until theblood and faeces. woman 
fetus gives you head."

October 1989: During a Queen's Uni
versity anti-date rape campaign, men in October 1991: At York University, 
residence respond to "No Means No" posters promoting the feministband Two 
posters with banners that read: "No Nice Girls are tom down, placed in a 
Means Yes", "No Means Dyke", "No pile, and urinated upon. The director of 
Means Harder", and my personal fa- programming at the Student Centre re- 
vorite, "No Means Fuck Me From Be- ceives over sixty threatening^ messages 
hind." As a result, "No Means No" on

. GSA

____ ________ her answering machine for having
becomes the preferred slogan for anti- booked this and other feminist events, 
date rape campaigns.

FRIDAY DECEMBER 6 October 1991: At Carleton University, 
November1989: WomenatQueen'shold students awake to a campus covered 
a sit-in to protest the administration's with graffiti that reads "Rape girls and 
inaction regarding the "No Means No" fuck their tiny assholes".
incident. A group of men gather outside
and yell; "All you bitches need is a good November 1991: At the University or 

MINUTE OF SILENCE , r . rape" and "We know who you are; we're Toronto's Trinity College, a Sri Lanken
There will be a minute of silence in honour of Genevieve Bergeron, He en o g , going to hunt you down and kill you." woman is made to crawl on her hands 
Natalie Croteau, Barbara Daignealt, Anne-Marie Edward, Maude Haviemick, Barbara and knees, sporting a sign reading "to-
Maria Kleuznick Maryse Leclair, Maryse Leganiere, Anne-Marie Lemay, Soma December 1989: At the L'Ecole ken ethnic."

Michele Richard, Annie St-Amealt, Annette Turcotte and in honour ol all rolitechnique, Marc Lépine murders
whose names we do not know that have died as a result of male violence. fourteen women Opening fire he November 1991: At Queen s University,
whose names we do Know screams; "you're all a bunch of feminists. a letter is sent to the women editors of

I hate feminists." We know this day as Surface, a progressive bimonthly news
paper, that reads: "Congratulations! 
Here's your politically correct death 

December 1989 (just weeks after the notices...we're gonna rape u dykes. In
Massacre): At the University of Alberta, fact, we will kill any and all feminists
in the presence of faculty, a female engi- slowly." 
neering student is shouted off the stage 
during skit night. The chant? "Shoot the
bitch." Why this particular woman? A reality on university campuses.

CANDLELIGHT VIGIL & MEMORIAL SERVICE
Service will be held on the third floor of the Student Centre, East end, 12 noon.

Pelletier
women

WOMEN’S HEALING CEREMONY
Drawing upon each other’s strengths, women are invited to come together to heal one 
another and ourselves. Led by Judith Lewis. (A women-only event.) Student .en 

Common, 1 p.m.

MEN AGAINST VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN: A WORKSHOP FOR MEN 
An interactive on men’s role in ending violence against women. All We com j 
Lounge, Room 430 Student Centre, 1 p.m.

the Montreal Massacre.

No one can deny that misogyny is a



the idea and encourages you to present a this means that our unique perspectives But the onus for change should not be | 
sound argument. mustbeencouraged,and thatourdiverse bom solely by university administra- -

When you challenge Prof B's point of realities must be included. Presently, bons — both the provincial and federal ~
governments must commit themselves A 
to the fight against male violence against 
women, and similar initiatives at both 
the regional and national levels must — 
also be carried out. —

And as for women, what can we do? ^ 
Well, we can start by being vocal — _£ 

making sure our voices are heard — in | 
the classroom, in our homes and at work 

We can make it clear that ketchup and 5 
pudding-stained undies are not accept- ~ 
able forms of humour, that no means S 
exactly that — no — and that an english 2 
paper that exposes the biases of Mailer is 
a legitimate exercise in academia.

While we're at it, we can join the 
women's centre, mourn the Montreal 
Massacre on December 6, report any 
unwanted verbal or physical abuse that 
we experience, and support bands like 
Two Nice Girls with our presence.

Most important, we can support each 
other in our struggle for equality and 
empowerment.

Often we rationalize this sort of be
havior by dismissing it as "all in good 
fun." But what we cannot do is dismiss 
the disturbing message that underlies 
this so-called humour—that women are 
still an acceptable target for violence in 
our society.

The reality is that women's lives are 
threatened daily by behavior that is in
formed by statements like "Rape girls." 
Moreover, the quality of education we 
receive is profoundly compromised by 
the misogynist attitudes and incidents 
that surround us.

♦view, Prof B becomes defensive or impa- they are not.
tient. When one student gets up and But let's not end on such a 
presents an incredibly threatening and disempowering note, 
sexist comment, Prof B does nothing to 
expose its implications. When you ask if 
you can write your paper using a femi
nist critique of the material, Prof B asks 
you to opt for a theoretical perspective 
that is more "academic", more "tradi
tional", or more "relevant."

Clearly, Prof B's attitude does not 
create an open classroom climate.

If a student feels uncomfortable with 
her classroom environment, she will be 
less likely to openly undertake a critical 
analysis of the material. She will be 
discouraged from presenting her ideas 
to Prof B in an assignment, for fear of a 
low grade, or during class discussion, 
for fear of reprisal. And she certainly 
won't feel as though the curriculum is 
addressing her needs.

People find it easier to learn in an 
environment thatis tolerant. For women,

In order for universities to defuse the 
effect that misogyny has on a woman's 
education, formalized measures can and 
must be taken:

• Incidents like "shoot the bitch" 
must be taken seriously, and not 
with the traditional, oh well boys will 
be boys attitude;
• hiring practices must include an 
equal opportunity mandate, in or
der to ensure that the faculty is 
representitive of the community 
(read: begin hiring more women);
• the entire curriculum must be 
representitive and inclusionary, 
that is, mainstream courses must 
also address alternative points of 
view.

Let's compare professor A to professor
B:

Prof A makes it very clear that critical 
questions and comments will be met 
with tolerance. Prof A does not allow 
one student's voice to domina te a nother's 
during discussion. When you ask if you 
can write your term paper from an al
ternative point of view, say, from a 
feminist perspective, Prof A is open to

Remembering the Montreal Massacre
happened. It's an issue that I've 

worked at, not to believe the stereo
types, die myths and the abuse of power 

that men have.”

women who died, I would have wanted 
some kind of retribution too, had the 
killer lived. But I've always been 

against capital punishment; it doesn’t 
solve anything. Also, this crime had far 
greater dimensions than society gave it 
attention. I realized how everything is 
interconnected, that this was not just a 

case of a crazy man blowing up random 
people, that this had become a symbol 

for a lot of what society still hasn’t fully 
come to terms with.”

Two years ago fourteen women were shot down in a brutal 
act of hatred.

The incident stands as one of the most shocking portrayals 
of misogyny we have seen in recent history.

Much of mainstream media at the time chose to focus on 
the incident as an isolated event, as the act of a crazy man 
or as an aberration.

But for many the killings were a grotesque characterization 
of an endemic problem: the violence directed at women by 
men who feel their privileged place in society is being 
threatened.

December 6 has been officially declared Women’s Re
membrance day by the university. It is a time to remember 
the fourteen women in Montreal and the countless other 
women and children who have been survivors and victims of 
violence.

FILOMENA:
“This was a sexist act, I realized, and I 

thought that we had overcome this issue 
in our society. Obviously not. And 

people have rationalized that the killer 
was insane. Maybe he was. But all 

crimes arc indicative of society; if tills 
could happen, it suggests that maybe 
our society as a whole is still a little 

insane too.”
ELISSA:

“I see now that what happened in 
Montreal was not just a singular event.

Now, this has become a part of my 
knowledge and memories; I link it with 

so many other related problems in 
women’s issues. And I guess that's 

why women have identified it as 
symbolic. This memorial that we’re 
observing, although centred on the 

Montreal Massacre, is actually MORE 
than just a remembrance of the fourteen.

It’s also for every single woman who 
has experienced violence in our world.”

BRIAN:
“I am definitely more aware of it. 

Something else struck me about the 
whole thing. People believe that since 
Marc Lepin killed himself afterwards, 

that he was psychotic, an aberration, an 
exception to the rule. But I wonder that 

if he would have been alive today, a 
criminal in an institution, if he would 
have been viewed as just a male who 

chose to use women as a scapegoat for 
all his frustrations and shortcomings.”

Because first we remember then we fight for change.

The following is a collection of comments by York students 
on their understanding of Montreal Massacre. DARREN.

“I don’t think it had a profound effect 
on me. We have to see this as an 

isolated incident, terrible nonetheless, 
but I don’t feel it’s necessary to have an 

annual vigil about it. People should 
remember it, not forget it ever hap

pened, keep talking about it, but it isn’t 
necessary to close offices, to hold week- 

long services, vigils on this day every 
year. This sort of treatment, this 

elevation of a single incident of crime to 
tiie symbolic, is just asking for further 

backlash.”

DARREN :
“What I became interested in was why 

the killer did what he did: what sorts of 
misconceptions and problems did he 
have that would make him do such a 

tiling. I think men also have to work at 
resolving their own violent inner 

conflicts.”

immediately after. In the York commu
nity, there was a severe backlash 

directed at women involved in the 
Women’s Centre. Because women 
were being vocal in showing their 

outrage at such a crime, the Centre got a 
lot of threatening phone calls, that 

someone would blow up the office or go 
out and rape women...”

Coapfled by Hoc Cane

Q. DO YOU REMEMBER WERE YOU 
WHERE WHEN YOU HEARD ABOUT 
THE SHOOTINGS HOW DID YOU 
FEEL/REACT?

MICHAEL:
“Regina, Saskatchewan. I was studying 

at Bible College at the time. I don’t 
recall having been immensely affected 
by it at first, but I remember this girl in 
our school who was from Quebec. She 
knew one of the killed women, and she 
was hysterical. Then, when it hit me, I 

was sickened, disgusted.”

Q. DO YOU REMEMBER ANY OF 
THE NAMES OF THE WOMEN 
KILLED?

JENNIFER:
“I was at home when the shootings 
started, the television was on in the 

oilier room. I remember being drawn to 
tiie television and sitting watching the 
whole tiling unfold. I was completely 
shocked. It’s the only time I’ve ever 

cried watching the news.

MICHAEL:
“No. It bothers me that 1 can remember 

tiie killer’s name but not the women. 
Iliis doesn’t mean I don’t care or that 

I’m not affected by it. I his has become 
a symbol, and there’s nothing wrong 
with that, but people shouldn’t under
stand this as THE single misogynist 

event in Canadian 1 listory.

Q. Dll) THIS CHANGE YOUR CON
CEPT OF SEXISM? ARE YOU 
MORE AWARE OF SEXISM THAN 
BEFORE?LYNN:

“I was at a Gay and Lesbian meeting 
downtown. Then someone came in who 
had just heard about it—either from tiie 
radio or on television—and announced 
tiie news to die group. At first all I fell 
was shock. Then, it gradually became 
personalized for me. It was as if all the 
intellectual issues that we’d studied in 
class were suddenly being brought to 
light. That, outside of tiie classroom, 
sexist and misogynist attitudes were 

very real.”

STEPHE:
“I remember how quickly everyone was 
to dismiss this as tiie act of a crazy man. 
And to almost brush it off. But it didn’t 
sit right with me it was too simplistic of 
an explanation.

STEPHE:
When tiie massacre happened all I 

remember was this crazy man and it 
didn’t seem to me any different front 
the coverage of oilier mass murders. 1 

thought it was on tiie same kind of 
level. It’s only now, two years later, 
that I am able to see it on a different 

level — as reflective of sexism and the 
utter danger of it.

BRIAN:
“No I don't No women’s names, no.”

DOUG:
“No.”Q. DID THIS EVENT CHANGE 

YOUR LIFE IN ANY WAY?

LYNN:
“Well, 1 remember the first names of 

some of them: Genevieve, Natalie and 
Michele.”

BRIAN:
“I thought about the whole notion of 

revenge. I felt for die victimized. Like 
if I was a parent of one of the young

MICHAEL:
“Well, I’ve always been aware of tiie 
problem of sexism, even before this

DAN:
“I remember what happened almost



Sign the designated driver pledge card and 
receive free pop at any pub on campus. 
Have an amazing time this holiday season, 
but if you are driving No's your limit.
Take care.

Sponsored by the Beverage Dept, of York University, the 
Underground, the LMA's and BACCHUS York.

• the clubs page is a free forum for clubs recognized by the YFS
• submissions are due one week before the distribution date of

the paper,- the deadline for the Wed. Jan. 15th issue is 
Thurs. Jan. 9th • ads don't have to be typeset, just scrawl them 

down on a piece of paper, include any graphics and logos, and 
submit them to the yfs office (not excal),
336 student centre, c/o Jim Hounslow

Funniest
Home Videos “The world of humanity has 

two wings, one is woman and 
the other man. Not until both 
wings are equally developed 

can the bird fly.”

Wantsjou back.
New members also welcome.1st Prise Trip for 2 to Florida or $500 

2nd Prise VCR or $300 
3rd Prise $K)0
Deadline: January 10,1992 
Videos must be less than 5 minutes 
For more info, call UIS at 329-0681

If yw are interested m getting more information, please fill oat this 

coapoa ad drop it off at the YFS office 336 Studeat Centre.

Contacts: Trida 495-1714, Bab: 690-7236Samose Party BAHA’U’LLAH
Dec. 6 in room 307 

Student Centre
Association for Baha’i Studies

Imprint your name, student number and phone numbeij

Contact Improvisation
Energetic Exploration through Improvisational Movement

It’s Physical 
It’s Kinetic 

it’s Spirited
Come check out The Contact Club

York Malaysian - Singaporean 
Student's Association

Pot-Luck 
Dinner &

Karaoke Night
Dec. 20 6:30pm

Student Centre,4th Floor Reading Room 
$80 worth of prizes to be won! 

Members:$7 Non-members: $10 
Free for those who bring in cooked dishes 

to signup & for more information 
call Gilbert 650-6085

"We're Rich and 
Ready to 
Shred"

Any questions contact: 
Trevor twin 741-6519 
Steven Wong 663-5896 
Andy Seta 490-1277 
Jason Lee 614-9001

We jam on Mondays between 6:00 and 8:00pm 
at Tait McKenzie in the Judo Room (4th floor) 

Note: Cancelled on Dec, 16th through the holidays 
Restarts Jan. 6th

for more info, call Judy at 638-7695
UNITED SNOWBOARDERS OF YORK

I Mass Commmiication I
at Happenings Restaurant
1117 Finch Avenue W. (Finch & Chesswood)

Tickets: Single/$25 Couple/ $40 
For tickets call:

Nancy Cottenden 694-7281 
Before Nov. 29th

Student Federation For Info, on YUBS and ULA0 events call the 

YUBS/ULA0 Hotline 736-5732 (736-JRFA)Christmas Party
Tees. Dec. 10th

you may also leave messages on the phonemail for the 
executive of either club.

The Law and Society 
Students AssociationDon't WE

HANDLE
MORE

INQUIRIES

presents
• a Career Seies on Legal Aid 

What does the legal profession hold for you? 
Join us on Thurs. 28 at 4:00pm,

Room 313 Student Centre.

Get

Trapped
Cults on campus are contiually proving 
a threatto the student body. Any religious 
groups not officially recognized by the 
University are questionable and should 
bereported to eithr the Office of Student 
Affairs, 103 Central Square, 736-5144 
or members of the Interfaith Council at 
736-5144.
A message from the Interfaith Council 
of York University.

THANtrip1 / trap/ • an enclosure or 
device, often belted, for catching 
enimels, usually by affording a way 
In but not a way out • a trick betraying 
a person into speech or an act. 
•an arrangement to catch an unsuspecting 
person. • catch or catth out ( a person ) 
by means of a trick, plan, etc.
• Th» Cende Odor. Dictionry of Current English. 
Ctor»mionPr»ooOdord.im._______________

• A Forum on the issue of Native 
self-government.

Is it necessary or not? 
plan to attend Monday, Dec. 2nd at 4pm, 

Room 313 Student Centre.

411
Make your own inquiry todayl Join the

"5 5 5 i Ê T V
ESTABLISHED

Refreshments will be served.Everyone welcome. 103 McLaughlin College, 736-2100 ext. 445502

York University Croatian 
Student Association

BIGAY
Students for the Exploration 8. Development of Space presents:

Pre-Exam Holiday Bash
Wed. Dec. 4,8-12pm

Social Meeting 
Fri. Dec. 6# 

5:OOpm

is collecting canned food and clothing for 
Croatian refugees in desperate need of 
assistance.

Student Centre Common Room
Music! Free Food!

All Welcome!
Party! Party! Party!

Christmas Care packages are also being sent to 
soldiers in Croatia. Each package costs $15 and 
will include a greetin card with your personal 
message.

For details come to room 436,
Student Centre.

Room 315 Petrie 
Science Building

Special Invited Guests: 
International Space 

University Alumni

Movie Night for Men's Meeting 
at Del.AeB# Screening Room 

(entrance beside Fleeclel Aid Centre, 
Ress Deilding) Please Atteedl
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The Mass Communications Student Federation

If you are a 
desgneled driver 
you give a friend 

another chance to 
see tomorrow
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The fight for alternatives
by Moira MacDonald "The situation now is very different 

from what it was ten years ago," he 
Grade Eight was a black spot in my life, admits, however. Douglas maintains that 
I was fed up with teachers who wouldn't there must be a balance between free- 
relate to me as a person, students who dom and study, 
cared more about clothes than learning 
and an educational bureaucracy where some things that we can't make excep- 
everyone at the top thought things were tions about. We can't just 'do our own 
fine. Only I as a mere 13-year-old cog thing'. Becauseof OSIS (policy on courses 
knew better.

"We walk a very thin line. There are
...

...

and credits) there 
are more things

rJiïlVZLd SSgraauaua, incttcea t 
school boar a-directed much more ac- 1

„ . countable."
structures creeping if the existence 

into the alternative ^calwugh ^ 

school, eroding the ^ * *

features that made towards alterna- -
J live education,

the school an then the 22 alter- •?»:>
, . natives in Toronto ^ •"/ «JJfr

alternative. boast of it. in aii,
Metro has 35 al-

Like manna 
from heaven I 
found out about a 
recently-opened 
alternative school. 
ASE 2 (Alternative 
Scarborough Edu
cation 2) took stu
dents from grade 
nine up and made 
independentstudy 
a major feature of 
its program. It 
didn't take me long 
to decide that that's

.

, *

where I was going 
to be the next year. 
I would escape 
high-school hell. ternative pro-

I spent five years at ASE and have grams which specifically encourage a 
never regretted it. Going to an alterna- high level of student motivation and 
tive high school taught me self-responsi- independent study. 
bility, how to think creatively, how to "Our board has a commitment to all ' %
use my time effectively and to use my our alternatives," says Sandy Best, Tor- 
community as a classroom. We began onto Board of Education's alternative 
writing essays in grade nine and were schools advisor. "Alternatives are not 
giving seminars by grade eleven. I re- seen as 'in addition to' regular schools, 
spected my teachers-who all went by It's a necessary thing. We don't want to ■■■■■■ 
first names- and I knew they respected lose kids through the cracks. The drop- IHHI

out rates are so high that boards are
In addition to independent study I looking to keep their alternatives (and BBHBBBI 

had weekly class workshops and indi- realize) that they pay social benefits in 
vidual consultations with teachers to the long run."
discuss my work. I also had much more Nevertheless, School of Life Experi- 
freedom and input into my course con- ence (SOLE) program head Murray BIB 
tent than I could ever have imagined Shukyn thinks that alternatives still face Bj^^B 
having in a regular schodl. Above all, I the same lack of respect they always BB^^H 
was finally able to exercise my capacity have. "The opposition is the same, the =* 
to think. words are the same, the faces are differ- _ ' *<9

I liked the other students; they were ent. 'It's a waste of money, why should • 4
people who weren't about to have edu- we do it, it's a criticism of the regular 
cation force-fed to them and there were schools, we don't have the space'" 
always heated discussions going on in Shukyn should know: he's not only 
the student lounge. Everyone had a dif- had 25 years experience in alternative 
ferent story: some were drop-outs, some schools, he founded the first public al- 
were involved in extra-curricular ac- ternative school in North America — 
tivities that required time from school, School of Experience, Exploration and 
some had health problems and some Discovery (SEED) — in Toronto, back in 
(like me) just didn't want any more of 1%8.
conventionalized schooling. Tlx- inter- SEED was originally based on a com- 
studcnt antagonisms of big schools were bination of the free school model devel

oped in the United States and educa- 
mospherc of mutual caring and respect, tional concepts Shukyn learned from 

That was ten years ago. Since then the camping with kids. Still, Shukyn believes 
concept of alternative education has ex- that "alternative education has to be re- 
panded to include schools for the arts, sponsive to community needs." 
co-op programs and adult education. But the quest for responsive alterna- "Tl 
But even before 1 graduated from ASE 1 tives has not always been successful, 
was noticing school board-directed Says Schookam, "1 proposed an idea for 
structures insidiously creeping in, an alternative school for the aged [but] it 
eroding the features that made the school was shot down in flames. We have 
an alternative and making it more like a nursing homes filling up with people 
smaller-sized conventional school.

I

me.

absent at ASE; instead there was an at-

:

'

1
*whose brains are fine but whose bodies É*

The question is, are alternatives still don't work as well as they used to." 
taken seriously by educators? Alterna- The opposition remains but the con- 
tives have often suffered from being la- cept of alternative education has shown 
belled 'free schools' for students who

i Q

its strengths. Many of the students who 
'can't hack iti at regular schools, where enrol are considered 'at risk'of dropping 
students never go to classes and never out, yet the majority of graduates go 
do any work. They are also sometimes to university. The programs have also 
seen as an expendable frill. proved their flexibility and creativity in

Bill Douglas, current Head of Program quicklv meeting the educational needs 
at ASE 2 doesn't think this is the case in

on

of a rapidly changing society.
And the need clearly exists. Bill 

alternatives seriously; the fact that there Douglas says a student recently told him 
are two schools speaks well of that." "If it weren't for this school I don't know

where I'd be."

his board. "Scarborough Board does take

Changing the system or leaving it
Page 4

Girls and boys and teachers
Page 2
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| Some good reasons to drop out...
pressured and bored by formal memori- women joined the workforce, children houses for us, and on teachers to educate 
zation and regurgitation, they have re- were displaced from their homes at in- us As a result, people have come to feel 
mained the curious and excited learners creasingly earlier ages. In many areas incapable of doing almost anything for 

-5 An estimated 30,000 Canadian children they were as babies. school systems have become so large themselves.
5 are being educated at home rather than This highly individualized, home- and bureaucratic that they are little more One of the main benefits of home
's at school. based style of education is not new. In than mass babysitters with little or no based education is to empower young
i Learning for these home-educated past eras, people like Thomas Edison individual attention available. Rigid people, to help them learn, relate, act and 
A students is not restricted from nine to and Abraham Lincoln received much of grade levels with age segregation and jive effectively — both while they are 
#1 three, five days a week. Learning is not their education at home, sometimes with standardized testing have come to typify young and as they begin to deal with an 
▼ something turned on when teachers enter theassistance of tutors. Indeed, for most this assembly-line style of learning. uncertain personal and societal future. 
_ the classroom and turned off when they people, their home was also their work- It has gradually become acceptable to Home-based learning provides chil- 
» leave. Learning has more to do with real place. However, with the onset of in- relinquish control over aspects of one's dren with time and space to grow and 
v life and less to do with textbooks and dustrialization, compulsory schooling life to "experts." We rely on doctors to develop at their own speed, free from the 
5 testing. Learning is what happens all the was conceived. keep us healthy, on television actors to conformity required by institutionalized

"e time. Because these students are not As society progressed and more entertain us, on builders to construct our education. The role of parents is very
different than that of traditional teachers. 
Rather than teach, they facilitate, chal-

1= by Heidi Priesnitz

lenge, protect, support, model and help 
celebrate success.

In practical terms, this means talking 
with children; providing opportunities 
for interaction with people and things; 
sharing and modelling learning; sup
porting the risk-taking and mistake
making processes; enriching the envi
ronment with books, pens, paper and 
other learning materials.

Rather than taking place solely in one 
location, learning of this type takes place 
in the real world for real-life reasons, 
rather than in the pseudo-reality of a 
protected classroom where there are few 
consequences for poor performance.

During a typical week, home-edu
cated children might accompany a par
ent on neighbourhood trips, participate 
in adult business activities such as 
working at a food co-op, attend a public 
political meeting, play with their 
schooled friends who live down the 
street, go for a swim with another home- 
educated family whose children range 
from babies to teenagers, attend a group 
skating lesson, take a private French tu
torial, and so on.

Home-based education is legal in all 
Canadian provincesand territories. Each 
set of laws is slightly different in word
ing and practice, but in general, parents 
are required to provide "satisfactory" or 
"equivalent" instruction. Although there 
are commercially-produced curriculum 
programs available, many families put 
together their own, based on the learner's 
needs and abilities.

schooline the ability to function in society, in terms ln addition to being a liberating expe-
"Traditionally,peoplemoveforward of dealing with people, accessng ntfor- A

Fred Corbett admits that the twin dangers in life and are subjected to some form of mahon, and making use of public re- conducted by thc Canadian Alli-
of conformity and lack of curiosity are institutionalization in the workplace, sources. ance of Home Schoolers in 1988 indi
present in the public school system. But These kids are accustomed to that. For While noting the virtues of public cated that 9() per cent ()f home-educated
he says this danger "is inherent in any children who are not a part of this [using schooling, it is important to recognize students who had undergone standard-
large institution " and believes there is home-education as an example], the ef- the drawbacks of mass education. ized testing scored above average. A
much to be said in favour of Ontario's feet is like being hit by a Mack truck." "While it is possible to have creativ- recent U S. study found that home-edu-
public and secondary school systems. A second significant advantage of ity and individualization in a system cated students scored, on average, at or

Corbett should know His 1976 doc- public schooling is the use of pooled which appears to be moving in another above the 80th percentile at all grade.oraldis&erlation outlined and pioneered Sources. Th/public school systems direcHon," Co*et, explains, Js naive
what is now known as the popular co- find it possible to offer students the time to think that there w,l ever be a price- feta"^d^crican post-^>ndary in
operative program in education: a* more and knowledge that few parents could free, problem- ret so u ion o any ins 1 goûtions, such as Boston University, are
'open' and participatory approach to accumulate, as well as having access to tutionalized system. n()W actively soliciting home-educated
teaching the large classes of publicly- equipment and facilities that most fami- "The advantages and disad vantages students# based on the success of a few
funded schools. lies could not afford. of home education versus public school- pjoneers. One well-publicized American

Corbett has been teaching for over "Home schooling is simply a finan- ing will always be the mirror images of famj]y has three previously home-edu-
twenty years, at both the high school and cial impossibility for most families," says one another," Corbett says. As a parent cated sons studying very successfully at
university levels. He believes that, like Burton, pointing to the increasing eco- of three, he discussed with his wife the Harvard,
universities public high schools aren't nomic necessity of a dual income, as well kind of education their children should To understand home-based educa-
necessarily 'the brick walls their critics as the large number of single-parent receive: home, public or private. It was tion, it is necessary to set aside precon-
makethemouttobe. families, where no one, even if qualified, as a parent, and not a teacher, that his cephons about education and look at the

"We forget that while the institution would be able to educate the children. answer was most convincing.
According to Corbett and Burton, "It is only in the public school sys- (or remains, if school hasn't conditioned

the public education system in Ontario tern that you are able to get that wide away the natural curiosity about the
has made ma jor improvements in the last variety of creativity and stupidity, of world) an independent, active self-di-

' K kindness and ruthlessness, of patience reeled learner, rather than a student who
and intolerance, and the whole sweep of sits passively in classroom while some

one else teaches.
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and some reasons not tosee
by Jll Skorochod

process as one in which a child becomes
can close down a lot of options, it can 
open up a lot also," Corbett says.

Larry Burton, a vice principal at
Scarlett Heights high school in Etobicoke, thirty years. Since the abolition of stan-
says the public school system brings dardized testing in 1965, students began .
students a lot closer to the realities of life spending more time developing skills things that make up a society. It is not
than its alternatives. and less time preparing for exams. being packaged for em [t e stu ents f/czi/z Priesnitz learned at home until she

"We are offering things to these kids A new style of testing, known as on television they are in it. entered the public school system at grade
that they would never get anywhere else," "benchmarking," has been implemented ninein 1985. Her family has bemactivein
Burton declares citing the socialization as a form of sampling at various levels in the promotion of home education since 1976
process and thé wide variety of social the school system. M Skorochod has been working as a volun- when they founded the Canadian Alliance of
contacts a child makes while in the sys- Benchmark tests are used to mea- teer teacher’s assistant in Etobicoke public Home Schoolers, a national support and in-
temas the greatest advantages of public sure a student’s life skills, particularly high schools for three years. formation semer for home-based schooling.



Fear and loathing (and IMAX) in Thornhill a

♦
by Dr. Eric M. Alper film

Rolling Stones At the Max
starring The Rolling Stones 

various directors 
at the Ontario Place Cinesphere

It is 5:30 in the morning and I am out 
of ice. I am also out of scotch, tequila, 
cocaine, peyote, speed, mescaline, 
chips and luck. I am trapped in a nun’s 
motel-room closet, chewing my but- and accelerated fast away from the 
tons for comfort after the ice ran out. sound of squealing tires and breaking 

It’s ten days since I loaded the car glass. I lit up a Churchill-sized, opium- 
up with alcohol and myself with six poppy, sherry-soaked, STP-impreg- 
g allons of unleaded, and it’s five days nated giant reefer, turned on the 
since they stopped pumping my “DavidCassidy Sings the Blues” tape 
stomach and helped me back into my and settled back for a snooze, 
sea-blue ’72 Buick Centurion, where

EE 5
E

o g
_ H ✓ <6O o fI awoke to find Romberg trying to 

a puzzled Romberg was waiting for kill me. He seemed cross. We were O /oosomewhere on top of a northbound 
“Hi Lee,” I said, offering him a Via Rail train speeding towards 

long toke of home-grown marijuana Timmins, but unfortunately still in 
as the Centurion eased out of the the car, having failed to negotiate a 
garage and onto Highway 7. Turning bridge i n the recommended direction. 
up the volume on John Denver while I tried to calm Romberg down by 
singing and snorting aspirin, we tore hitting him across the eyes with my 
towards Thornhill touching ninety on emergency tequila bottle and the car 
the straightaways. jack. He seemed quieter after a bit and

For the first ten minutes I didn’t I decided to risk reversing the car off

me.

zO° a o //Os o ° / f// O Oo
O o Oo° o % o

377
XT7/ i f

look at the road and concentrated on the moving train... 
finishing off the brandy and white We checked out of the hospital ten
wine in my flask, only speaking to days later and I claimed Romberg. I 
Romberg when I realised he wasn’t think he’d been trying to avoid me, as 
looking at the road either. In fact, he he was attempting to register himself 
wasn’t even driving. He had his eyes as a voluntary mental patient, and hid 
shut tight and was sitting in the back in a toilet when he saw me coming,

but his wounds were beginning to 
I decided that one of us ought to heal well and I needed him for the 

drive, and, pausing only to swallow story. I shot him a friendly needle full 
15 milligrams of magnesium sulphate of 100% pure alcohol when he wasn’t 
and insert a methadrine suppository, I looking and he passed out. 
slid into the vacant driver’s seat to hit

y/ / v
•1l

seat.

refused to put some ice in a taxi, and A lew seconds later I was the new added to the effect. Blood now spurted 
hungup. I took a quick sniff of potas- ex-music writer for the Excalihur. I on the motel wall. “I am the Holy
si uni cyanide, gargled some raw was also trapped in a motel closet Ghost,” I tried again, in a Canadian
heroin and decided to go look in Lee’s with an unpaid bill, a buttonless shirt accent. “But this is my lunch hour.”
fridge — maybe he has some ice.

Some people just can’t handle
the accelerator. I finally found it by drugs, 
scrambling around the dashboard. I called Arts Editor Ira Nayman 
which scared the shit out of Romberg, collect at Excalihur. A silly mistake, 
but kept me amused for a while. since he’s never thereon Wednesdays,

We seemed to be missing most of but I needed to know in a hurry what 
the traffic, so while I was down there story 1 was working on. He was out. 
I took a quick shot of nembuthol and The managing editor seemed 
Pernod fifty-fifty and squirted some prised to hear from me and recom- 
bicarbonate of soda into an old vein; mended I stay away from the Excal 
when I finally emerged to look out of office until the train crash inquiry 
the windscreen, we had left Highway over.
7 and were heading down the 404 the

and a hangover you could elect a 
Kicking through the thin apartment Pope in. I had to act fast, 

wall into the next room where

I think she might have liked me 
had we perhaps met under different 

I called New York collect and then circumstances, but now she made a 
Romberg is supposed to be sleeping I dialled Bombay, Bermuda, Kyoto strange gurgling noise at the back of 
realise something has made me woozy Japan, Melbourne Australia, Lisbon,
— maybe the coffee — and the only Rio de Janeiro, Vegas, Saigon and
inmate ol this room is an alcoholic Hawaii. I wasn’t in any of them. Too
Scotsman with strong homicidal ten- bad, but 1 had to check out that 1 
dencies towards strangers who kiek wasn’t just hallucinating, 
his wall down during the night.

I belt him in the temple so he her fourth hourof self-denial and was 
won’t recognize me and hide in the causing me more than just a tremor of 
cupboard. It’s warm and cozy in there, interest. I had discovered that Levi 
and I think something’s starting to 501 buttons get you less high than
work. even shirt buttons; also, I was busting *1cr throat and, trembling all over, ran

gibbering from the room. I realised I 
I decided to come clean. I knew it ought to try and leave quickly, al- 

was a desperate gamble, but maybe if though it would be a minute or two 
I could just explain that I was on my before she could tell anybody what 
way to cover the Stones, had been she d seen, and probably several days 
recovering in her cupboard for four before they d believe her.

I locked the door, pushed the 
wardrobe over in front of it and set 
fire to the bed to create a diversion. I

sur-

was

Apparently Lee and I are supposed 
wrong way. to be covering the new Rolling Stones

I made a fast U-turn over the grassy ‘Imax’ concert movie at the Ontario 
median, squeezing neatly between two Place Ballroomcommemorating their 
crashing Freightliners and the horri- 60th anniversary in the music busi- 
fied look of aclearly underaged driver, ness, but he wouldn’t tell me

Sister Maria was launched into ■
film • theatre • galleries • music

more.

I must have slept for days; when I to go to the bathroom, 
wake, up the wall has been repaired, 
the Scotsman gone — taking my flak 
jacket with him, dammit — and the

and a review in Excal•••
by David Kuswanto room has been relet to a nun who 

spends all day on her knees. Also, 
there’s no ice.T was hesitant to see the Rolling Stones on IMAX; the project seemed 

too grandiose. Not only that, but the thought of seeing Mick Jagger 
larger than life, puckering up to the screen scared the shit out of me. 
Fortunately, Jagger has spared us from horror sequences, and Rolling 
Stones At the Max comes through with flying colours.

It’s easy to forget how good these guys are. The only chance of 
seeing them strut their stuff is limited to either a 24-inch set or venues 
like the Skydome — catastrophes of capitalism that make the Stones 
look and sound more like a colony of ants than the greatest rock and roll 
band in the world. This is why the IMAX film is so good: it captures the 
group as if they were right there with you, live and in concert.

The obvious disadvantage of being cooped up in a cinema is the 
restriction of movement. You can’t jump up and down without tripping 
over yourself or being escorted to a “better seat” outside.

But the experience of seeing a rock show on IMAX is just that, an 
experience. The visuals are startling and precise; you can see the most 
minute details, from the brand of cigarettes Ron Wood smokes to the rip 
in Jagger’s shirt.

In At the Max, you witness the incredible physical exaggeration 
Jagger puts into a performance and the good-natured but mischievous 
schoolboy antics he throws at his mates, constantly trying to catch them 
ofl guard. Y ou realize what an excellent guitarist Keith Richards is, and 
how linked he is to the instrument as a form of expression. His playing 
speaks a language that can be read in each note, gesture and facial quirk.

There are also some fantastic shots of the crowd, the kind you could 
have sworn you saw yourself in. One particular shot showed a father 
carrying his son on his shoulders, both singing the immortal declaration, 
"I know it’s only rock and roll, but I like it." The Stones cranked out an 
exceptional version of this and other classics; and, through state-of- (he
art digital meddling, they sound better than ever.

At the Max only disappoints twice: the first disappointment is the 
over-ambitious pseudo-psychedelic visual effects that accompanied the 
song “2,000 Light Y ears From Home.” You can’t get much cornier than 
this, folks. The second is the end of the show, which could have gone on 
much longer.

Rolling Stones At the Max is a perfect way to see the band in action, 
although you might want to bring earplugs.

days from a multi-drug overdose while 
I’m squatting in a walk-in cup- hiding from a thieving alcoholic 

board with nothing left to pop, drink, Scotsman who had attempted to kill 
insert, inject or smoke. Desperately, I me for knocking down his wall, 
swallow one of my shirt buttons but mistaking it for that of a passed-out shattering it and jumping forward at
there is hardly a buzz. I strongly sus- friend when I was looking for some 1*1C samc hme. 1 found myself in the
pect by her constant praying that she ice... Well maybe she would believe shower. Standing up, 1 banged my
is fasting and is intending to remain me. head on the tap lever, which turned on
here for a self-absorbed weekend I cleared my throat, swallowed my ,he watj'r- f n,e completely. I
without so much as popping out for a fast pant button and decided to come mddC d brCdk for thc rcal wmdow and
hamburger. I m trapped. out of my closet. I stood up, opened

Whilst her attention is elsewhere the door and stepped out. remember- 
— perhaps reading a possibly sinful jng too |ate that I’d just popped my 
article in Psychology Today I crawl |ast supporting button. So there I was
across the floor and steal the tele-

kicked hard at the glass window.

made a dive for the pavement.
I must have missed by inches, but 

the wall gave way and I crawled out 
of the burning wreckage in lime to see 
the ceiling fall in. There was a lot ol 
angry shouting and some screams, so 
I fired several shots form my machine 
pistol in their direction to create an-

with my jeans around my knees and a 
phone. She s feeling too guilty to startled nun staring at the only piece 
notice. Back in the cupboard, I call Ira fif mine my editors haven’t yet 
at the office. I can tell he’s not too

man
aged to cut. I decided to improvise. other diversion and sprinted for thehappy to hear from me because he 

puts the phone down.
I call him again. “For God’s sake.

Ira,” I plead, “I’m suffering. I haven’t 
had a drink for days and I’m fast 
running out of shirt buttons.”

He doesn't seem very sympathetic. 110 shape and my ankle went; I tripped cepted gracefully, although he foamed
Also I think he thinks I’m lying about over the trashcan, put my foot through at the mouth every time he looked at 
calling from a nun’s closet. “Look, the television set and fell forward 
just get me out of here and junked up vomiting onto the bedspread, 
and I promise I’ll make the copy 
date.”

“I lello,” I squeaked in a loud voice. Buick.
“I am the holy Ghost. Blessed art thou 
amongst women” and moved forward 

Unfortunately, I hadn’t had a drug

I found Romberg trying to run 
away and persuaded him to give me a 
lift by offering him the alternative of 

for ten minutes and my body was in having his head blown off. He ac

me, but I was too busy gulping down 
some mescaline, insulin, aspirin. 

The petrified nun stared mutely at mandrax, morphine, arsenic, hash- 
inc. I like to think I saw pity mingling ish- insecticide and I,SD, to care.

He has a nasty laugh when he with the terror that flashed across her As we scorched away, we caught
features at the sight of what had stag- a l!u'ck glimpse of the fiercely bum- 

says Ira evilly, “expired 18 weeks geredout of hercloset, catching her in in8 niotel collapsing into the swirn- 
a8°- mid-meditation, and was presently niing pool.

So why get so touchy, what's so throwing up over her bed 
awful about missing an issue?

“You’ve missed nine issues, dum

wants to. “The copy date, schmuck,"

“Wow, that was a close thing, eh
I tried to get up, knocking over the Lee?" 1 said, as we hit the road, 

bedside lamp and cutting my wrist on But he was already throwing up in 
dum," says Ira. I admire his honesty, the glass. It wasn’t deliberate but it the back seat.



^Montreal massacre remembered, 
! rituals celebrated in art exhibits

Public Signs, Private Acts
! 1F

1 I;
Jj by Ira Nayman Men's Daughters.

The work was actually created a 
year and a half ago as an entry in a 
Fine Arts mural contest; it won first

tgallery i ,
$ *

E ui/
« As the leaves fall, art installations 
T seem to go up at York. Requiem, by 

third-year Visual Arts student Katrin 
*5 Clark, has been installed on the third 
j floor lounge of the Student Centre. 

Ritual Centering, by fourth year Vi-

Requiem
Katrin Clark

third floor lounge, Student Centre 
Ritual Centering 

Jill Stock and Suzanne Halliday 
Winters Gallery Art Gallery

■1*

prize, $1,000 and public exposure. 
Requiem is on permanent display ; if it 
piques your interest about Clark’s 
work, more of her pieces (“which are 

sual Arts majors Jill Stock and darker elements: “I wanted them to be completely different”) will be pre- 
Suzanne Halliday, can be found in the representative of the life and vibrancy” sented in the Common Room off the 
Winters College Art Gallery.

Requiem is made up of 14 separate 
paintings. According to Clark, each 
painting represents one of the 14
women who were killed in Montreal how horrible the survivors of the

E tMMm
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lounge until at least December 6. -» Iof the women, Clark explained. 
Clark didn’t want to “get hung up .ïi.

Ritual Centering is an interactive 
on the feminist aspect of the work; show which, as Halliday described it, 
as a single mother, her concern was combines “a lot of natural elements”

til
I 1

kr(beehives, nests, tree trunks) with 
on December 6, 1989. The paintings massacre, particularly the parents of more expected sculptural forms. Al- 
are made up of strong primary colours the slain women, must have felt. T hus, though “everything has been consid- 
with various slashes and splotches of an early name for the piece was Some ered,” Halliday and Stock have

Si 1 5/ t-1
1

cre
ated the piece to allow for a great deal 
of spontaneity.■ t ■-
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Walter Klepac (above) is the curator of Publk Signs, Private Ads, an ex- 
Mullen of works appearing at the Art Gallery of York University until 
December 20. Artists contributing to the exhfcrtion include Greg Curnoe, 
Robert Fones, Joseph Kosuth, Gordon Lebredt, Becky Singleton and Vincent 

Tangredi. So Is This, a film by Michael Snow, is screened in the Nat Taylor 
Cinema, opposite the AG YU in the Ross Building, Tuesdays at 1, Wednesdays 
at 1 and 7 and Thursday and Friday at 3. The AGYU is open Tuesdays to 
Fridays from 10 am to 4 pm, except Wednesdays, when it is open from 10 
am to 8 pm, and Sundays from 12 noon to 5 pm. For more information, call 

736-5169.

The culmination of the work comes 
tomorrow (Thursday), with a closing 
celebration starting at 6 pm. Halliday

wash
:

said people will be invited to 
HMÜfe" their hands and partake of some of the
ÎM food which has made up the exhibit.

('■

“It’s a gathering piece,” Halliday 
described Ritual Centering. It is abou t 

H ’ how our habits, particularly how
go about collecting things and what 
we choose to keep, “give us a sense of 
self.”

we

Stock and Halliday have known ____________
each other since their first year at 
York, and currently live together in a of our careers.” 
house full of artists. Halliday claimed
the show would be “well integrated” school, using Ritual Centering as part 
because “we know each other so well.” of her application. Halliday intends Halliday commented. “We’re very
She adds that the piece “is the climax to move to Nova Scotia at the end of serious about it as a career.”

the school year in order to fins the 
Stock plans to go one to graduate solitude in which to create.

“We’re both planning to be artists,”Each of the wall hangings in Katrin Clark's Rega/emrepresents one of the women 
who was Mled at the Université de Montreal on November 6, 1989. Clark 
wanted to capture the women's "life and vibrancy."

Alok Sharmo

Two views on new dance pieces by York choreographers
become truly dynamic by making the 
movements of the ‘suits’ more fre
netic.

by Jennifer Roshleigh lighting and sound were created by the dancers on stage 
with the use of lamps and voice. The character from 

As a vocabulary, movement offers a Tennessee Williams’ The Glass Menagerie was vividly
variety of methods to express an idea. brought to life as the lamplight snapped on and several
Last week in Burton auditorium, Lauras appeared.

by Moira MacDonald

The dances were well-rehearsed and neatly 
choreographed but only a few works im
pressed in last week’s New Choreography l*ie second half. Alvin Erasgus 
performance at the Burton Auditorium. Ten Iolentino s Morning Praise was 
works were presented by the York dance beautifully crafted. 1 he Christian 
department’s students and staff. theme, using the Lord s Prayer as a

Most of the works were novice composi- vocal text, is unusual in today s ag- 
tions for the students and demonstrated a nost'c post-modernist world but the 
good sense of fluidity and patterning of dance was obviously choreographed 
movement. Stephanie Jarrett’s“Sisters”and anc* danced with conviction.
Jennifer Charron’s “Me, Myself, You” both 
had these qualities and showed a nice inter- was a wild contrast to the previous 
relationship between the individual dancers, work. Shinn-Rong Chung was excel- 
“Umi-Iyak” by Dawn Breda also featured lent as a socially inept young man

whose disjointed, puppet-like move
ments underlined his timidity. Two 

The favoured medium among the York heavy metal queen-types teased him 
choreographers was modem dance with its untji finally planting a large pink 
strong potential for innovative and dynamic blossom into his mouth. Hum did 
movement. Yet few works look advantage well at contrasting moods yet keep- 
of this opportunity and were too dependent jng ,he work together, helped by her 

on pedestrian movements like smart choice of music by Tom Waits 
jk walking from place to place, run- and King Crimson, 

ning, etc.
This was a disappointing 

problem in Yoliswa Ngcakani’s 
“When the Clock Strikes," a piece 
poking fun at the inability of urban 
businesspeople to break out of their 
tyrannical sense of time. The piece 

^H^^was well done, but could have

The most exciting works came in

Under this single light, with a chorus of whispers instudent dancers and choreographers 
as well as guest artist Darcey Callison the background, Laura’s anxieties were exposed and
explored some of the possibilities of magnified. The lamps and flashlights going on and off 
movement in an impressive demon- all over the stage created movement in themselves.

Each flash or flicker featured another side of Laura,stration of new works.
Many of the pieces involved who was represented by a different dancer; every time 

unique characterizations in addition a light shut off, Laura’s vulnerability became apparent.
Not all the dances used movement to portray people. 

In “YFT,” created by Shelley-Ann Walker, the chore
ography suggested the confusion of confinement. Ac- 

Some of the best pieces in the lions and gestures seemed to come up against an oppos- 
collection incorporated humour, ing force to create tension throughout.
“When the clock strikes,” choreo
graphed by Yoliswa Ngcakani, por- “Sisters” and Robin Penty’s “And There Reigns Love,” 
trayed a businessman trying to escape very lightly depicted relationships between people, 
the confines of his suit and watch. A While the feeling they left was of good sentiment, the 
wiggle of the tie and a tug of the hugging, hand holding and flowing ,
sleeve were enough to create the ste- movements were cute rather than 
reotype. The break away from the moving. 
type was demonstrated with the in
dividual frenzied movements of the played an imaginative experimenta

tion with movement, light and sound,

to innovative use of lighting and 
sound, while others tended to be sen
timental.

“Chinese Petal” by Rochelle Hum

some smoothly intricate partnering combi
nations.Some of the pieces, such as Stephanie Jarrett’s

Overall, the majority of works dis-

The final piece, “Laura" by reper
tory teacher Darcey Callison was the 
most ambitious of the program. Based 
on the character and story of Laura in 
Tennessee Williams’ Glass Menag
erie, the work used portable lamps 
and flashlights to bring out the as
pects of memory in the Williams play.

Dancers hurled themselves in front 
of lights suddenly switched on, roll
ing their heads or tearing out their 
hair, showing the frustration of a con
fined and coddled young woman. 
Callison constructed much of the 
dance around improvisation studies 
with her 21 dancers. Her conception 
wasexcellcnt and the lighting worked 
well, though it became slightly mo
notonous near the end.

Overall, the York choreographers 
need to be more daring in future works. 
Combined with their already strong 
sense of balanced choreographic 
construction, this will inject their work 
with the energy to make them truly 
riveting.

dancer.
The most amusing characterization creating intriguing characters and at- 

was in “The Great Race,” choreo- mosphere. j
graphed by Sheryl Joyner. In this 
piece, a jock, an army sergeant, a 
nerd, a glamour queen, a hippie and a
gigglepuss fought it out to the death ^

a high energy race. Each character 
was identifiable only through 
costume, but typified movements and
gestures.

Many of the works used unortho
dox light and sound. Alvin Erasga 
Tolentino’s “Morning Praise” en
hanced his religious theme with 
candlelight and amusical score which 
included 16th cenutry church music 
and the lord’s Prayer, recited by the 
two dancers. The spoken text created 
an intimate relationship between 
sound and movement, with the visual 
images responding to the verbal im
ages; when one dancer lead the other 
into temptation, for instance. m

In the case of “Laura,” by inde- -r 
pendent artist Callison, minimal

dance
York Dance — New Choreography

various artists 
Burton Auditorium 

Friday, November 29
,i



Toronto 
Art Therapy 
Institute

The Toronto Art Therapy Institute and the Institute for Arts and Human 
Development at the Lesley College Graduate School in Cambridge 
Mass, have completed arrangements for a co-operative program o: 
studies leading to a masters degree in expressive arts therapies. 
Students and graduates of the Toronto Art Therapy Institute 2 year 
diploma program, are eligible to apply to the Lesley College Masters 
degree program in the Expressive Art Therapies where their graduate- 
evel training at the Toronto Art Therapy Institute will be given credit as 
Dart of the Lesley Masters program.

To complete their Masters degree, students spend two summers at 
_esley College for 2 five-week periods. If you would like to receive 
further information about this joint effort, please contact our office and

I: 924-6221a

Faculty of Education
Concurrent Teacher Education Programme

Information Sessions

Tuesday, January 14 
4:00 pm

Stedman Lecture Hall F

Thursday, January 23 
4:30 pm

129 York Hall, Glendon College

Wednesday, January 29 
4:00 pm

Stedman Lecture Hall A

The York University Faculty of Education offers a concurrent 
teacher education programme in which candidates can pursue 
their academic and professional studies simultaneously.

If you are interested in finding out more about the Faculty of 
Education's CONCURRENT programme, its admission requirements 
and process or general information, you are encouraged to 
attend one of the sessions.

The Savoy Jazz Sextet improvises a big 
band sound with a small band at the Ab
by Danielle Sawada eration was no longer given to ap

pearance on the jazz circuit. A visual 
selling factor is a necessity in the 
music industry; and, as Savoy is plan
ning on recording and releasing an 
album in the spring, it is a valid con
sideration. They do not have an ex
clusive marketing angle as does, for 
example, the Shuffle Demons; but, 
then again, they don’t sound like the 
Shuffle Demons.

concert
As I sat in the smoky entrails of the 
Absinthe Pub, one of my favourite 
bars on campus, listening to the savoy 
Jazz Sextet, I was puzzled. Puzzled 
about the importance of the word 
“Savoy.” Savvy, I can understand; I 
use the word to describe a lot of jazz 
musicians. But Savoy?

When I arrived home, I pulled out 
the dictionary, my best university 
friend, and turned to the letter “s

The Savoy Jazz Sextet 
Absinthe Pub 

Tuesday, November 19

Bodrug on piano, Sean Hu-A-Kam 
on bass, David Slater on alto saxo
phone, John Obercian on drums and 
Shawn Nykwist — the only member 
not in Jazz Performance at York — 
on tenor sax. When I saw them per
form, the band had a guest vocalist Savoypresentsuswitharelatively 
sine the odd sone traditional sound with interesting ar-The definition read: “A variety of 8 8 rangements both on their cover tunes

cabbage having a compact head of When asked whether the Savoy and thejr (sparse) original material, 
wrinkled, blistered leaves." I under- was interested in adding a vocalist to I hey tend to play slower ballads ap-
stood the need for a compact “head” their lineup, Cheung definitively an- propriate for pubs. I found their
injazz, but the blistered leaves seemed swered, “No.” He explained that “we original material much more satisfy-
extraneous. are going f°r a certain sound, a big ing. The group would like to incorpo-

According to Randall Cheung, band sound with a little band. When rate more originals into its repertoire;
guitarist for the sextet, they took their we perform with a vocalist the band but as jt stands, Cheung and Bodrug 
name from an old record company has to change its style; it is almost like are the only ones who have been 
usedbylegendaryjazzmusicianssuch we are another group, and we don’t writing them, 
as Charlie Parker. The Savoy was want to change.’ 
also a hotel with a famous ballroom in

I enjoyed The Savoy Jazz Sextet’s
To compliment its aural image, November 19 show. My only 

England, and was featured in the song Savoy has a visual component. In the plaint, given with a little caution, is 
“Stompin’ at the Savoy,” co-written Miles Davis tradition of jazz perfor- that the presentation seemed too nice, 
by Benny Goodman. mance, all players are dressed in suits The band improvised using all the

So much for cabbage. and neatly groomed. They look like right notes; only Nykwist risked him-
The Savoy began as a trio two they have everything together. (To self on stage. In so doing, Nykwist’s 

years ago. It has since grown into a my ears, they did.) solos contained an energy the other
sextet comprised of Cheung, Brent Cheung felt that enough consid- five members seldom achieved.

com-

Cheung is a solid 
ISffl Player. but he could 
ÜB have usec*more var'~ 
'3*1 ety; he stuck almost 

exclusively to a 
trebleless sound. It 
was refreshing to hear 
a fuzz tone in “Swing 

MQ the Hog” (an origi- 
pSBi nal), the only song in 

which Cheung says 
Nflj he wants to adapt his 
^H| sound.
HEf I think Savoy 
HH| could go farther into 
HH this style. There is a 
jwi mysteriously special 
PUJ quality to their origi- 

nal music, fuzz tone 
HI or no, that seems to 
■H mean something 
HP more than theircover 
p tunes, both to the 
. band and the audi-

__ ___ :~r
Randal Cheung, guitarist for the «kkshoimc ~
Savoy Jazz Sextet, plays in the æTA
Absinthe. Se math for cabbage.
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1 WALKIN' THROUGH THE YORK CONSTRUCTION UNO

(to the tune of ‘Winter Wonderland’)|§i§K\
1 RESTAURANT & NIGHTCLUB

Upcoming Events
Wednesday December 4

"The Cast of Beatlemania"
Dinner & Show $45.00 (7 p.m.)/Show Only $15.00 (9 p.m.)

Excalibur reads, “are you listening? 
Tuition fees are increasing." 

So please sing along to our little song, 
Walkin' in the York Construction Land.

mimif! -mmMF I All the trees are now obsolete, 
Here to stay is the concrete. 

Please sing along to our little song. 
We’re walkin’ in the York Construction Land.

' E

y Monday December 9I
Louchlin-Hypnotist

Dinner & Show $29.95/Show Only $10.00
There was once a field on the campus, 

It has been replaced by a mall. 
They say ‘Have you money?’

We say ‘No man! 
But we can get a job at Bennetton.’

x

Tuesday December 10

Run D.M.C. (main act)
Opening Act: Donna Robbins & Christina Lorr

$20.00/advance $25.00/at the door

Wednesday December 18

Extravaganza Fashion Show
Hot & Cold Hors'doeuvres will be served $25/adv or $30/door

AWAY IN A UNIVERSITY
(to the tune of ‘Away in a Manger’)

Gone away are the scholarships, 
Been replaced by the construction grips 

Please sing along to our little song 
We’re walkin' in the York Construction I,and.Away in a university, no room for a head, 

We students give blow jobs to afford a bed, 
We blow on papers, we blow on our profs. 
An education deteriorates before we get off. % In front of Ross we have a phallic symbol 

No one knows exactly why it’s there 
We tried to ask the architect who built it 

But he said he was paid to put it there.We work hard all summer so we can go to school. 
The government cares nothing, it is so cruel. 
There is money to build ugly monstrosities,
Yet none for education in universities.

Thursday December 19

Paparazzi's Christmas Party
Tuesday December 31

Paprazzi's New Year's Eve Party
Every Thursday CFNY DJ Chris Sheppard — NO COVER

270 West Beaver Creek Road, Richmond Hill (416)886-6239

Class budgets, face depletion 
The student body, faces extinction 

So the buildings procreate 
We can’t afford to graduate!Our classes get larger, we learn less each day, 

How can we just grumble, how can we pay? 
There's no time to waste, we must speak up today, 
For soon it may be cheaper in the U S of A!

We’re walkin’ through the York Construction Land 
Abandoning the York Construction Land
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York Professor Libby Scheier talks about her latest collection of poetry
by Middle Hammer

Libby Scheier is the au
thor of three books of 
poetry: SKY — A Poem in 
Four Pieces (1990, the 
Mercury Press), Second 
Nature (1986, Coach 
House Press), and The 
Larger Life (1983, Black 
Moss Press). She co-edited 
Language in Her Eye — 
Writing and Gender: Views 
by Canadian Women 
Writing in English (1990, 
Coach House Press).

Scheier’s poetry, short 
fiction and criticism have 
appeared in numerous 
periodicals and antholo
gies. She is consulting 
editor of Paragraph: The 
Fiction Magazine and 
former poetry editor of 
Poetry Toronto. She 
teaches creative writing at 
York University.

So he had a very violent childhood... 
he has good reasons for being screwed

My mother had a somewhat better 
childhood, but quite deprived. She 
grew up in a working class family in 
Brooklyn, with lots of children and a 
mainly absent husband. They had food 
on the table and there was violence, 
but she was deprived emotionally.

How did the incident where your 
heart was outside your hody, which 
appears on page 51, come to you? 
Did you actually go through it?

Two of the central images in the poem 
are from two different therapy ses
sions, one a massage session and one 
a psycho-therapy session. The heart 
comes from the massage session and 
the girl in black is from a therapy 
session.

In the group therapy, I had this 
image of a steel box around my heart 
and a very strong feeling of sludge 
and steel and soon. I worked on that 
image a long time, meditating on it 
and so on. Then in a shiatsu therapy 
session I had that image of a tiny heart 
escaping through a hole in the steel 
box — a child’s heart that refused to 
return to its body. The experience 
was very powerful, in the poem, I try 
to bring the heart back to me, and I do.

18
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therapy process and the two things 
interacted.

When did I say that?interview
As it turned out, the account of In your essay “Chopped Liver” inPoet and York Creative Writing Professor Libby

Scheier talks about some personal experiences child raPe *s the center of the book — Language in Her Eye. 
that went into writing her latest collection, SKY there is a way in which everything

leads up to it and goes away from it. Right. To the charge that I sometimes
1 hat happened in the course of the use poetry as therapy I plead guilty. Did you actually experience it the
writing. It took that shape. It wasn’t So what? I think that artistic exprès- way you wrote it?
intended initially. About three quar- sion is many different things. This
ters of the way through writing the bugaboo is a White patriarchal More or less. I mean, every poem is a 
book I saw how it was shaping up and bugaboo; you know, that if art is construction of reality rather than

That was how the book started. I thereafter committed myself to that therapy, it cheapens it in some way. reality itself — a reconstruction. If
started writing about the sky as an shape, 
image you see every day, and how
different people see it in different Henry Miller said that art has the else, 
situations and what role it plays. At qualities of being therapeutic. You

—A Poem in Four PiecesMichelle Hammer: How did you 
come to write SKY?

of it all. And I wondered if men and 
women look at the sky in the same 
way.

Libby Scheier: I did not sit down to 
write a memoir of sexual abuse. It 
started in a conversation I had with 
two friends of mine who are writers, 
Erin Moure and Gail Scott. We were 
talking about the differences between 
male and female perception and lan
guage. I raised the issue of tlje dark 
sky at night — that cliche of the dark 
sky and all the stars and you stand 
there and you wonder where you are 
in the universe and what is the meaning

It s an alienated idea that the brain is you believe that memory is selective, 
for art and the heart is for something you pick out elements, you make

things up when you write, creating a 
I think that art is sometimes a thing of its own. But, yes, it is drawn 

the same time, I entered a therapy have been accused by a reviewer of healing; it is the oldest way that art from those therapeutic experiences,
group at the Barbara Schlifer Clinic using poetry as therapy. You re- has functioned in society, as part of a
for adult survivors of child sexual sponded by saying: “For heaven’s healing process. In a lot of work by Does the muse always strike before
abuse and incest, and I was in that sake, why not?” women, or Black and Native writers you start a poem, or do you have a

you find this integration. strict regimen whereby you sit down
Certainly there can be bad writing to write every day from, say, eight 

that is catharsis or therapy, and there to 10? 
can be bad writing that has no thera
peutic quality, but the fact that it has The muse! I think the muse is a male
a therapeutic quality does not make it business. I don’t know that I have a

‘muse.’ I know that you mean inspi- 
In SKY, in particular, the thera- ration. My son, who is now 12, has

peutic process I was involved in and been a muse for me, in a way. I’ve
my own more intellectual or cerebral written a lot about him. 
explorations on language and per
ception became impossible to sepa- a speech. Every time I hear somebody
rate. I don’t consider SKY strictly a say: “You must sit down and write
therapeutic book. In some places, it four hours every morning,” I know
has been criticized for having sections it’s a man with a wife who cleans the
that are too cerebral or too inacces- house and takes care of the family,

because I have never been able to

GxccrDT from SKY________________________ K ---_________________________________________
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a tiny heart racing away away beating by piece I put her skin back on until it’s all on and
like crazy scared as shit and it's out of my body the tiny heart slides down the girls throat into her chest
racing away it’s hanging in the air a mobile slides gently down into her back to the place it ran
without wires a creature from outer space away from back to where it belongs
and I inhale deeply and attach my gaze 
like a magnet to the tiny heart and I reel it in like
a fish my gaze-hook in its folds and the little hook-hole and I feel the floor beneath my feet and I stretch my arms out
a bleeding mouth and my eyeballs feel the pulse pulse in front of me and flatten my palms against smooth walls and
of the tiny heart and I reel it in rolling my pupils I turn entire light and see the ceding above me and see
upward with each turn of the réel then down then up again that the room is safe and the steel box has melted away

Wfe H à © 1S90 by l.ibhy Scheier
■Éfeproduccd with the kind permission of the author 

_____ ______ _______________________________________ .

bad writing.

As for how I work, I have to make

sible. You can’t please everybody.
organize my life in that sort of neat 
manner. I have been a single parent 
now for nearly 12 years, and it's been 
chaotic. I fit my life around my kid, 
who I am very devoted to.

I don’t know that I would organize 
So your father is from Bukavina my writing that way anyway. I iden- 
and your mother was horn in tify more with Phyllis Webb, who has

defined herself as a pressure cooker 
writer. You build up a head of steam 

Yes. My father was an immigrant to over a period of time and then write in
the U.S.from Austro-I lungary. He great spasms, or with great intensity, 
was born in Bukavina, which is now over the next period. I sometimes
Romania, but at the time was Austro- don’t write fora year— well, I haven’t
Hungary. As a child, he lived through gone quite that long. But often I don’t 
pogroms. His grandfather was forced write for months; during that time I 
by marauding German soldiers to live, 1 think. When the pressure has
swallow his long beard; he died from built up enough, I can work solidly
suffocation while my father watched. for weeks or months at a time.

On pages 44 and 45 of SKY are you 
talking about your parents?

Yes. I am imagining their dreams.

Brooklyn.

à
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► IUÊhCÊ It’s patriarchal discourse, white, up- 5 

per-class,patriarchal discourse. Tillie 
Olson wrote a terrific book called 
Silences about this whole notion, this 
whole mystification that if you really _ 
want to write you will.

Tillie Olson comes from a work- V 
ing-class factory family and had five 5 

children and she writes about what "g 
creates silences. And one thing that ÏÏ 
creates silences is working full-time 
and having five children, because you 
don’t have any time for anything else. ~ 
So you have to find a way to develop j; 
the basic conditions for creativity. * 
That’s some kind of time, some kind 
of space, a room of one’s own. Vir
ginia Woolf knew that.

The way I worked this out was by 
taking a lot of financial risks in order 
to have time to write. Although now 
I teach full-time, I was part-time until 
this year. I am off four months in the 
summer.

A couple of years after my son was 
born I could have gone back to work 
at a 40-hour-a-week job. I was a busi
ness editor before he was bom, believe 
it or not. But I just knew 1 would have 
no time to write. 1 worked lull time lor 
a year, after my son turned two, and 
wrote nothing. So I took risks, working 
free-lance, applying for grants, et
cetera.

SKY is the smallest amount of 
writing I’ve done in the longest ■ 
amount of time: four years. Of course .$1^
I threw out a lot. I throw out about 60 
per cent of what I write.

Isn’t it hard to edit, to decide what 
to take out?

0V
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Yes. But I do have friends that I share 
writing with. I need feedback.

And you trust their opinion?

Not always. Well, there is a lot of 
stuff I throw out without consulting 
anybody. I never bum it. It’s in my 
files. So, if anyone cares someday 
they can look through it and see if 
there is something I shouldn't have 
thrown out.

When I am preparing a manu
script for publication I always get two 
or tliree writer friends to read it. Then 
I make my own decision. Usually 
you’ll find you have two or three 
wildly different opinions. But if all 
three of them say “ This has got to go,” 
or “This poem is great,” you take 
serious note of that. You still windup 
making your decision on your own. 
But the way I work, I read a lot of stuff 
and I write when I feel like it.

I would like to have a bit more 
discipline, especially now that I’m so 
busy. I’mnot sure my organization of 
work has been that great.
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I must say I feel I can no longer do 

that. I’m too old, my son has too many 
needs, to continue to be financially"I identify with Phyllis Webb, who has defined herself as a pressure 

i„ Henry miier on writing he,,,, cooker writer. You build up a head of stool» over a period of time and 
ri" fl.* Z-gï, then write in great spasms, or with great intensity, over the next 

rZteu;.e^flndZ«h,p. period. I sometimes don't write for a year -r well, I haven't gone 
pening to you? quite that long, But often I don't write for months; during that time I

live, I flunk. When the pressure has built up enough, I tan work solidly 
for weeks or months at a time."

the night with a dream that I wanted to
writedown and I kept a pad by my actually Idid have that dream, the one William Faulkner said in an inter
bed, but I’ ninot doing as much of that with the disembodied dicks, on the view: “The writer doesn’t need 
as I should. That’s useful. ' train. There is something about the economic freedom. All he needs is a question?

I like writing on trains. There is rhythm — I should take more train pencil and some paper.” How do 
some stuff about trains in SKY. And trips.

insecure. So I’m grateful to be teach
ing.

! think that’s one of the reasons 
Sylvia l’lath killed herself. She had 
two children and a full-time job and 
she was getting up at four in the 
morning to write. It’s too much. After 
she was left by Ted Hughes, every 
day she got up at five to do some 
writing. It’s a real pressure-cooker 
situation. So I’m sure that was an 
important element in her suicide.

Libby Scheier’s work is sold at the 
York University bookstore, as well as 
literary and women’s bookstores 
around Toronto.

A man, you might add. No, no kid
ding. Well, what's the end of that

How do you feel about that?you feel about that?
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|lf you don't blow your amps, you haven't played rock
flowing improvisations. Francis even 
sang — instead of screaming — the 
lyrics to many songs, which let his 
talented voice shine. The usually easy
going bassist Kim Deal was just that; 
she played in the background, man
aging to constantly have a lit cigarette 
in her mouth.

— by Alok Shame 
E and Marcus Parmegiani concert

X
A AThe Pixies

The Concert Hall 
Saturday, November 30

r " y*v
y*

J> “No dumb questions like ‘What’s your 
E favourite beer?’ or its over,” we were 
£ explicitly instructed backstage at the crowd that struggled to comprehend. 
T Concert Hall waiting to interview At one point he grabbed a guitar and 
^ Pixies lead singer Black Francis.

Welcome to the student press.

ir"VJE "I"- r. -

\-began rubbing it against an amp for 
some enlightening feedback. His on- 

Francis was modest. “I’m not a stage antics seemed to be his attempt denly, after stopping to tune their 
rock ‘n’ roll star,” he said. “We’re at making art (his music) a “social guitars, one of the amps blew during 
just a band doing the circuit.” activity,” his vision of the purpose of “Velouria,” and Black Francis

Peru Ubu opened for the Pix'es a Rock ‘n Roll concert, 
with the extremely large and sweaty 
but limelight-loving Dave Thomas paled Pixies appeared speechlessly fans chanting “bullshit" and “fuck,” 
bellowing his songs. The band im- on stage and began to play. From the they returned, apologizing for the 
mediately had the crowd gently first chord to the last note, the crowd “dramatic ’ exit, 
swaying through their opening set. ritualistically slam-danced in‘thepit.’
They seemed to have impressed For the opening instrumental tunes it decided to play many of their more 
people — who were really there to seemed as though the band was strug- obscure tracks, such as “Crackety 
see the Pixies — with their alternative gling to keep in sync with each other. Jones,” “Something Against You" and 
rock-blues tunes.

Pere Ubu jammed with intensity, on their albums, with a lead guitar instead of the well-known hits. The 
often going into wild guitar-oriented that was way over-amplified, 
improvisations. There were many
moments when Thomas stepped away though, playing some songs at slower 
from the mike and spewed poetry at a than usual tempos, but with sublime, asleep compared to the people in the

: :
The music progressed until sud-2

VlSBv’r -mU ;--Trr.fc: 7*- .c -nj»<0>
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stormed off stage with the band mem- 
An hour later, the much-antici- bers in tow. After ten minutes of the

;S-This alternative hard-rock band
r: ?•"*

Black Francis, lead singer of Hie Pixies, feels the pressure of blown amps and 
precocaous student journalists hot on the scent of a free barbecue. Life on the 
road is hard...

Alok Sh«ma
They were louder and raunchier than “Caribou,” from their first album,

band had a tighter, better, but still 
The band was unusually mellow raunchy and raw sound.

The crowd in the balcony looked
pit. The Pixies don't usually do any- it was hard not to stare down at the 
thing ou t of the ordinary on stage, and writhing mass of people below as the 
this was no exception. Francis ap- music put you into a hypnotic trance, 
peared to look above the crowd with 
concentration as he strummed and concert, the Pixies performed 
sang his music. Being on the balcony, seamlessly, right up until the crowd

pleasing encores: a cover of “Head 
On” by Jesus and Mary Chain and 
“U-Mass,”the anthem from their latest 
album Trompe le Monde.

Through the second half of the

A Lump of Coal they'll want in their stockings
bizarre music and distorted voices. 
Maybe not very Christmassy, but a 
great interpretation.

A Lump of Coal is certainly not for 
everyone. But if you’re sick of Perry 
Como, Frank Sinatra and the like 
dominating your holidays, give this a 
listen. And it’s not just for Christians. 
Take away the sometimes indistin
guishable lyrics and you have holiday 
party tunes for all faiths.

by Leif Lobfinen music

RRt
various artists
A Lump of Coal 

First warning/BMG
Just in time for Christmas, ready to 
put in someone’s stocking comes A 
Lump of Coal. There are no choirs 
here, and no Bing Crosby. Just an
eclectic bunch of rock bands taking Claus? Well, Clockhammer s ver-^ 
traditional favourites apart. s*on *s similar, but better.

If you are sick of traditional
Christmas song renditions, you ’ll like doing Twas the Night Before 
this album. The only carol done in a Christmas. This is why I wanted to
remotely traditional way is “The First review A Lump of Coal. I was in- .
noel ” hv the Crash Test Dummies trigued. His version sounds like religion. It is about what Christmas is, ÏÏU and slow^ done wT^als Christmas in the Vietnam of Apoca- in part, supposed to honour: the cel-

lypseNow. Helicopters, falling shells, ebration of life.

Elvis’ version of “Here Comes Santa

Henry Rollins ends this album
Def Jam, Columbia

....... DOV (C)

....< . Warner
....... Polygram
...Tommy Boy 
Geffen, MCA 

..Warner 
Caroline

.Apocalypse 91............
.............Soul Crush.......
Jesus Built My Hotrod. 
Don’t Try This At Home.
..... Nature of a Sis ta........
....Nevermind....................

1. Public Enemy.
2. Digital Poodle
3. Ministry..........
4. Billy Bragg....
5. Queen Latifah.
6. Nirvana..........

In fact, this album is not about

and piano.
The rest are. I’m afraid, rather 

untraditional. Energy andenthusiasm 
— and guitars and drums — are the 
rule. The songs’ lyrics are merely 
skeletal remains. The music is

7. Red Hot Chili Peppers..........Blood Sugar Sex Magik.
Pretty On The Inside...................

9. Me Mom and Morgentaler.... Clown Heaven and Hell...Chooch(C)
...................Mr. Lucky..........
Low Fidelity Hi Anxiety.....
....Fear Of A Punk Planet...

.The IjOW End Theory.
14. Naughty By Nature...........Naughty By Nature....

Soul Glitter and Sin.....

Album for a rainy Sunday brunch 8. Hole

Christine F. de Leon Virgin10. John Lee Hooker.
11. Weird Paul..........
12. Vandals................
13. A Tribe Called Quest

music
Homestead

Van Morrison
Hymns to the Silence 

Polygram Records
something else. Carnival Art’s version There are few albums that go well
of “Bring a Torch to Jeannette with brunch on rainy Sunday mom- 
Isabella” is rock with a mild punk ings, Vivaldi’s Four Seasons, for 
influence. So is Wedding Present’s example, or Miles Davis’ KindaBlue. gets tiresome — repentance through
“Stepping Into Christmas.” Great Van Morrison’s Hymns to the Silence art is typical of rock and roll’s dread

of hellfire. But the nostalgia of songs 
Gospel, soul and jazz influences b^e “Hynford Street, which poeti-

this album add vibrant cally illustrate younger, less jaded

............XXX

...Jive, BMG 
Tommy Boy
.....Polygram

4AD, Polygram 
4AD, Polygram

Television............Island
....Mechanic, MCA (C)
...................... Island (C)

15. Thee Hypnotics.
16. Lush.................. ...Nothing Natural. 

Trompe Le Monde. 
18. Disposable Heroes of Hiphoprosy..

Angel Rat......

can now be added to the list.stuff.
17. Pixies“O Holy Night” is given a country 

and southern blues mix by Divine on 
Weeks. The Primitives’ version of watercolours to the black and white days that smell like summertime, are 
“Silent Night” is sung with an angelic vignettes of Morrison’s story-telling, a delight, 
voice, but backed by fast and lovely
electric guitars. And has anyone heard are laden with religious themes. This

19. Voivod
Boogazm20. Look People

Morrison sticks to what he knows 
best, and it seems he has found his 
artistic niche. Hymns to the Silence is 
quintessential Morrison, a great addi
tion to any collection, especially for 
those who have followed him 
throughout the years.

The songs on this double album
As Of 25 November 1991
Chart Compiled By MC 900 Ft Matt and DJ Nardo 
C Denotes Canadian Artists
And, be sure to catch the “all Ira Nay man request” Autopsy Turvy 
show Monday at 11
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Ding and Dong a French-Canadian Bob and Doug
by Marcus Parmegiani Meunier, although the film is a de- this “bilingual’’ country of ours) you ’ll different butdefinitelyNorlh Ameri

rived from the characters which the realize dial the subtitles aren’t even can, which makes it appealing If you - 
two have created and used on stage in close to being direct translations. They can handle slapstick humour Bob and ~ 
Quebec. They are vaunted as the most can’t be, since most of the jokes 
popular stand-up comics in Quebec puns and plays on words, 
and, as a reflection of this, the film

O

♦film
Ding and Dong is a French-Canadian 
Comedy about two poor, bumbling, 
bad comedians who are trying to make 
it in Montreal.

Ding and Dong
directed by Alain Chartrand 

starring Claude Meunier and Serge Theriault 
produced by Max Films

Doug Mackenzie-style for a full length ■» 
feature film, Ding and Dong is for you.

If you’re looking for substance or E 
intense direction, look elsewhere. 2 
Ding and Dong lack any semblance 
of being real people. Like Bob and ^ 
Doug, they just fumble through the ^ 
whole movie with completely one- n 
sided personalities. The only signifi
cant difference is that the jokes are a 
little better.

are

The film has some problems. The
Homeless and penniless, they mi- was the highest grossing Canadian way in which Ding and Dong inherit 

Claude Meunier and Serge Theriault raculously inherit $30 million. Sud- tilm of 1990, even though it only their fortune is far-fetched. Worse, 
are brilliant. After finding that they denly they make new friends and premiered outside of Quebec at the because the ending alludes to a Que- 
can’t even make drunk lumberjacks predictably split up, only to find that Festival of Festivals, and was released becois phenomenon, it has the poten- 
laugh, they try something more seri- they can't deal with other people in Toronto last Friday. tial to leave other Canadians baffled,
ous; but they can’t stop making wise without each other. Eventually, the Ding and Dong is in French with But Meunier and Theriault are not 
cracks — even in a CBC News au- hardships of being rich and stupid English subtitles. Even if you only out to make a great film, merely to 
dition—let alone dressreasonably or lead them to find their niche. know a little French (not unlikely in make people laugh. The humour is
use a hairbrush.

. As the tacky, blithering idiots,

The screenplay was written by Tomlin's Search proves fruitful
by Ira Nayman

It’s very difficult to make a satisfac
tory film adaptation of a stage play. 
Your first impulse is to reproduce the 
elements of the play which appealed 
to you and made it popular. But you 
also have to take into consideration 
the differences between the media — 
in particular the supremacy of visuals 
over words in film.
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. The Search for Signs ofIntelligent 
Life in the Universe, based on Jane 
Wagner’s stage play of the same 

v (wordy) name, tries to have things 
' ■ ÿ both ways. About half of the film

J takes place on a stage; the balance has 
star Lily Tomlin in costume in stylized 
sets which, while they don’t pretend 
to reality, do give the film greater 
visual appeal.

Search is an exhilarating experi
ence, despite its self-imposed limita
tions, because Wagner’s script is hi
larious and true, and Tomlin's perfor
mance is breathtaking.

Search is a series of approximately 
10 vignettes about a variety of women, 
held together by a bag lady named
Trudy. Aliens, searching for signs of her to live the livesoftheother women; 
intelligent life on earth, have given the movie is about what she finds. 
Trudy an umbrella hat which allows
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Lily Tomlin, as Trudy the bag lady, ponders the serious questions in The Search for Signs of 
Intelligent life in the Universe. The film manages to capture the brilliance of Tomlin's stage 
performance and Jane Wagner's saipt.
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Tomlin’s virtuoso performance. Her 
movement is precise and brilliantly 
controlled and her vocalization is 
carefully crafted; she moves effort
lessly from believable character to 
believable character.

The more filmic scenes help the 
audience visualize who the characters 

The scenes on stage accentuate are. Bouncing back and forth between 
1 ht !• f I - • I ^ the two kinds of scenes gives the filmWadja $ last film is about a true saint

three women from the feminist ac
tivism of the 60s to the self-centred 
Yuppiedomol the 90s. Wagner traces 
the changes in the women and their 
relationships with deadly accuracy; 
Tomlin brings them to life with tre
mendous skill.

film
The Search lor Signi ol Intelligent Lite In Ihe Univette

directed by John Bailey 
starring Lily Tomlin

produced by Showtime/Tomlin and Wagner Theatrical!
4*
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Ding and Dong (or, is it Dong and 
Ding?) mug for the camera in their 
first, self-titled film (above). Their idea 
of comedy is straightforward slapstick 
combined with bad puns. It might not 
sound like much, but it works: Ding and 
Dong (Claude Meunier and Serge 
Therialut) were popular club comics 
before they entered the movies, and 
Ding and Dong was the highest gross
ing Canadian film of 1990.

Prasad Bidaye To illustrate any aspect of the Ho
locaust, the harsh truth is always 
stronger than any poetic symbolism. 
Filmed in black-and-white, Korczak 
should not be stereotyped as “deep;” 
rather it is a document of a life.

film
Even after half a century, many indi
viduals prominent during the Second 
World War remain unheard of. One

Korczak
directed by Andrej Wadja 
starring Wojtek Pszoniak 
released by Alliance Filmsof them was Dr. Janusz Korczak, the

world’s “first pediatrician,” who, Wojtek Psoniak’s powerful per-
during the early 40s, struggled to keep tragic, period of his life is now pre- formance is so real, you’d swear he The various stories grow complex 
200 orphans “safe” in Poland’s Jew- served in in Andrez Wajda’s latest was “the old doctor” himself. and intertwine, rewarding die atten-
ish ghetto. That courageous, though film, Korczak. Whereas most modem biographers live viewer- But- y°u don’t have to

tend to over-examine their subject’s invesl much cncrgy i" enjoying it. 
sexuality or vices, Wajda sticks to the Search has an easy> intelligent sense

of humour, laced with affection forA few more venues to see alternative films plot. Korczak’s life is haunted by the 
the NFB and independents. What Gestapo, the horrors of the ghetto and the people who are being made fun of, 
makes John Spotton special is that the catastrophes that continually threaten wb'ch is effortlessly appealing, 
director often is present for discus- the existence of his 200 orphans. Trudy, trying to explain the dif-
sion after screenings. Aside from the fact that Korczak terence between life and art to the

• Art Gallery of Ontario’s was bald and wore wire-rimmed 
Jackman Hall: 317 Dundas Street glasses, his personal characteristics Campbell’s soup and an Andy Warhol

painting of a can of Campbell’s soup. 
Holding up the can, she says, “Soup." 
Holding up the painting, she says, 
“Art.” She repeats this many times, 
achieving the quality of a mantra.

See The Search for Signs of In
telligent Life in the Universe. It ain’t

by Anthony Pizzari film
Toronto is a great place to see serious With the holidays fast approaching, now is a

| good time to be reminded ol some ol the 
alternate film venues around Toronto

cinema, you just have to know where 
to go. This is a short list of alternative 
film outlets for those of you who are 
disappointed with commercial films. 
Schedules are available at the film

aliens, shows them a can of

connoisseur. Of all the theatres
this list, it shows the most accessible „ , , 0 r, .
(sic) international films. The 5>treet (west of the St, Patrick subway sion for humanity was equally
Cinematheque is for people who like stat'on)- boundless, and his motivation to
foreign films by renowned auteurs Like Cinecycle, here you can see people around him was similar the
like Bresson, Cocteau Jarman more obscure films and video- ,hat Mahatma 
Godard, Ozu and Pasolini ’ vast|y underrated medium. They play

their film opposite dates from parison would be to Rabindranath 
• Innis Town Hall: 2 Sussex Av- Cinecycle and Innis to allow you to Tagore, the Indian poet and reformer, 

be found in the alley between Baldwin enue, one block south of Bloor on St. see it all. who also was known for his treasured
and D Arcy, the street north of the George. • Euclid Theatre: 394 Euclid love of children. Tagore wanted an
liquor store on the east side of Spadina. Innis plays a wide variety of films, Street. It’s a few blocks west of “ashram,” or sanctuary for children;
It you go, don t be confused by the national and international. You won’t Bathurst, off the north side of college. Korczak created “Our Home,” a 
bicycle repair shop: the cinema is see Terminator 2, but you will see Here, too, you can see the more similar concept, but for orphans, 
above it. ^ silent film classics, avante-garde films “maverick” films and videos being Tagore was renowned for his poetry;

Here you 11 find a lot of interna- (yes, even Michael Snow), and rarely made today, everything from recent Korczak’ shook,77tc Right ofthe Child 
tional, contemporary avante-garde seen features like Daisies, by films fromU of T’s Hart House Film To Respect, became the blueprint for 
füms Films by Liaison of Indepen- Czhechoslovakian director Vera Board to the annual Images festival of the Declaration of the Child's Rights. 
dent Filmmakers of Toronto (LUT) Chytilova. independent film and video. An excerpt from one Tagore’s plays
members are screened there on the Also, look for special screenings is used in the film,
last Monday of every month. Martin * National Film Board of by Reg Hartt. He likes to show films
Heath runs both the theatre and a Canada s John Spotton Cinema: at the Bathurst Street Theatre, the may be his finest. It will also be his 
cine-club (and has a reputation for 150 john Street, one block south of Rivoli or any other place that he can. last, however, as he has become em- 
making great espresso). Queen (opposite the Much Music Hartt specializes in rare uncut cartoons ployed in the Polish

Cinematheque: 31 Balmuto building). and silent and propaganda films. The Though the thought of a man so
Street, between Bay and Yonge on This is a great place to see recent next time you’re downtown, look for unusually chaste and optimistic rings 
the south side of Bloor. and old Canadian films. The

on West. The entrance is on McCaul remind one of Gandhi. His compas-

department at York (2nd floor CFA 
III) or in the film library in the base
ment of Scott.

• Cinecycle: This place can be hard 
to find. Its address is 317 Spadina 
Avenue, but this is of little use. It can

An even more appropriate corn-

soup.

>

Korczak, Wadja’s forty-first film.

\\senate.
*

lily Tomlin as teenage punk rodter and 
performante artist Agnus Angst in The Seardi 
for Signs of Intelligent life in the Universe.

his posters, especially along Yonge false in today’s society, Korczak’s 
Run by the Festival of Festivals, programmes vary fromrecent features Street south of Bloor and in the An- experience proves he was one of the

this theatre is for the film classic like The Falls to short films made by nex. world’s most extraordinary men.



I Bad Blood and a great Gospel
” by ko Nayman technology. s

One scene involves the capture of I
poachers, who slaughter elephants 
with automatic rifles and use ^ 
chainsaws to remove their tusks. We I 
are expected to draw a distinction P 
between them and the hunters, whose

•*' Theodore Roosevelt leans against 
an animal he has just killed in a still 

Ék from In Ihe Blood.ME;: ;

television
^2 Over the course of the term, TV 

Ontario’s Human Edge series has of- 
Jj fered challenging international docu- 
E mentaries on a wide variety of sub- 
m jects. You had to expect a clunker

sooner or later; unfortunately. In the and there is one campfire argument methods are more humane; I found 
^ Blood is clunkier than most. over whether or not to kill a crocodile the distinction to be more a matter of
"5 The film is a poetic rumination on (which is recognized as an endan- degree than kind.
2 a modem safari hunt in Africa, the gered species in the United States, but In an effort to totally obscure the 

primary objects of which are a buffalo not in Tanzania, where much of the issue, people on a photo-safari are 
and a crocodile. Film of the hunt is film was shot). Species extinction is criticized for domesticating wild ani- 
interspersed with interviews with the pretty much glossed over in this mais. While this is certainly regret

table, it seems preferable to what the 
The hunters are portrayed as con- hunters do (accuse me of eastern 

quotes from his book on hunting; the servationists, stewards of nature, liberalism if you must), 
tone is laudatory to the point of sac- Professional big game hunter Robin 
charine.

Human Edge: In the Bleed
Tuesday, December 10,10 pm 

The Filth Gospel 
Tuesday, December 17, tO pm 

TV Ontario

w

r
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hunters and archival footage of documentary. 
President Theodore Roosevelt and

In the Blood's manipulative tech- 
Hurt often tells the hunters he guides niques are easy to spot and criticize.

The focus is on Tyssen Butler, an to only shoot the older, presumably Although much of what Roosevelt ™ 
adolescent whose father promised to non-reproducing members of the herd, wrote seems prescient today, he wrote Christianity’s attitudes towards sign that they had sinned. This atti-
take him on a safari in Africa. Since The game is given away during before species extinction was widely people with disabilities to society’s tude forever freezes people with dis-
his father, George, conceived, pro- tjie campfjre argument, however, recognized; using his writing to jus- attitudes towards them and, ulti- abilities in their otherness, stigmatiz-
duced, directed and co-wrote the when one of the hunters claims that hfy a modem hunt is inappropriate. mately, their attitudes towards them- ing them for being different,
documentary, 1 ysscn naturally gets worries about extinction are “an
his wish.

The worst case is the use of Tyssen selves,
eastern liberal plot” against the free- as narrator. The boy gives safari

There is one reference to a mem- dom of hunters. Hunting is not about hunting an innocence it does not merit; to impress the masses” than for Jesus
ber of the hunting party who has be- conservation: it’s an exercise in since the script was written by adults, to heal the lame, the narrator of the
come disillusioned with the sport, western machismo, made safe by this is just a sleazy way of promoting film asks from his wheelchair. The

their agenda. disabled became the medium for proof
Tyssen and his father are brought of Christ’s divinity. In this theology,

closer during the film. It seems a unfortunately, disability became
shame that it took innocent blood to synonymous with sin; if you weren’t

pure of heart, it would show on your 
body.

The logical outcome of this belief 
is Lourdes, where the sick and disabled 
come for miraculous cures. In the 
dramatic, moving centrepiece of the 
film, a woman with cerebral palsy 
prepares to take the waters, arguing 
with her rational self all the while. In 
a world where conformity to a physi
cal ideal for abled people is essential, 
the appeal of Lourdes to people with 
disabilities is overwhelming.

“What would be more calculated

Something for old and new, dear- 
minded fans of Severed Heads
by Prasad Bidaye

do it.

Severed Heads, proving that Ellard 
has not forgotten how to make the 
electro-chaos he once pioneered.

* * * Not only did society accept this 
definition of people with disabilities

On a more successful, if not neces- as inherently evil, but Christians with the Christian bible that preaches self-
So without compromise, there is sarily lighter note, The Fifth Gospel; disabilities internalized this view, acceptance and self-love for people

The fifth gospel is an addendum to
Every time I sit down to listen to the 
Severed Heads, I have to make sure
my mind is absolutely clear and re- something in Cuisine for old and new which plays the following week, is believing that their disabilities, even with disabilities. The Fifth Gospel is

essential viewing. It connects if they had them from birth, were a a terrific documentary.laxed. Tom Ellard, the genius behind fans alike, 
this project, has a tendency to mesh -^—i 
beautiful sounds with clumsy noises 
that could easily give any mind a 
terrible headache. l <-

Whereas his Nettwerk label-mates 
(Skinny Puppy el al) readily accept 
the label “industrial,” Ellard refuses; 
his latest effort. Cuisine, with Pisca
torial, is an example of his continuing 
experimentation with dance and pop, 
as well as technology.

Though they’ve been largely ne
glected by the media, Severed Heads 
are the missing link between seven
ties Kraftwerk and current favcs 808 
State. In the mix, ambient synths 
flourish one moment and are scraped 
with Ellard’s guttural samples the 
next.

TORONTO - BAYVIEW REGIONAL CANCER CENTRE

SCHOOL OF RADIATION THERAPY

INVITES YOU TO AN OPEN HOUSETightly programmed drums are 
thrown together with his warm yet 
child-like sentiments. It’s like Ellard’s 
created soup; hence the title Cuisine.

The album contains 18 tracks, and 
with the exception of the bonus five 
collectively titled Piscatorial, virtu
ally every song is less than 2-3 min
utes long. It’s an unusual, though 
welcome, change for Ellard, who in 
the past has kept his songs longer than 
six minutes.

The longest song on Cuisine is the 
exquisite “Estrogen,” a four-minute 
piece that features Ellard’s voice 
emulating disco wah-wah guitar. On 
second listen, it sounds like it may be 
his interpretation of the sexual act.

Other notable tracks include the 
live recording of “Twister” and 
“Finder,” where Eilard’s voice is 
amazingly distorted, almost resem
bling that of Pink Dot Edward Ka- 
Spel in his wackier days. A personal 
favourite is “The Tingler (They Shine 
Within),” with harmonies that remind 
me of the Severed Heads’ classic Dead 
Eyes Open.

Cuisine is generally a pleasant re
cording, perhaps Ellard’s best. He 
has finally learned to properly ar
ticulate his once recklessly long and 
numbing mixes, creating precise pop 
pieces. However, the last set of tracks, 
Piscatorial, revives memories of early

SATURDAY, JANUARY 18, 1992

1:00 - 3:30 PM

The Toronto-Bayview Regional Cancer Centre, School of Radiation Therapy 
offers a future career as a Radiation Therapist. Radiation Therapists are a 
vital part of the cancer treatment team. Therapists work together with 
physicians and physicists to administer the prescribed course of treatment and 
instruct the patient on how to cope with side effects. They are skilled in the 
use of "State of the Art" equipment and possess the ability to administer the 
prescribed treatment with care, compassion and respect.1
PROGRAM FEATURES

24 month advanced program for BSc graduates 
(requires 1 physic, 1 calculus credit)
An academic program offering degree credits 
An integrated clinical program 
An interactive learning experience

L

For more information:
(416)480-4561

2075 Bayview Avenue 
North York, Ontario 

M4N 3M5

music
Severed Heads

Cuisine, with Piscatorial 
Nettwerk Records



Reading from the left
by David Cornfield Typical is the September issue, which 

contains an editorial on “The Conser-
Canada has no equivalent to such fine vative plot to destroy Canadian 
publications as the American inde- culture’ followed by a column ex-
pendent radical magazine Zed or the plaining why “Canadian civilization 
Weekly Marxist newspapers avail- begins on the road to the cottage.” 
able in the U.K. and France. Unlike a °ur Times, “an independent Ca- 
number of its European social demo- nadian labour magazine committed 
craticcounterparts, theN.D.P. doesn’t t0 social change through unionism

and democratic pluralism,” prints ar- 
However, the Canadian Left does tides on general political issues as 

produce four magazines and two well as news and analysis onde velop-
newspapers which have both a sub- ments in the labour movement, 
stantial circulation fromcoast to coast Articles such as those in the August
and attempt to deal with a wide range issue on “Labour’s Response to the 
of issues from Left perspective. Gulf War” and on the fight of tele- 

There are also a number of re- phone operators against robots 
gional and specialist publications, and distinguish Our Times from the other 
those of the Québécois Left, but these three magazines.

publish a single periodical.

There are only two significant 
Canadian Dimension proclaims newspapers on the Canadian Lett, 

socialist and they differ from the magazines by 
newsmagazine,” not without justifi- virtue of their links to political orga- 
cation. Unaffiliated, it tends to

fall outside the scope of this review.

“Canada'sitself

nizations.
Socialist Worker, published by thearticulate the kind of politics pre

ferred by most of those outside the International Socialists, is a paper of 
N.D.P. mainstream: a more radical 
gradualist socialism which combines from an openly revolutionary inter- 
Canadian nation-

news, opinion, and theory written

lllAlllJnationalist 
perspective that 
sets it apart from 
the reformist na
tionalism of all 
other publica
tions. It also aims

alism 
support for social 
movements.

Nationalism 
got the better of 
Canadian 
Dimension’s so
cialism in the 
1988 election 
(when an edito
rial called for a 
vote for the Lib
erals in ridings 
where their can
didates stood a 
better chance of 
winning than the 
N.D.P.), and has 
continued to do 
so in articles and 
editorials exam
ining Quebec and 
the constitutional 
crisis. Canadian 
Dimension re
mains better than

with

"...because — 

with some 
exceptions — the 

Left does not 
produce the 

interesting and 
illuminating publica
tions that it needs 

to meet the 
challenges of the 

"New World 
Order."

It’s the

7a 5
F% :

%in
Show in Town!to provide activ- 

with 
strategies for 
fighting current 
social struggles. 
Socialist Worker 
has traditionally 
suffered from

O U
ists

&
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featuring 
David Merry 

Frankie Cramer 
Steven J. Daniels

unattractive lay
out and writing 
of uneven qual
ity, both of which 
have

■
°

1117 FINCH AVENUE WEST
(THE CORNER OF FINCH AND CHESSWOOD) FuN,

been
gradually im
proving.

Cana
dian Tribune, the 
paper of the 
Communist

THE WORLD'S LARGEST CHAIN OF COMEDY CLUBS
WELCOMES YOU TO

standtup comedy
Wednesday 

December 11

Party of Canada,
its two main competitors, although carries news, and some analysis. It is 
the competition is pretty weak.

This Magazine does not claim to Canadian Dimension. Canadian Tri
be “socialist;” with such prominent bune reflects the identity crisis that 
Canadian cultural nationalists as Rick the Communist Party is undergoing
Salutin and Mel Watkins as frequent after the collapse of the East bloc,
contributors this is no great surprise. Since the demand for a thin weekly 
Unlike Canadian Dimension, itprints modelled on a major Left magazines 
some fiction in addition to broad po- is likely to be low, this paper’s future 
litical and social coverage from a does not look rosy, 
social democratic perspective. Anti- The Left’s periodicals ought to be 
Tory fury abounds, but there is little a widely-read and exciting segment 
of substance concerning social trans- °f the alternative press. Sadly, this is 
formation to be found in This not the case, because — with some 
Magazine. exceptions — the Left does not pro-

Canadian Forum, “ a monthly duce the interesting and illuminating 
journal of opinion and the arts,” is publications that it needs to meet the
somewhat different in orientation, challenges of the “New World Or-
devoting considerable space to po
etry, short fiction and various aspects If a few periodicals began to take 
of culture. Politically, it is the least the initiative and provoked debate by 
radical of the Left periodicals (while moving beyond the uninspiring, na- 
the military build-up for the assault tionalist,“common sense”moderation 
on Iraq was underway, it ran an article that is so dominant today, the forging 
which said the warships aimed to of a truly radical Left in Canada would 
enforce “non-military deterrence!”), be one step closer, 
but its nationalism is unsurpassed.

a somewhat less radical version of

w

i / Show Starts

tefl 9:00 PM•iLV
) Pizza, Table and Full 2 hr Show $10.00+tax

Show Only $5.00+tax
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Do you have an idea? Opinion? Thought? Question? Concern? Consideration? 
Statement? Exclamation? Belief? Interest? Creed? Faith? Brain? Point to make?

SAY IT IN THE ♦ FEATURE SUPPLEMENTS

I ID ÆSSk*Mîg
X- International Student Struggles

Submission deadline. Monday. January 6. 1992 
Issue dale: Wednesday. January 22. 1992

Issues concerning and affecting 
university students around the world.

X- Black History Month
Submission deadline: Friday, January 10. 1992 
Issue dale: Monday. February 3. 1992

Reflecting on the past, looking to the future.

X- International Women’s Day
Submission deadline: Monday. February 3. 1992 
Issue dale: Monday. March 2. 1992

The 52% minority: what is a “woman’s issue”?

X- Sexuality
Submission deadline: Monday. March 9. 1992 
Issue dale: Wednesday. March 25. 1992

An anatomy of sex: where, when, 
why how and with whom?
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FI ■ York's athletes of the month©
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Yeowoman - Cathy Amara,

Cathy is 22 years old and hails from Kingston. This is the 

fourth year of York basketball action for the Phys-ed and 

Biology major, who leads the team with an average of 14.3 

point per game.

VnE
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Yeoman - Adrian AdoreN«

■.
Adrian Adore-volleyball Adrian is a 24 year old Toronto 

native and sociology student at York. The fourth year 

York player has excelled on the court this year and recieved 

awards for his play in tournaments at Ryerson and Guelph.
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January volleyball 
smorgasbord at Tail

1! f

I

èJ fPi
photo by Sloven loung/lhe Varsity

Andy Cecchini goes in for one of his two rushing touchdowns. Cecchini also caught one for a 
touchdown as Laurier went on to defeat the Mount Allison Huskies 25-18 at the Vanier cup

Tait McKenzie gym will he the place to be the weekend of Jan. 3.
That’s when the volleyball Yeomen will host some of the best 

teams from across Canada in the Mizuno Excalibur Classic.
Also present will be a club squad from Michigan State Univer

sity, the Spartans.
This is the tournament’s 13th year of existence. In that time, the 

Yeomen arc the only OUAA team to have won it.
That could change this year. McMaster, one of the scheduled 

participants, is currently ranked fifth in Canada. If the Marauders 
hold true to their form, and ranking, they arc favored to win.

Other OUAA teams entered are Western, Waterloo, and the 
defending Ontario champions, UofT.

Halifax’s Dalhousie University, currently eigtli in the CI AU, will 
be there, as well as the University of Alberta.

York has Alberta, Michigan and Western in their pool.
York's Wally Dyba noted five players that fans should watch out

Vanier Cup victory for 
Cecchini and Laurier
by Josh Rubin route to capturing the game MVP Hickey was chased down and, ap

parently, thrown for a sizeable loss.

It was a stunned SkyDome gath
ering (fans, media and Laurier play
ers alike), which saw Mountie running 
back Grant Keaney scampering up 
the sidelines for a twenty eight yard 
touchdown run.

trophy.
In the final and most important game The victory was sweet for both the 
of his career, Andy Cecchini layed an graduating Cecchini and Laurier head 
egg—and it was golden.

The star running back led the the 24th year with the squad.
Laurier Golden Hawks to their first- The Golden Hawks were heavily

favoured in this one, and for the entire

coach Rich Newbrough, who’s in his
for.
• McMaster’s Mike Chaloupka, a 6’6 power hitter who played on 
Canada’s World Student Games sqaud
• Mark I)unn of the UofT Blues, another power hitter. Dunn will 
be bringing three years of National club experience to the court with 
him.
• Dalhousie’s Paul Villeneuve, a 6’ 5 setter who had a tryout with the 
National team for the World Student Games.
• Dean Kakoshke from Alberta. Kakoshke is a 6’6 middle blocker 
and veteran of the World Student Games.
• Finally, the man everyone at Tait should be cheering for, Adrian 
Adore. The York veteran is always a crowd favorite wherever he 
plays. .

Court action for the Classic starts at 1:00 pm Friday, with York 
taking on the Spartans at 8:00 pm.

The final takes place Sunday at 3:30 pm.
Admission to all games is free for York students.

first half and most of the third quarter, 
it looked as though the betting shops 
were right.

After a pounding defensive battle of the St. Mary’s Huskies, seemd to 
which saw the two teams give up a wake up the Atlantic champion 
combined five turnovers, Laurierheld Mounties.

The trick play, which Loranger 
admitted to stealing from the playbook

an 11-4 lead at the half. After the teams traded punts, the 
Mounties added another seven points 
on a 38 yard Hickey pass to Mark 
Huys to cut the Laurier lead to 24-18 
with eight minutes to go.

After a pair of Cecchini touch
downs in the third quarter, it looked 
as though Laurier would cruise to 
victory.

reviews • profiles • rantings ♦ schedules

With no time left on the clock inever CIAU football title with a 25-18 
victory over the Mount Allison 
Mounties Saturday.

Cecchini rushed for a pair of 
touchdowns and caught one more en

A comeback just wasn't in the 
cards, though, and Laurier’s Pat

the third. Mount Allison coach Marc 
Loranger pulled out all the stops.

Dropping back from the Lauier 28 O’Leary rounded out the scoring with
y aid line. Mount Allsion QB Sean a single.

Excalibur interview with York football coach Tom Arnott
E: Being a former coach of the 
Wilfrid Laurier football team, 
what are your thoughts on their 
success this year? (Laurier won 
the Vanier Cup this year.)
A: Their success is based on an 
entrenchment program. I recruited 
90-95% of the guys on their Vanier 
Cup team. They are a fast team 
and a physical team.

This is the kind of team I be
lieve in and will try to implement 
at York. Here at York, the vast 
majority of the team that I took 
over were rookies and sopho
mores. They had to be hand-held 
and spoon-fed everything. But 
they took it and learned it and will 
provide leadership for the young 
guys who come out in the next 
couple of years and become role 
models. Eventually, the commit
ment and tradition will emerge.

players at each position, but we 
are not strong enough at any one 
position compared to the other 
teams in the league.

in the offseason and gain maturity.Excalibur’s Daniel 
Naccarato recently talked 
with York football coach 
Topi Arnott, getting his 
thoughts on this past year 
and the prospects for the 
future.

were willing to learn. Towards the 
end of the year, they played foot
ball the way I hope they will play 
in the future.

Our last two games were our 
best (against Laurier and 
McMaster). Things started to 
happen. We played physically 
and we moved the ball better. That 
makes me optimistic.

E: What types of players are 
you looking to recruit?
A: With the depth on the team, I 
have more freedom to recruit 
players that can fill our needs than 
I did last year. In my opinion, 
success at any level is based on 
speed. The type of players I want 
this year are fast players who like 
to hit.

E: If there was anything you 
could have had different on this 
year’s team, what would it have 
been?
A: If I had my wish list, it would 
have been to have Adam Karlsson 
healthy for the entire year. I also 
would have liked more offense. 
Because of our youth, we used the 
simplest offense this year, the 
“Power I Offense.” It took them 
the entire year to get comfortable 
with it, but next year, we will only 
have to practice it for a couple of 
days, since they now know the 
formation well. We can spend 
more time teaching them new ones 
next year.

EXCALIBUR: What are your 
feelings concerning York’s sea
son? Are you frustrated or op
timistic?

E: What are the keys to improv
ing the team?
A: The one aspect we have to 
work on is physical development. 
They had a good attitude this year 
and played the game right men
tally.

I want a physical fast guy. Size 
will develop over time. I’m look
ing to recruit players who have the 
potential to have an impact on the 
team and then developing them 
when they get here.

ARNOTT: Comparing it to my 
first year here (last season), we 
played 71 days of football and 
they were 71 bad days. This year, 
we played 68 days of football, but 
had only 7 bad days, the game 
days.

However, physically, we 
weren’t able to match up to the 
other teams due to our youth and 
inexperience.All we have to do is 
undergo a weight-training program

E: Are there any particular po
sitions you’re looking to im
prove?
A: All positions. We have good

I’m not frustrated at all. They 
played with enthusiasm, were 
committed to working hard, and
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• Open 24 hours

• 10,000 VHS Movies Superstore

• Bring York ID Card and Rent One 
and Get One Rental FREE [Mon-Thurs. ONLY)

• Rent Two Movies, Buy one 2L Bottle of 
Coke & 1 Bag of Potato Chips (180g) for the

Total Price of $8.69

• Rent 3 Movies and get one 2L Bottle of
Coke FREE

• FREE POPCORN

• First movie FREE to new members
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AT THE NET: action from last Tuesday’s volleyball matchup between the Yeowomen and UofT at the Blues gym. York won the match in four sets with strong 
performances from the team as a whole. This was York’s last game of the year. After the hobdays, the Yeowomen travel to UofT for a tournament.

V-ball women best in the city
736-19401290 FINCH AVENUE WEST 

(Finch & Keele Plaza)
JudyPossiey performance of setter Susan Craig.

She ran a 6-2 offense which was UofT comeback. Craig and Linda 
highlighted with good passing, good Garrat came off the Y eowoman bench 
sets, and hard kills.

Van Soelen also rose to the occa-

York extinguished prospects of a

It was the “University Game of the 
Week” as Hamilton’s channel Eleven 
zoomed in to catch the volleyball 
Yeowomen serve a win against 
crosstown rivals UofT Blues Tues
day night at the UofT gym.

York won in four sets, with scores 
of 11-15, 15-11, 15-6 and 15-4.

The Yeowomen led the first set 
11-9, but turned the game over to 
UofT with an inability to return 
Toronto’s hard serves. That allowed 
the Blues back into the game and 
gave them a surprising 15-11 win.

York coach Merv Mosher reflected 
on the first set loss.

“As a result of middle hitter Mary 
Van Soelen’s sprained ankle injury 
not being fully healed, the team was 
out of sine on the offense,” he said.

In the second set, the key to Y ork ’ s 
success on offence was the stellar

and spiked York to a 5-3 lead. 
York’s Cheryl Guay picked apart 

sion with key blocks. Teammate UofT’s back court scoring deceptive 
Kendra Irwin cemented the victory points with a mixed service game to 
for York with some solid service put York ahead 10-2. 
points giving York a 15-11 win in the 
second set.

k.8'.v ys-M ■
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AThe Yeowomen never relin- A
quished their lead and Mary Van 

The Yeowomen were explosive in Soelen took the charge out of the 
the third set, establishing a strong Lady Blues with akill down the middle [ 
service game. Led by Irwin’s decep- to give York a 15-5 victory in the final | 
live serves Y ork opened up a 6-2 lead. set.

York set up some impressive

L
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York travels crosstown for their 
blocks at the net, making it difficult next action. The Yeowomen will be 
for UofT' to penetrate the “wall”, as competing in the Toronto Invitational 
the Yeowomen went on to an easy 15- Tournament the weekend of January

i
: i

!
& - !» -18.6 victory.

The fourth set showed early signs IplMosher is optimistic about Y ork’s 
that Toronto was ready for the chat- chances in the tournament, 
lenge as Blues setter Jolan Starch 
served two quick points to put the of winning the tourney,” Mosher

predicted.

Sr“We (York) have a strong chance
I w &git-,, i#***

k .*».Biues on top 3-1. ?

Yeomen suffer first season loss. *
’m

“We can play better,” Dyba added. ..
Veteran Adrian Adore led York in

losing momentum, then the game, to 
Toronto.by Rktardo Sola t.M Z*

“At the beginning of the match we most departments in this match with 
The UofT Blues handed the volley- started off strong. We played with 17 kills, 12 digs and three service 
ball Yeomen their first loss of the confidence and executed reasonably aces. Teammate James Dalziel, with

well. AT JACK DANIEL'S DISTILLERY, we are 
blessed with an unusual cave and special 
iron free water.

Not many distillers have a stream of 
cavespring water that's flowing just 
outside their door. But that's what we 
possess right here in Jack Daniel's 
Hollow. And we've used it to make 
our Tennessee Whiskey since 
1866. Just watching this old 
stream meander along is a nice 
way to pass idle moments.
Discovering how it flavours 
Jack Daniel's, we believe, is the 
nicest moment of all.

regular season last Tuesday.
York won the first set 15-7, but

five stuffed blocks was the lead
As the match went on our confi- Yeoman in that category, 

lost the following three 15-13, 15-6 dence level seemed to decrease and 
and 15-12.

Facing Adore and Dalziel were 
UofT seemed to come on stronger,” last year’s OUAA champions. The 

The second set was pivotal, York York coach Wally Dyba said Thurs- Blues boast among their own Mark
Dunn, a power hitter with experience 
on the National squad.

Despite these credentials, Dyba 
doesn’t think that a match against 
Toronto is a foregone defeat for Y ork. 

“On any given day anybody can 
. ’ win in the league. If everybody plays 

their best it’ll still be us and UolT (in

leading at one point 12-5. and then day.

>
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. & t the OUAA East),’’ Dyba said.

He noted that other teams such as 
Laurentian and Waterloo ranked 
lower than York have beaten Tor-

$

s t {i " VS'
onto.

A win at Toronto,currently ranked 
tenth in the country, would have put 
the unranked Yeomen into the na
tional standings, Dyba said.

The Tuesday match was the last 
one for York before the holidays. 
There’ll be little time for rest though; 
right after Christmas, Dyba will have 
his team prepare for the Mizuno-Ex- 
calibur Classic.

That tournament takes place the 
first weekend in January, and will see 
the Yeomen take on competitors from 
over North America on their 
homecourl Tail MacKenz.ie.

!
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Rob Cobro!

KABOOMÜ: A York player goes for a spike against UofT watched over by teammates Oliver Raser (8) 
and James Dalziel (14). The Yeomen lost the Tuesday night match in four sets, the first loss of the 
regular season for Wally Dyba's squad.

JACK DANIELS TENNESSEE WHISKEY

If you d like a booklet about Jack Daniel s Whiskey, write us here in Lynchburg. Tennessee 37352 USA

-30-
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f
by Josh Rubin Dungey takes up the right wing 

spot on the Yeomen’s top line, centred
be aware of two key no-shows for this 
year’s Yeomen side.

Though Wise had been expecting by Kevin Bonello. Usually, team 
the loss of high-flying forwards Brian captain Mike Futa occupies the left 

Coming back from a 3-1 deficit, MacDonald and Luciano Fagioli, he side on the top line.
was stunned by the non-appearance For the past three weeks, however,
of Guy Girouard, who had been the Futa has been out with an injured 
team’s defensive leader. Also gone is knee, an absence which has been 
former Humber College defenceman devastating to the young Yeoman 
Steve Catney, who had shown some squad, 
promising agressive play in his first 
OUAA season last year.

On offence, a pleasant surprise and off the ice.”
Though the Yeomen created some has been the work of fourth year Still, Wise hopes Futa will have 

offensive chances early in the game, forward Tod Dungey, who is among medical clearance to play in an up- 
a lacklustre effort and some sloppy the team leaders in scoring with 10 coming tournament at UofT over the

holiday break.

». I
H It was a textbook definition of win-> t

ning ugly.

O
the York Yeomen dumped the 
Ryerson Rams 8-3 in OUAA hockey 
action last Wednesday.

E

0» j

a i
-ci . As lopsided as the final score was, 

it wasn’t until midway through the 
second period the Yeomen started to 
click.

"5 As Wise acknowledged, “we re
ally miss his leadership abilities.

K J
• k "• on

T.

* f defensive play allowed Ryerson to points, 
take a 3-1 lead after twenty minutes.

But halfway through the second, 
Yeoman forward Kevin Bonello 
notched his first of three goals on the 
night to pull the game to within a goal.

Bonello’s marker sparked a York 
outburst which saw the Yeomen col
lect three goals in five minutes to take 
a 4-3 lead into the final frame.

Any hopes the Rams had of 
mounting a comeback were shattered 
when Bonello scored again, this time 
just 35 seconds into the third.

Bonello, Alan Laforge and Pino 
Chiapetta rounded out the scoring for 
the Yeomen.

With the win, the Yeomen finished 
off the first half of the season with a 4- 
0 record, good for sixth spot in the 
OUAA’s East division.

,A

Yeowomen trash Carleton. ■

i
seven minutes to register their 
first points of the half.

It might seem mean spirited 
to press a team when you are up 
by 40 points, but in all fairness 
to York they played their subs 
most of the game and with 11 
minutes left in the game York 
fell back into half a court zone 
defence.

York held Carleton to nine 
points in the second half on their 
way to a 90-22 victory.

Carleton coach John Johnson 
blamed injuries for his team’s 
poor play.

“Our team is missing five, 
players due to injuries. Only 
seven players dressed for 
tonight’s game and two of the 
seven have minor injuries. One 
with shin splints and one with 
the flu.”

Coach Scragg was pleased 
with Cathy Amara's efforts.

“She has been playing with 
confidence and focus since she 
came back from her injuries.”, 
he said

Leading all scorers with 20 
pts was Amara followed by 
Pertia Minott and Joann 
Jakovccvic with 11 pts apiece.

The Yeowomen are off to 
P.E.I. on Dec. 27-29 for a 
tournament.

by Sydney St. Nicholas
! j

When it rains, it pours.
After losing to the Ryerson 

Rams 99-14 on Friday, the 
Carleton Ravens proved to be 
easy prey for the York 
Yeowomen as they defeated 
them 90-22 in OWIAA action 
last Saturday.

The Yeowomen played 
sloppy in the first half, missing 
layups and second chance 
opportunities on the offensive 
glass. The defence created many 
turnovers for York but they had 
a hard time converting those 
turnovers into points.

York opened up a 14-0 lead 
before Carleton scored their first 
point. The scored could have 
easily been 30-0 if York could 
have finished off their plays.

The half time score of 36-13 
in favour of York was deceptive. 
York played ok defense, but the 
inability of Carleton to do much 
of anything had a lot to do with 
the score.

“The defence (in the first 
half) was not as good as the 
score indicated”, York coach A1 
Scragg said.

In the second half York 
started out with a full court man 
to man press. The press was so 
effective that it took Carleton

JAM SESSJONrYork coach Bob Bain with his Yeomen. York defeated Carleton Saturday 92-88 at Tait. 
Yeoman Give Anderson was his usual stellar self in that game, leading his teammates with 32 points 
and 20 rebounds. The Carleton win gives the Yeomen a 3-0 record going into the holidays.

Three wins and a 
white Christmas

Though the placing may seem a 
little low for those accustomed toYork forward Alex Piperski 

grabbed the rebound off what could 
have been Carleton’s tying basket. 

The basketball Yeomen can sleep tight giving Y ork one last run to the Raven 
this Christmas.

by Rkcardo Sola loftier standards for York hockey, it 
is, by all accounts, fair to call this
season a rebuilding year for the 

hoop for two points just as the buzzer Yeomen
With a 92-88 win Saturday over sounded.

Carleton, York goes into the holidays 
with a 3-0 regular season record.

The star of the game was York Ravens coach Paul Armstrong as an 
guard Clive Anderson, who pulled 32 example.
points and 20 rebounds. York’s next challenge takes place

“It’s been a long time since I’ve the weekend of Dec. 27, when the Yeomen haven t got a single fifth 
seen those numbers, especially the 20 Yeomen take part in a tournament at ycar player, 
rebounds,” York coach Bob Bain said. Ryerson.

Anderson’s performance was a

Of the twenty two players dressed 
against McMaster, eleven were 
rookies, including four out of six 
defencemen.

“It was a chippy game,” Bain said 
afterwards, citing the ejection of

On the other end of the scale, the

“We’re going through some 
The exhibition tourney will pit growing pains,” acknowledged York 

bright spot in a game which left some York against some tough competition, coach Graham Wise, 
things to be desired in terms of York’s 
play.

York will take on Brandon Uni- It is on the blueline where the 
versity at 2:00 pm, the first day of Yeomen have felt the lack of experi- 

I don t think that we played all action. ence the most. No York defender is
that well, especially defensively,” The Brandon club is a previous farther a]ong lhan secon(j year 
Bain said, noting that in the second national champion, Bain noted. Before faulting Wise for not re
half, York let up and allowed the Other teams at the Rams tourna- cruiting defencemen, critics should 
Ravens back into the game. ment will be Simon Fraser, the Uni-

The result was an exciting finish versity of Calgary, as well as several 
with the game being decided in the OUAA clubs including UofT and 
last two seconds. FREE GUIDE TO SPRING BREAK '92McMaster.

All Eligible For Our Daytona Beach• • •

NO-FEE
Self-Directed Y\

ou're Invited to
the Tilth 
Anniversary 

Party at the World’s #1 
Spring Break 

. Destination, on the 
Hottest beach on earth, 
Feb.16-April 19, 1992!

'71>
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RRSP
Richardson Greenshields offers the only 

No-Fee Self-Directed RRSP.
H|

:

♦ No fees to pay
♦ Competitive rates - choose from 19 GIC issuers
♦ A maximum choice of investments - A minimum of 

administrative details
♦ Strip Bonds - Quadruple your money by 2006

Join our satisfied clients. Contact Bill Bristow or Diana Bristow. 
Fax this coupon to (416) 365-9990 or call (416) 365-5555/Toll 
Free in Ontario at 1-800-268-8506.

V
1

Call 1-800-854-1234 
for your FREE 
30th Anniversary 
Official Spring 
Break 1992 Guide!

i

VP -
:

». ÏM
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Tell me more about Richardson Greenshields' No-Fee RRSP 

I would like information on your self-directed RRIF.

Name:________________________________________ ______

DHSTI NATION DAYTONA 
Convention & Visitor's Bureau 
I’.O. box 911)
I Xivton.i Bench, FI.32113

A \xk Is 
\ bout

\MUTUAL
FUNDS

Address:
h

\ 1
Phone: Fax:

B01RICHARDSON GREENSHIELDS

W \Investment advisors to Canadian enterprise and enterprising Canadians 

390 Bay Street, Suite 1100, Toronto, Ontario M5H 2Y2
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♦ANNOUNCEMENTS Operator seeking motivated students, organi
zations, fraternities and sororities as campus 
representatives promoting Cancun, Bahamas 
and Daytona! Call 1 (800) 265-1799'

WANT YOUR ESSAYS LETTER PERFECT?
Have them professionally typed and set up 
$1 30/page. Fast and efficient service Call 
Randi after 6 p.m. at 764-2891.

WORDPROCESSING/DESKTOP PUBLISH
ING—Laser printed with charts and graphics 
available Next day service. Please call 744- 
7319

SPANISH OR FRENCH LESSONS —
Individual or group rates Interested please call 
886-6305ARE YOU TRYING TO COMPLETE A UNI

VERSITY PROGRAM? Are you having diffi
culty because of long-term mental health 
problems that are interfering with your stud
ies7 Please call Enid at the Counselling and 
Development Centre on campus. For more 
information about York's Support Network. 
736-5297 Strictly confidential and no charge

SUMMER JOBS—Applications are now being 
accepted for summer |obs on cruiseships, 
airlines and resorts. No experience necessary 
For more information send $2 and a self- 
addressed stamped envelope to: World Wide 
Travel Club, 5334 Yonge St., Ste. 1407, 
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6M2

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIPS
Scholarships and Grants Guaranteed 
Application tee required Contact KAG 
Scholarship Services, Box 967, Station "Q", 
Toronto, OntarioM4T 2P1.

TYPING ON CAMPUS!! Essays, Resumes, 
etc. by Ph D. student (Humanities, Social 
Sciences & Business Degrees). 
Proofreading/Editing/Essay writing assistance 
also available. Call 736-2100 ext 77941.

TUTOR AND ADVISOR
for

Theses, Calculus, Statistics 
All Computer Packages 

M.A.P.L.E.

E

Ï
SHORT, INTERESTING PSYCHOLOGY 
STUDY requires female volunteers aged 30- 
45. Cash payment. Leave name and number 
with Secretary at Bethune College 736-5728.

WORDPROCESSING/TYPING SERVICE.
Laser printer Quick and reliable service 
Serving York University students for 6 years 
Rates begin at $1 50/page. Call 764-7249

NEED RUSH TYPING/WP? No time to do it 
yourself? I type 10 pages/hour. Free proof
reading While-u-wait service/photocopier 
available. Marian at 841-7120.

Call Gizella at 661-5670
(leave message) -o

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS—Promote & 
Organize our Spring Break tours. All materials 
furnished Good pay and fun. Call Campus 
Marketing. 1-800-423-5264

"5
XWANT A FIRST CLASS GRADE?

Professional writer, experienced teacher, 
Social Science graduate will provide expert 
tutoring, editing and writing instruction Seven 
years ot experience Call James 489-6851.

toNEW! NEW! YORK TABLE TENNIS CLUB.
Everyone welcome. Every Tuesdays 8-11 p.m. 
Tait McKenzie Upper Gym For more info call 
Saeid 784-0090.

WORDPROCESSING ON CAMPUS—I check 
spelling and proofread all work. Call Georgia
739-6168ACTION WINDOW CLEANERS. Manage your 

summer business. Start-up cost only $200- 
400, up to 60% work from established cus
tomers, profits $8-12,000. Find out more. Visit 
placement centre or call 291-9990.

T-SHIRTS»WHITES*100 MIN.

BRAND NAME*50/50*$4.99+TAXES 
BRAND NAM E*100%«$5 25+TAXES 

INCLUDES FIRST COLOUR IMPRINT AND 
SCREEN CHARGE. 

SILKSCREEN-EMBROIDERY 
TACKLE TWILL

SPORTSWEAR-AD SPECIALTIES 
VINTAGE BASEBALL SHIRTS W/SCRIPT 

COTTON TWILL CAPS 
W/LEATHER STRAPS 

RAINBOW LETTERS/GREEK LETTERS 
OFFICIALLY LICENSED 

YORK U PRODUCTS

FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS Secretary 
with 10 years experience Very fast, accurate 
typist, 100 w.p.m. VERY reasonable rates 
(Finch and Keele) 663-2530

RESEARCH GROUP AT YORK requires male 
and female participants over the age of 50 
Time 1 hour, payment $10.00. Phone the 
Secretary at Bethune College 736-5728.

GET HELP NOW!! Tutor, twenty year's experi
ence: Calculus, Statistics, Algebra. Physics, 
Chemistry, GRE, GMATs Past tests, exams 
available for practice 783-2294SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITIONS FOR 

1992—Average summer earnings $9500.00. 
For more information call Works Corps at 798- 
7300.

PROFESSIONAL WORDPROCESSING— 
WP5.1 Essays, letters, resumes, business 
documents, etc. Scarborough location. Please 
call Yvonne at 431-1834

BADMINTON ANYONE? Community bad
minton club, close to York, looking for new 
members. Play Tuesday evenings. Call 739- 
1596.

WRRTNG HELP — York, English B A gradu
ate available to help with organization, gram
mar or just proofreading of essays and other 
writing assignments. Call Steven at 731-2488NEED EXTRA INCOME FOR 1991? Earn 

$600-$1000 weekly stuffing envelopes. For 
details rush $1.00 with SASE to: OIH Group 
Inc. 1019 Lk. Sherwood, Orlando FL 32818

WORDPROCESSING (WordPerfect>-Typing
resumes, essays, theses, etc. Reliable, accu
rate and fast. Same day or overnight service 
available Steeles 4 Bathurst Please call 731- 
4168

SUBJECTS NEEDED FOR CARD SORTING 
EXPERIMENT—Give us forty-five minutes and 
we'll give you a chance to win a million' Call 
Mary at ext 88623.

TUTORIAL SERVICES: Beginning 
Accounting, Intermediate Accounting, Auditing, 
Taxation. I WILL HELP YOU understand the 
course material. Learn the accounting 
techniques (416) 508-0469 Richmond Hill.

CAMPUSTOWN
Ot>T»F»KM"»E«R«S

TEL: (416) 733-8337 
FAX: (416) 225-8103

HOUSING

1-BEDROOM APARTMENT FOR RENT—
Finch and Sentinel. Available January 1st. 
$672 per month. Call 667-0837 evenings or 
weekends

SUBJECTS REQUIRED—Untrained males 
(18-35 yrs) to perform an 8-week aerobic exer
cise program. Fitness level and ability to exer
cise at 40°C wearing protective clothing is 
evaluated before and after training. Call Mike 
at 421-1841.

WORDPROCESSING SERVICE—Essays, 
theses, resumes, cover letters and much 
more. Reliable and accurate. Free pick up and 
delivery. Call Lisa 798-0608

WOMEN IN UNIVERSITY

PROJECT ON LOW-INCOME SINGLE-PAR
ENT WOMEN IN UNIVERSITY NEEDS 
WOMEN OF COLOUR, FIRST NATIONS 
WOMEN AND DISABLED to talk about your 
experiences in university Is the university suc
cessful in helping you fulfill your aspirations7 
Respect and confidentiality assured in hearing 
your voice Call 651-0203

PERSONALS TUTORING
WORDPROCESSING—Professional Essays. 
Theses, etc. from $1.95 per page Pick up 
and Delivery. Quark X-Press, Mac Laser 
Printer. 759-7771. Please leave message on 
tape 24 hours.

THE JEWISH CONNECTION—New age intro
ductions, old fashioned values. INVITES YOU 
TO THEIR OPEN HOUSE Sunday December 
8, 1991, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 5505 Yonge St. Two 
blocks south of Finch. COME SEE WHAT WE 
ARE ALL ABOUT. 512-8124

BISEXUAL, LESBIAN AND GAY SUPPORT 
GROUP—Small, discrete, confidential 
discussion group. Addressing personal issues. 
Thursday, 5-7 p.m. Room 31 SB Student 
Centre Any hesitations, call Doug 736-2100 
ext 20494.

SPANISH COURSES AND TUTORIALS,
Indivdidual/groups/company Group rate $6/hr, 
Indiv. $20/hr. All materials included and on 
your own premises 250-1167

HELP! Desperately seeking other lucid dream
ers to share experiences, insights and ideas 
with. We both know how frustrating it is trying 
to talk to the uninterested. Please, please call 
Jamie 497-9619.

FOR SALE

1988 CHEVROLET CAMARO—Grey, T-roof, 
5 speed. Super Condition1 $8950 00 firm. Call 
739-6959 Marie

Wishing you a very 
safe and happy

holiday!

SPRING BREAKARRIFLEX 16 ST w/16-85mm Bertimot lense, 
battery, hood, gel frames and original case. 
Excellent condition $ 1600. Paul 421-7515.

DAYTONA BEACH!! SPRING BREAK '92,
February 15-23. Oceanfront hotel on the strip. 
Best beach, best clubs, best party!! Includes 
six nights, hotel, and deluxe roundtrip 
motorcoach transportation to and from Florida. 
$249.00 quad. occ. Call Yankee Tours 1-800- 
942-8890, M-F, 9-5 for brochure and sign up.

SMITH CORONA PWP 2100 WORDPRO- 
CESSOR. Brank new, 2 years extended war
ranty. $700.00 (or best offer) 663-2530.

HELP WANTED

SERVICES
WANTED

WORDPROCESSING BY BETH—Fast, accu
rate, prolessional typing. WordPerfect 5.1 
RUSH PAPERS AT NO EXTRA COST! Same 
day/overmght service Proofreading, editing, 
writing assistance, and pick up/delivery avail
able. 744-2188 anytime.

CREATIVE AND RESPONSIBLE PEOPLE 
to do Xmas giftwrapping 

in major malls

December 9-24 
Full or Part-Time 

$6.00/hour WORDPROCESSING—Professionally pre
pared THESIS, ESSAYS, RESUMES, 
REPORTS, ETC. Quick turn around using 
WordPerfect 5.1. Call J4K BUSINESS SER
VICES, 229-4699.

Call Mrs. Waldman 770-4190

TIME IS VALUABLE—Do you have time to 
give? If you can spare a few hours over lunch 
period, we need volunteers to deliver Meals on 
Wheels to Seniors. A gas allowance is also 
available Please call Downsview Services lo 
Seniors at 740-5170 and speak to Petra.

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING OF ESSAYS BY 
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, pick up and delivery 
available All papers proofread, lop quality ser
vice. Call Terry 255-8824 24 hrs

TYPING SERVICES—WordPerfect 5.0/Laser 
Printing. Reports, Theses, Essays, Resumes, 
Screen Plays, etc. Rates $1.50 per page. Call 
Joanne at (res) 416-841 -3730.

EARN EXTRA $$$ Telemarketers required. 
Experience preferred but not essential 
Exciting new environmental product work from 
your home Great commission. Start immedi
ately Call David 881-3141.

»
I

IlfFINANCIAL
accounting, editing and reporting, conducted 
on a free lance basis. 12 years experience. 
Your office or mine. Call JORDEV 
CONSULTANTS. 731-7466

ANALYSIS, research, :

$$ EARN THOUSANDS STUFFING 
ENVELOPES AT HOME $$ Send stamped 
self-addressed #10 envelope to: AQQ 
Enterprise, Box 144 Station C. Toronto, 
Ontario M6J 3M9

r a7
\a

TYPING AND PROOFREADING—Call Roz 
anytime at 638-3084 Typing $2 25/page.

1

GIFT WRAPPERS—Creative individuals, 
Christmas gift wrapping at locations through
out Toronto, Scarborough, Oshawa, 
Mississauga A Hamilton Managers to 
$7.75/hour + bonuses. Wrappers to 
$6.45/hour + bonuses. Wages increase propor
tionately to hours worked. Full/Part lime, 
December 2-24. (416) 538-1196

•rnA GREAT GIFT IDEA for the person who has 
home movies and slieds. Have your 8mm films 
and slides transferred onto videotape. VHS or 
Beta. Vision Videography Productions Ask for 
John 538-6038.

sI
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ESSAYS, LETTERS, REPORTS, RESUMES
and all other Word Processing jobs profession
ally done on WordPerfect 5.1 Reasonable 
rales Call Bayla 731-5938

«

EARN $2000+ FREE SPRING BREAK 
TRIPS! North America's #1 Student Tour

WORDPROCESSING/LASER PRINTER—
Essays, reports, theses, etc. Call Linda any
time at (416) 775-4296. .....

!
-1

DEADLINE
» NEED YOUR ESSAYS TYPED? Fast and reli

able wordprocessing service. Low rates. Pick 
up and delivery available Call Sidra 738-0061.

FOR
1m

CLASSIFIEDS
Since 1979 John Richardson'» LSAT/GMAT 
Preparation Courses have successfully pre
pared thousands of students Chance favors 
the prepared mind1 Call for information about 
our unique, "multiple choice" oriented, system
atic approach1923-PREP(7737)

NOON 
ONE WEEK 
PRIOR TO 

PUBLICATION

1
1m ■

Ï? i

mESSAYS/NOTES PREPARED AT REASON
ABLE RATES— Also lull-consultation 
resumes and business proposals by former 
H R. Manager A Controller Steeles/Bathurst 
area Call 886-0532.
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CONGRATULATIONS 
TO THE WINNERS!

Damien Yap 
Marc Gordon 
Philip Shum 
Quintin Vallozzi 
Grace Mattiace 
Andrea Love 
Julie Levine

Paula Tavares 
William Borzi 
Shirley Shum 
Michael Naccanato 
Roger Alonzo 
Colin Beattie 
Wendy Poland 
George Sanghera

NOW THAT'S REFRESHING
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